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Àbstract

l{hen dentofacial fonû is deviant fron thê accepted norns,

it is expected that the functional abilities associated with

this non-ÍdeaI forn are also non-idea1. Such functional

differences have yet to be quantitatively established.

Nevertheless, through the treatnent of dentofacial rrproblensrrr

particularly with surgery, targe norphoLogical changes are

often achieved.

In this $¡ork a nethod of rneasuring chewing efficiency has

been developed and used to quantify the functional differences

betv/een people with extreneJ.y dífferent dentofacial forn. À

relationship between the efficiency and the adaptability of

the masticatory systen is proposed. This relationship nakes

it possible for the systern to cope with Large alterations in
fornÌ .

Mechanical efficiencies for a nu¡nber of chewing and

biting tasks !¡ere measured by cornparing the amount of

¡nechanical r,¡ork done on a bolus with the nuscle energy

required to carry out that work. In vivo tasks were

simulated in a rnaterials testíng device to det,ernine the

anount of the work done on a given bolus. The Tnuscle energy

input associated with these tasks was guantified using surface

electrornyography [Eüc] recorded fron the nain jaw elevating

nuscles. This quantitative EMG data was norrnalized to the

EitG-iso¡netric force relationship for the nuscles in order to

conpare results fron different individuals and recording



sessíons. The theoretical concepts of the applied nethods

were experinentally verif íed.

À sample of 33 untreated adults was investigated. This

sarnple represented : 14 rr l-ong f ace syndro¡ûe , [ 13 rrshort f ace

syndrone,rr and 6 rrnornalrr dentofacial type individuals.

Rernarkable differences in chewing efficiencies ltere not

dernonstrated bêtween índividual.s with extrernely different

dentofacíal forn. In addition, the resuLts indicated that the

hu¡nan cher¡ing apparatus is not highly efficíent in converting

biologícaL energy into the nechanicaL energy that is required

to cornminute a bolus.

Such "inefficiencyrr rnay be an important attribute of the

chewing apparatus. Àn appreciation of the characteristic

versatility and adaptability of the rnasticatory systen,

irnportant at both evolutionary and individual leve1s, is not

conpatibl-e with a high degree of specialization for

efficiency . That is, the hunan rnasticatory systen

de¡nonstrates that high adaptive capacity and high

rnechanically efficiency are entropically rel-ated. The

ineffíciency of the systen nay account for its ability to

cope with the changes in forrn, realized thróugh treatrnent,

lrithout nore than transient functional penalty.

v1
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chapter I
1 ceneral Intent

fntroduction

Phi losophica 1Iy, the primary goal of dentaL heal-th care

detivery is the ¡naintenance and, if possible, the improvenent

of the functional chewing system. Beyond the basic relief of

acute pain, hovrever, ¡nuch of clj.nicaL dentistry is focussed on

the control of dentofacial norphology. Divergence from nornal

form is usuall-y equated with divergence from ideal function,

but this functional divergence has not been adequately

quantified. Instead, since form is ¡nore easily neasured, it

has become cornmonplace to advocate and evaLuate treat¡nent

primarily on the basis of norphological assessnents.

objective, well-founded, functionally based support for or

against various treatment regimens is not usually provided.

It is not at all certain whet.her the narked diversity in

hu¡nan dentofacial forn, as conventional).y observed or

neasured, is reflective of the functional- abil-ities of the

human chewing apparatus. The so-called extre¡nes in facial

type clearly demonstrate marked differences in dental and

skeletal norphology and their abilities to perforn contrived

biting tasks. Patients who fa11 into these categories - those

exemplifying I'long face syndronerr and rrshort face syndronertl

for exampLe - and who seek treatment, conmonly undergo

surgical procedurês which are very different, based on their
differences in forrn. Functional paraneters are not cornmonly

assessed.



This raises the question: Ho\,/ large is the functional

penalty paid by people with rrpoorrr rnorphological

relationships? Many people with I'abnormalrt dentofacial for¡
appear to lead fuIl, healthy Iives without najor, predictable

irnpairrnent, In this regard, if forn is significantly changed

by treatnent, how is the che\./ing apparatus able to acco¡n¡nodate

such large changes, and hor+ large, if any, are the concomitant

changes in function?

It nay be argued that the number of dental patients

cornplaining of post-treatment functional problerns is

re).ative1y s¡na1l-. The reasons for this nay be that the

function of the rnasticatory system is not changed

significantly as a result of treatnent, or that the systen is

adaptable and tolerant to change.

Clinical conscience related to consÍderations of

treatment efficacy, if not scientific curiosity should dernanC

that ¡nore be known about the function of the chewing

apparatus. only through the identification and measurement of

functional paraneters of the rnasticatory systen can an

inproved understanding of the system be nore fully rea).ized.

The overall aim of this work is to address some of these

natters .

2 Reasons for Investigation

. Conventional clinical diagnoses and rationaÌes for the

treat¡nent of dentofacial relationships in otherwise healthy



human beings is subject to challenge, Such treatnent is
usually aimed at changing the relationships of the teeth and

the craniofacial structures in order to achieve rrsuperiorrr

esthetics and function. Thêre is no doubt that changes in
dentofacial relationships to Ìnore closeLy approxinate

conventional ideals of esthetic for¡n can be achieved through

varíous dental therapies (for example, orthodontics,
prosthodontics, and orthognathic surgery), Furthermore,

corrective measures for the esthetics of the dentofaciaL

conplex can be diagnosed, carried out, and assessed in
quantitative and quatitative detail. This is not possib]e, at
present, for the functional aspects of the dentofaciaL

cornp lex .

fn the past, nany studies that were designed to evaluate

chewing have described rnasticatory patterns by tracking
mandibuLar movenent or recording muscle activity (Neumann,

1950i Schweitzer, 1961i craf and Zander, 1963; Gibbs et al .,
197L; Bates et, a7,, L975a), or have neasured the degree-of-

bolus-naceration (Hildebrand, 1-931-; Dahlbel-g, !942; Manly and

Bra1ey, 1950; Loos, 1963). Some have attenpted to ¡natch

these findings with norphological characteristics of the

dentition and the face (cuttlenan, L96!; Beyron, 1964 ì

I^ioelfel et a7, I L962; Sheppard, 1965,. Ahlgrent L966 ì MøIIer,

L966; Rissin et al.. | !978; cibbs et a7., 1-982; Michler et
a7., L9a7). These studies, while of merit for the description

and categorization of individuals, are of 1i¡nited critical and



predictive value in the consideration or the evaluation of
treatment .

The clinical emphasis on norphology rather than

physioì.ogy stens fron long-standing assumptions that forn and

function have a strong relationship. Generally, it has been

supposed that the effect is mutuatly beneficial or

detrinental, in that:

- good forn optimizes function, and good function
optirnizes form, whi le

- poor forrn handicaps function, and poor functì-on
handicaps form.

Much clinical conjecture and nany clinical studies have

docuÍìented correlative reinforcernent for these suppositions

(see Chapter II). Consequently, they have forned the bases

for widely-applied clinical stereotyping and rrcorrectiverl

treatnent of the human dentofacial complex.

Sound èvidence for inportant improvernents to masticatory

function as a consequence of rrsuccessfulÍ changes made to
dentofacial- form is sparse, Furthernore, earlier r¿ork

(Iwasaki et aL., 1986a and 1986bi Iwasaki, 1987a and L987bì

Iwasaki and McLachlan, 1988) showed that the rnarked diversity
in dentofacial forrn, as conventionally measured and assessed,

was not necessarily reflected in the functional abiLities of
the hunan chewing apparatus in ter¡ns of the nechanics of
biting. Differences in the functional characteristics of the

human rnasticatory systen exist of course, and sone of these

characteristics can be consistently associated with distinct



dentofacial types. Maximum bite force, for exarnple, has been

found to be significantly higher in people with a short lower

faciaL beight conpared to people with a long lower facíal
height (Sassouni, 1969i Ringqvist, 1973; Throckmorton et a7.,

1980i ProffiE et al., 1983; Weijs and Hillen, 1984). However,

Ilrasaki (1987a and 1987b) has demonstrated that no ¡natter what

the bite force rnagnitude in humans, biting is handled by the

nasticatory system in a re).ativeIy sirnilar way, even ín
indivíduaIs with extrene differences in dentofacial forrn, for
example short- and long-lower-facia l-height types. fn

addition, it has been shown that the relationships of the

anatonical cornponents inportant to the nechanics of isometric

biting are renarkably sinilar vJhen assessed relative to a

functional- reference plane (occlusaL plane). This clearly
contradicts assessments based on conventional analyses usíng

standard rêference planes (such as Frankfort Horizontal or

Sella-Nasion) and conventional expectations about the

relationship between forn and function t¡hich would suggest

that peopLe vho looked very different also function very

dif f erentJ,y.

The challenge raised to conventional- visdon and practice

bas invoked further study, particuJ-arly in light of the

paucity of nethods to analyze quantitatively the function of

the human chewing apparatus. AnaLysis of the three-

dinensional nechanics of isornetric biting (Iwasaki, 1987a and

1987b) addressed function in a neaningful vayi however, this



lras a static analysis and it involved only one aspect of the

functional repert.oire of the rnasticatory systen. The concept

of chewing efficiency, therefore, v/as put forth for scientifíc
and clinÍcaL investigation ín this study. Scíentifically, the

work presented is intended to understand better the

development and possibl-e adaptive advantages of the hunan

dentofacial cornplex. Cl-inicatly, the work is intended to
provide a neans for the quantitative measurement and

evaluation of the function of the rnasticatory systern.

Clinica1 inforrnation of this sort, supported by reasonable

scientific arguments as the basis for interpretation and

assessment, could have important implications to the

understanding and rnanagement of the masticatory systen.

Conceptuall-y, the clinical application of the proposed ¡nethod

is appealing relative to its possible use as an aid to the

identification and quantification of chewing function for
diagnostic purposes, and for the planning and evaluation of

treatment.

3 The Concept of Chewing Efficiency 
.

Despite the fact that chèwing is one of the rnaÍn

functions of the rnasticatory apparatusf chewing effíciency has

not been a cornrnonly, or easily addressed parameter (CarIsson,

I974), Appropriate efficiency calculations involve sone

lneasure of the ¡nechanical output (work done) divided by the

energy input (to carry out the work), In the case of cher+ing,



the work done is the mechanical preparation of ingested food

for swallowing, and the cost is that of the metabolic energy

input ,

The amount of ¡nechanical work done on a given bolus of

food can be measured or calculated in various ways (Lucas and

Luke, 1983; Olthoff et aL.| 1,984 i Van der BiIt et a7.t 1987).

By having a standard food bolus of set forn and size, it is
assurned that the anount of work done by any índividual during

a rel-axed, ordinary chew-unti1-swalIow task is exactly that
which is necessary to prepare the bolus to an adequate degree

for swallowing, Since chewing patterns have been shown to be

very consistent for an individuaL (Dah1berg, f942; Yurkstas,

1951), the amount of work done for a given situation can be

stândardized. It is assumed further that the energy costs of

carrying out the ¡nechanical r¿rork on the bol-us can be estimated

using surface electromyography IEMG] recorded bilaterally from

the rnajor jaw adductor ¡nusc1es. This is based on the general

assurnption that the recorded rnyoelectric activity has a strong

and direct relationship to the force exerted by the nuscles.

This method of evaluat.ing the efficiency of mastication

was empLoyed. More sþecifically, the total muscle energy

expended in carrying out work on a given standardized food

bolus during its mastication vrâs derived froÌn the true

int,egration of the square of the EMc recordings of the tvro

nain, paired, adductor muscles. A nore detailed description

of the use of integrated, sguared EMc data IIsE] is presented



in Appendix À. It should be noted however, that this is

distinctly different from the rtrectified, averagedtr EMG data

that is comnonly referred to by the term rrintegrated'rt

FÍrstly, and very inportantly, it is not waveforrn-dependent,

which rectified, averaged data definitionally must be. In

addition, the squaring of thê EMG signal:

1) is in accordance with the units of the
relationships between energy and voltage as per
basic principles of electronícs (energy is
proportional to voltage-squared), and

2) de-emphasizes the contribution of any
unavoidabLe background noise to the integrated
resu Lts ,

A co¡nbj-nation of j¡ vjvo and in vitro experiments allowed

a quantitative comparison of the relative rnuscle rrenergyrr (as

indicated by EMG activity) required by different individuaLs

in chewing the sarne kind of bolus in their own way.

4 The Clinical Sampl.e

The subjects chosen for investigation were selected to

represent the rtextreme[ categories of dentofacial rnorphology

known as short-face (square jaw, flat mandibular plane, or

brachyfaciaf) typê [SF] and 1-ong-face (tapered jaw, steep

mandibuLar pIane, or dolicofacial) type ILF]. Such people are

regarded as being very different in appearance and aJ.so very

different in the functioning of their chewing apparâtus.

rndividuals from both categories tend to demonstrate

characteristic dental as weII as skeletal patterns that are

considered rrabnornalrr and, therefore, indicative of a need for



treatnent. These dentofacial ¡nalrelations are never life-

threatening, but they have cone to be regarded as

ttconpromis ingrr in terms of the "quality of lif e'r expected

withín our society. Most comrnonly, treatrnent involves

orthodontics, with or without conjunctive orthognathic

surgery.

The problern of biological variability in clinical studies

is often addressed through the use of large sanple

populations. This ensures that statements nade regarding any

correlative or non-correlative findings can be statistically

verified, despite what is often a large degree of variation

within the sanple groups tested. rn this study, this problem

was addressed by ernpJ.oying specificalLy designed tests on

people who were conventionally regarded as extrernely different

in forrn and who, consequently, were aì.so expected to sho!^/

large differences in function. That is, specific

investigative experiments were used, as distinct fron

statistical surveys intended to identify variables that

denonstratê sígnificant correlations. This permitted the

conparison of expected rrextreme-case scenariosrrr for the

evaiuation of the validity of the hypothesis put forward.

5 Statêment of the Thesis Hypothesis

The mechanical efficiency of the hunan chewing apparatus

is signíficantly affected by the forn and relationships of the

dentofacial complex.



A quantifiable functional parameter of the hunan

nasticatory system was tested through this investigation.

chesing effi.ciencies were established by coroparing the

nechanical- v¡ork done with the nuscle energy input to carry out

this work. chewing efficiency neasures were then used:

1) to assess hu¡nan rnasticatory function,
and

2) to compare rnasticatory function
between individuals who were very
different morphological Iy, and who
therefore r,tere aLso expected to be very
dif f erent functionally.

This study was designed to ef fectiveJ-y challenge tlte thesis

hypothesis by assessing and conparing function in cases where

relative extre¡nes in terms of dentofacial forn existed. Based

on assumed relationships between form and function,

indíviduaLs with J.arge differences in forn would be expected

to exhibit large differences in function. QuaLi.tatively and

quantitatively, the differences were expected to be dranatic.

Sirnple statistical anaLyses (studentrs t-tests) vere enployed

to aid the description of the findings.
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. Chapter fI Literature Review

1 Facial Type Classifications
1-1 overview

the use of facial typing in cLínical dent,istry has been

advocated as an interpretive aid to the diagnosis and

treatnent of groups of people that are presurned to have

distinct morphological and functional traits. The rationale
supportÍng the conventional facial type class ifications, and

the functional characteristics ascribed wíthin these, is based

on the long-standing assurnption of a strong relationship
betveen form and function with respect to dentofacial growth

and development. Individual-s with distinct facial types, who

are regarded as being morphologicalLy very different fron
ñnormal,tr are regarded as being functional-Iy very different as

r¡ell. The Iíterature on this topic is highliqhted in the

following sections. A more detailed review of facial types and

their discern¡nent Ìûay be found in Iwasaki (1987a).

I-2 Description of Long and Short Facial Types

Long facial type tLFl individuals are characterized

generally by an excessive nose-to-chin length (lower anterior
face height) and a steep rnandibular pLane angle. They are

al-so reported to have: a narrow alar base and nostrils that
are srnall and poorly developed; a poor upper lip-to-tooth
relationshÍp !¡ith inordinate exposure of naxillary teeth and

gingÍva upon sniling; a large intertabial gap; a short ranus;
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a retruded or protruded nandible; a long, narrow, v-shaped

rnaxillary arch with a hiqh palatal vault; procJ,ined upper

incisors; and a J-arge distance betvJeen the ¡naxilLary root

apices and the nasal floor. Tendencies toward a skeletal

anterior open bite, an open nouth posture, and a vacant facial

expression have also been associated with LF (Linder-Aronson

and Backstron, 1960i Linder-Aronson, 1970; Schendel et a7.,

1976; Radney and Jacobs, 1981; Shaughnessy, 1983). The term

Itlong face syndronerr has been used to describe these

individuals by sorne authors (SchendeL et, a7,, L976ì Radney and

Jacobs, 1981; Proffit et ai., 1983; Fie1ds et aI ., 1984).

Anong other terns used to describe this facial type are: high

angte type (Schudy, L966) | idiopathic long face (wi1lmar,

1974), total rnaxillary alveolar hyperplasia (Hall and Roddy,

1975), extre¡ne clockwise rotation (Schendel et a7., L976),

vertical rnaxillary excess (schendel- et aL., !976), adenoid

facies (otRyan et a7,, 19821 , teptoprosopic type (Enlow,

1982), and dolicocephalíc type (van spronsen et aI ., 1989).

In contrast, the opposite conditlon of short facial type

[sF], is exenplified by a short lower anterior face height and

a 1ow mandibular plane angle. other cLinical features

attributed to a typical SF individual include: an edentulous,

overclosed appearance in a short, square-shaped facei a

distinct chin button, deep nentolabial fold, and skin-folds

lateral to the oral cornrnissures; weIl-developed rnasseter

nuscles, a srnall vertical naxilJ.ary height, large resting
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j.nteroccLusal- distance, and a large overbite (Van Sickels and

Ivey, 1979). These features, colLectively ealled !rshort face

syndromerr (Bel-1, L977) | are said to derive fron a lack of

vertical naxillary growth. They are also known by such terns

as: hypodivergent face (Schudy, 1965), lovr-angle type (Schudy,

1966), skel-etal type deep-bite (Sassouni, 1969), idiopathic
short face (WiIImar, !974), vertical naxillary defíciency

(opdebeeck and 8e11, L97a), extreme counterclockwise rotation
type (Opdebeeck and Bell, !978), euryprosopic type (EnLow,

1982) , and brachycephalic type (Van Spronsen et aÌ., 1989).

The use of the tern I'syndronerr has been justified by

opdebeeck and BeII (1978), since, for a given facial type,

esthetic, cephalometric, and occlusal features are simil-ar and

consistent. LF and SF individuals are said to represent

extre¡ne dysplasias in terms of skeletal, dental, and facial

structures. Surgical treatnent to irnprove the hard and soft

tissue reLationships is often advocated for these people on

the basis of compronised esthetics, function, and stability,

due to extrerne norphological deviations from accepted human

norms (BeI1, 1977i BelL and Jacobs, 1979i Van SickeLs and

lvey, L979 i Piecuch et a7,, 1980i Radney and Jacobs, 1981;

Proffit, 1986).

1-3 Functional Attributes of Long and Short Facia1 Types

. Differences in the functional denands and physícaI

abilities that correlate with differences in appearance and
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rnorphologic neasurenents between LF and SF exist. Those Íìost

connonly ref erred to wi 11 be revier,¡ed .

1-3.1 Breathing and Posturê

Mouth-breathing due to impaired nasal respiration has

often been discussed as a rnajor etiotogical factor in LF

( Linder-Àronson, I979i orRyan et a7., L982¡ 9uinn, 1983;

Tournè, 1991; warren et al ., 1-991). Evidence frorn anirnal

experirnents (Harvold, 1979; Toner and Harvold, 1982; Miller et

a7., 1984; Ranadan, 1984) appear to provide support for this

notíon. The causal rel-ation between respiration, posture,

and defor¡nities in the dentofacial cornplex has yet to be

substantiated by we I I-control l-ed, prospective, longitudinal

human studÍes, however (vig et a7., :-98:-, O'Ryan et a7., L982ì

Warren, 1984; vig et a7,t !99L). Recent lrork by Fie1ds and

associates (1991) suggested that any differences in breathing

nodes betv¡een LF and normal faciaÌ type individuals nay be

behaviourly based rather than a ir$¡ay-dependent, since no

significant differences could be denonstrated in tidal voLu¡nes

and airway patency.

The effects of for\,¡ard head posture (So1ow and Tallgren,

1977; DaIy et al ., L982i Solow et a],, 1984) and forward

tongue and nandibular posture (Lowe, 1980) on craniofacial

norphology have also been consídered in attenpts to

demonstrate the etiology of LF.
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L-3.2 Muscles

Whether facial forrn is predetermined and dictates ¡nuscle

strength or !¿hether ¡nuscle strength determines the facial fora
rernains an unanse¡ered question. Consistent faciaJ. type-

specific muscle characteristics hâve been dernonstrated, sucb

as increased rnasticatory nuscÌe activity in SF over LF

individuals for conditions of cheruing, biting, swallowing, and

resting (Ah1gren, 1966, IlpJ-]er, 1966i Ringqvist, Ig73;

fngervall and Thilander, :-974 ì fngervall, f976i Lowe and

Takada, 1984 ) .

Investigations into vertical facial dysplasias with

respect to nuscle norpholog'y, activity, and nechanics have

been reported (IngervalL and Thilander, 19?4; Finn et a7.,

1980i Throckmorton et a7., 1980). Boyd and associates (1984)

carried out a histoche¡nicaI study to characterize muscle fibre
types and muscle fibre distribution r+ithin the deep masseter

muscle frorn nine LF patients who vrere undergoing rrcorrectiver

surgery to change their dentofacial relationships. The

results fron this study demonstrated rtnornalrr tissues with

considerable variability in the size and distribution of the

muscle fibres in the LF patients. This contradicted an

earlier report fron the sa¡ne laboratory r,rhich suggested that
LF rira s associated r¿ith muscle fÍbre hypertrophy (Finn et a7.,

1980). The v,'ork. of Boyd and associates established that the

finding of hypertrophic nasseter ¡nuscle fibres in the three LF

patíents reported on in 1980, r,ras unusual and indicative of
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pathology not denonstrated in all LF people.

Carl-son and covJorkers have studied the effects of

altered nuscle length on craniofacial grov'th and adaptation

by reviewing the literature pertinent to this area and by

conductÍng experiments using an animal nodel (Carlson et aJ.,

1982i carlson and Poznanski, 1982). The histochenical work

described by Carlson and Poznanski (1982) suggests that

abnornal facial- form and relapse after clinical treatnent are

not determined by rnuscle fibre structure. They concluded that

muscle fibres tend to adapt to changes in habitual function

rather than deter¡nine them. According to these authors, it

is rnore J.ikely that the neural factors which control function

at least partially deterrnine forn and nay contribute to

relapse after treatnent.

The total muscle fibre cross-sectional area has been said

to be a neasure of the naxinal isornetric strêngth of a muscle,

and therefore has been suggested as an indication of

¡nechanical influences on the craniofacial skeleton (van

Spronsen et aL., 1991). Conputer tomography has been used to

demonstrate a correlation betveen increased cross-sectional

areas (Weijs and Hillen, 1986) and volu¡nes (Gionhaku and.Lor'¡e,

1989) of the nasseter and medial pterygoid $uscles in subjects

with tendencies towards SF character ist ics '

Distortions in rnuscular balance appear to result in

distortions in craniofacial forn. rn the exErene, individuaLs

suffering with progressive disease conditions that result in



nuscle atrophy and/or dystrophy are reported to denonstrate LF

norphology (Kreiborg et a7., L978ì Gazí:.- et aL., L9a7). Bolt

and orchardson (1986) have shown a correlation betneen

subjects with large nouth-opening forces and LF

characteristics ,

1-3.3 Biting strength

Differences in biting strength have been measured, with

stronger rnaximurn bite forces found in sF over LF individuals

(Sassouni, 1969; Ringqvist, L973,' Throcknorton et a.l ., 1980;

Proffit et a7., 1983). Studies by IngervalL and HeÌkino

(1978) suggest that in individuats with increased biting
strength, a higher degree of tooth wear rnight be expected. It
is important to note, however, that maximat bite force levels

are not required for the ordinary maceration of foodstuffs and

other nornal activities (Hoe¡ell and Brudevold, 1950i Ànderson

and Picton, 1958; Graf et a7., L974; Bates et a7., L975bi

DeBoever et a7., L978ì Gibbs et a1.., 1981)'

rn subjects with increased bÍting strength, Proffit and

co-rvorkers (1983) de¡nonstrated that at rnaximu¡n effort, LF

subjects produced biting forces about half the nagnitude of

nornal individuals. LF were also shown to use considerably

less occl-usal force during sinulated chewing, and were found

to bring their teeth together with significantly less force

during swallowing than did normals. rn chíldren, Proffit and

Fields (L983) found no significant difference between occlusal
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forces in LF and nor¡na1 groups. Proffit and Fields thereby

concluded that LF aduLts fail to develop nornal levels of

strength in the muscles involved in biting.

1-3.4 Dysfunction Àssociated with Long and
Short FacíaI Types

clinicat impressions have suggested that Àngle class II

skeletal and dental patterns with vertical dysplasias show

signs and sy¡nptoms of tenporomandibular joint dysfunction nost

frequently. Deep bites, characteristic of ÀngÌe class II,

Division 2 nalocclusions have been noted in clinical

tenporonandibular dysfunction groups (Perry, 1969i Monginí,

1977; will-ia¡nson and Brandt, L981), as have skeletal anterior

open bite rnaloccLusions (Perry, l-969; I,lilIianson and Brandt,

1981; Mohtin and Thilander, 1984; Thilander 1985). currentLy,

there is little agreement on the association between abnormal

skeletal and dental relationships and ternporomandibular joint

dysfunction, including internal joint pathology and

abnor¡nalities of muscle function. It has been suggested that

such correlations have been greatly exaggerated (Greene and

Marbach, 1982 ) .

Although the nature of the J.oading of the

ternporonandibuJ.ar joint during function is described by sone

authors to be different in LF than SF (Throcknorton et a7. 
'

1980r' otRyan and Epker, 1,984; Moles, l-989) , such differences

have not been supported by nechanical ana).yses (Ir,tasaki, 1987a

and 1987bi Hannam and wood, 1989).
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2 Mastication

2-]- Role in Evolution

Obtaining nourish¡nent ís of paranount irnportance to the
existence of all life for¡ns. fn evolutionary terns, feeding

and locornotion are seen as the fundanental processes

responsible for the adaptive ¡nodifications in ¡narnmalian

norphology (Nobel, L979). The improvernent of the functional
efficiency of the jaws to ensure âdequate nourishment for
survival has been deemed a critical factor in nany of the nost

important stages of vertebrate evolution (Du BruI, !g7g;

Noble, Lg79). Many cornparative studies, focussed on

dentofacial structures, have been described. These provide

theoretical explanations to account for the forn and function
of the nasticatory apparatus (Crompton and parker, !g7gi
Dubner et a7., !978ì Noble, 1979i Byîd, 19Bb; corniak, 1985i

Hiie¡nae and crompton, 1995i Radinsþ, 1985). S ince
preconceived notions tend to be the basis for these

rnorphological studies, experimental testing of the

hypothesized relationships betveen form and function has been

encouraged (Gans, 1985i Herring, 19gS). work in the area of
jaw rnuscì,e fibre type and cornposition, for exampLe, has

provided sone physiological data to support the prevailing
descriptions and rationales (pette and Vrbovâ, 19gS;

Rowlerson, 1990). The specul.ative nature of the cornparative

approach is not always acknowledged, however, and is often
extrapolated upon in the interpretation of anirnal-¡node1
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studies for the clinicar evaluation of hu¡nan dentofacial for¡r
and function (Àrdran and Kemp, 1960i Harvold, 1968r. En1olr,

1982i Cronpton, 1985i Herring, 1985i De cueldre and De Vree

1988).

2-2 Role in contênporary Humans

Mastication, or chewing, is the act of processíng

naterial taken into the nouth. ft serves tv¡o ¡nain functions:
1) to reduce materiaL to a condition suitable for
swalJ.owing, and

2) to Íncrease the surface area of the ¡naterial inorder to facilitate the penetration of thedigestive enzlnìes and thus expedite the rate of
che¡nical breakdown,

2-2.I Effect on Digestion and castrointestinal
Funct i on

The digestibility of many foods, particularly neats and

vegetables, is increased if they are chewed before swalJ.owing.

Farrell (1956) demonstrated this by testing the effect of
nastication on 29 connonly eaten foods. The hunan subjects in
his experirnents swalLowed two cotton bags that were tied
together, one of which contained a specirnen of chewed food,
and the other an equal weight of unchewed food, These bags

ltere recovered fron the faeces, then weighed and analyzed.
Farrell found that 18 of the tested foods Left l-arge

undigested residues if swallowed \.¡ithout. chewing and aLLowed

to pass naturaJ.ly through the body. Many of these specirnens

were incornptetety digested even if chewed, but chewing ahrays
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increased their digestíbility. Foods that were completely

digested in the process, whether they were chewed or not,

included meat fat, fish, eggs, rice, bread, and cheese.

fn the sane study, Farrell- aLso investigated the effect
of different degrees of Û¡nasticatory efficiencyl on digestion,
using a full-denture wearer, a partiaJ. denture wearer, and one

person with natural dentitíon, as subjects. Farrell was able

to demonstrate that only a s¡na11 anount of cheving ís

necessary for the proper digestion of foods, even those more

resistant to digestion. This is in agreement with Ardran and

Ker¡p (1960), krho rèported that dividing food finety by chewing

has not denonstrated narked value to digestion or generaJ.

health in humans. A study by Sognnaes (r.941) in rats showed

that the extraction of ¡nolar teeth resulted in rrreduced

chewing efficiency,rt as evidenced by the swallowing of larger
particl-es and inpaired digestion of the sanples recovered fronr

the stomach. Coroprornise of the overall- rate of growth and

general heaÌth of the experirnental anirnals, however, could not

be demonstrated. Restoration of the dentition in humans, for
the sake of proper digestion or to avoid compronising general

health, does not seen to be supported by the literature.
Experirnents have shown that the extent to r¿hich food is

nacerated can affect the rate of emptyÍng of the stomach. In
general, v¡hen food is sv¡allowed without chewing, the passage

tine is prolonged. This has been shown in aninal experiments

(cited by: Farrell , L956i Àrdran and Kenp, 1960i Carlsson,
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1-9741 , where neat offered in chunks remained in the stonach

longer and resulted in a greater production of gastríc fluids

than neat ingested in a ground-up form. Read and associates

(1986) showed this in hurnans by studying the postprandial

glycaenic effects of carbohydrates when cher.¡ed and swallowed

versus when swallowed without chewíng. They found that

swallowing of the carbohydrate food resulted in decreased

plasna insulin and glycaemic responses. The increased

maceration of carbohydrates al-lowed more rapid absorption of

the sugars and starches. This initíated a series of effects.

That Ís, fo).lowing a carbohydrate-r ich meal, the glycaemíc

reactions were initiated and plasrna insulin leveIs were high,

a situation that stinulated fat synthesis and deposition.

Conco¡nitant to this, a rebound faIl in blood glucose occurred,

which tended to prernaturely stirnulate hunger. These results

may in fact lend support for decreased mastication of

carbohydrate foods where the tendencies to diabetes melLitus

or obesity are a concern.

comprornised chewing ability does not seen to be a primary

cause for pathol-ogicaL effects in the gastrointestinal systern.

The studies conducted in this area are generally correLative

and the number of variables have been difficult to control

(see carlsson, L974 for a review of this literature). This

difficu).ty is put into perspective by considering the

perplexity stilI associated with gastrointestínal disorders

and dysfunction, in generaL. The most prevalent forÍi of
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gastric distress, rrirritable bowel syndrone,rr has an incidence

of about 15 percent in adult hunans, and appears to be rnore

closely tinked with psychological state than any other single

factor (Janowitz, 1987).

The irnportance of the psychological state to
gastrointestinal function is further supported by work done to

investigate the oral digestion of conplex carbohydrates.

I'lorse and co-workers (1989) found that a relaxed state was

related to increased stinul-ation of salivary aroylase activity,
and that this was more irnportant than thorough cher,¡ing to oraL

digestion.

Unequivocal penalties to the digestion of an individual

due to poor nastication are not evident in the literature
reviewed. Studies have demonstrated that the thorough

naceration of food by the teeth is not critical to good

health.

2-2.2 E¡ûotional Factors

Food and feeding also pLay a prominent role in the

emotional and social aspects of hunan existence. À great deal.

of literature exists on this subject, particulârIy in the

areas of food preparation, sociology, and the study of eating

disorders. This literature is beyond the scope of this thesis

and lrill not be covered herein.

The fact that reduced chewing abiJ-ity may resuLt in Less

satisfaction in rnastication (Carlsson, I974) deserves rnention.
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Many studies in the dental literature have documented the

irnportance of this with respect to dental restorations and

prostheses (Oosterhaven et a7., 1988). Thís may be linked to

the perception that rrproper chewingrr of food is important to

general health, and the social and cultural demands for such

behaviour (Carlsson, 197 4) .

2-3 Masticatory Physiology

Physiologists have pursued explanations for the conplex

act of chewing in a nurnber of ways. Neurophys iological
studies have been aimed to identify the neural control

mechanisrns for rnastication and to understand their evolution

and ontogeny. Hístorícally, the reflexive characteristics of

the ¡nasticatory apparatus were isol-ated and studied first,
since it was believed that at least some of these are involved

in chewing. Theories regarding the exÍstence of a cêntral

neural pattern generator to prograrn nastication folloved.

The influences of higher centre control- ¡oechanisms and

peripheral feedback have denonstrated, however, that chewing

i-s ¡nore complicated than can be explained by reflex-responses

and preprogra¡nrnmed neural- activity alonê.

From a different perspective, much attention has been

paid to the structural and ¡nechanical aspects of rnasticatory

function, since this is the level ¡nost directly and

effectively controlled by dental treat¡nent. The early dental

literature regardinq chewing has been based largely on the
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observations of practit.ioners, and tends to be descriptive in

nature, rather than experi¡nental.

The topic of ¡nasticatory patterns has been a proninent

one. In particular, the for¡n of the chewing cycIe, the rate

of chewing, the velocity of rnandibular Doveuent and the

forces developed during chewing, and the effect of food type

and texture on the chewing pattern have been characterized.

Many investigators have attenpted to dernonstrate how the state

and arrangenent of the dentition affect or are affected by

these characteristics . The irnportance of efficiency in

mastication is generally accepted, despite the fact that therê

is very little convincing evidence to support efficiency as

an objective critical- to the rnasticatory system.

fn the fotlowing sections, the nain theories of

neuro¡ouscular control of the rnasticatory systen will be

outlined, and the chewing literature wil-I be highlighted. The

subject of chewing function witl be covered specifically, to

exenplify how it has been described and assessed, and the

factors affecting it.

24.f Basic Theories of NeuraI control

Traditionatly, ¡nastication was seen as the reciprocal

activation of two simple brain sten reflexes (Sherrington'

1917):

1) the jaw-opening reflex, elicited by pressure to
the teeth or various areas of soft tissue in the
nouth or on the lips, and
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2') the jaw-closing reflex, which occurs in
response to the stretching of the jaw elevating
rnuscLes during opening.

The ingestion of food vras proposed as the initiatlng factor

and a self-perpetuating cycle resulted.

Repetitive electrícaI sti¡nulation of the notor cortex ras

shown to evoke cyclic jaw rnovenents that rese¡nbled ¡nastication

(Rioch, 1934 ) . The sti¡nulation excited jaw opening

¡notoneurons and inhibited jaw closing motoneurons, and thus

initiated the cycle of jaw-opening and jaw-cl-osing refÌexes.

By inference, this accounted for the voluntary initiation of

nasticatory novements v¡ith or vithout the presencê of an

ingestant. Lesioning and electroneural sti¡nulation studies

led to the suggestion that a rrchewing centre,rr or central

pattern generator existed, and to evidence for its location in
the brain sten (Dellow and Lund, 1971). À nunber of sites in
the brain stem and motor cortex from which cycJ.ic activity can

be el-icited have been identified, but it seerns that only the

reticular formation structures in the brain sten are essentiaL

for cyclic jaw rnovernent. For a cornprehensive revien of

central pattern generator control of masticatory novenents,

readers are referred to Lund and Enonoto (1988).

ÀIthough cycLic jaw function can be induced

exper irnenta I Iy , and can be continued without sensory feedback,

under nost normal circunstances sensory feedback appears to
play an influential role. Bosman et a7. (1985), for exanple,

investigated the extent to r¿hich proprioceptive feedback
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influenced the control of nomal chewing rûovenents and fast,
goal-directed jaw-opening and jaw-closing novenents. surface

ElfG activity \.¡as recorded fron the tenporali.s, rnasseter, and

digastric ¡nuscles during undisturbed movenents and nhen these

activities were disturbed randonly by a force irnpulse in
either the closing or opening direction. The EMG for
undisturbed ¡novements showed a reproducible and distinct
pattern. For disturbances of the chelring novenents, a

differential existed, in that force stinuli in the closing

direction caused greater aLteratíons to the normal pattern of

novenent than sti¡nuli in the opening direction. Bosman and

associates concluded that thÍs reflected a difference in the

inherent stiffness of the systen for closing and opening, and

that a different control rnechanism exists for the two

directions. For the fast, goal-directed novenents, disrupting

force caused a change in the EMc pattern, but target positions
grere still reached without much error. This work suggested

that these jav rnovernents rnay be rrcoarsely programmedrr by the

central nervous systen, and more Itprecisely tunedrr by

peripheral feedback.

Mastication, as it occurs naturaLly, see¡ns not to be a

conpletely invoLuntary, or a corìnpletely voluntary act.

Apparêntly, chewing is rnore elaborate than can be accounted

for by a sinpJ.e reflex cycle or by autornatic patterning via a

brain stern chewing centre (Lucheí and coodltin, L.974ì l{atthews,

1975; Hannan, !9791 . some of the ways in which chewing rnay be
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influenced and the factors involved witl be presented ín the

following sections. For a more detaited discussion of the

central- regulation and periphera). regulation of chewing, see

Dubner et a7. (1978), Hannan (L979) t and Taylor (1990).

The effective functioning of the chewing apparatus is
conceptually irnportant, particularly to clinical dentistry.
The control of the nasticatory systen is not understood ¡¡ell
enough to discuss neural rnechanisrns for efficiency, hor+ever,

except to say that individuaLs !¡ho exhibit decreased chewÍng

efficiency do not seen change their chewing pattern, and

consequently end up swallowing large food particles (Dah1berg,

1942; Yurkstas, 1951; Oosterhaven et a7., 1988). Oral

feedback to stimulate cornpensations for a decreased bolus-

naceration ability (Ionger chewing tirne, for exanple), does

not seen to be in operation.

2-3.2 Chewing Patterns

2-3.2.1 Jaw Movenents

The literature on jaw movenìent is extensive.

Unfortunately, in ter¡ns of directly assessing rnasticatory

function, this information is of limited vaLue. In the p.ast,

the exact neasurement of jaw displacernent and patterns of

movenent was regarded as essential for the establ-ishrnent and

description of rrnormalrr and rrabnormaltt functional ranges.

The studies that describe and rrquantifyrr chewing by

describing the novenenÈs of the ¡nandible range fro¡n Èhose
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based on direct observations (Mills, 1955i cuttLeman, 1961i

Àhlgren, 1967) to technologicalty sophisticated ¡nethods aÍrned

at enhanced neasurement precision. The ltorks in the latter
category have employed: graphic registration nethods (for

exarnple, Posse1t, L952i I'fcMillen, l-9?2, , photographic and

cinenatographic techniques (SchweiLzer, L96Lì Beyron, 1964i

Ahlgren, 1966) | cineradiographic and cinef luorescopic

techniques (,rankelson et a7., L953; Àrdran and Kenp, 1960;

sheppard, 1965; Wictorin et a-¿., 1968), and varÍous electronic

and rnagnetic recording methods (Àhlgren and 0va11, 1970i cibbs

et al., 1971,' cillings et a7., 1973; I'longini et aI ., L986ì

Michler et a7., 1987; ow et a7., 1988).

Cornprehensive reviews of the Literature regarding jaw

disptacernent, studies and the for¡n of the chewing cycle, have

been published by Bates et a7. (1975a), Dubner et a7.

(1978), and Hannam (1979) . More l-iterature regarding the

topic is available and is likely to be forthcorning, due to the

application of new and/or improved technologies. The exact

neasurement of jaw movernents in three-di¡oens ions is a

difficult task, and it should be emphasized that the value of

such inforrnation has definite limitations. FirstIy, the

interference of the methods and ¡naterials used for jaw-

tracking, with nornal rnasticatory behaviour is an inherent

problen, and secondly, the description of jaw movements during

chewing falls far short of.explaining jaw function.

In general, the jaw-tracking work has denonstrated that
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each individual has a characteristic pattern of jan Eovenent

durinq chewing, but that the pattern of consecutive chewing

cycles is continuously changing, such that two consecutive

cycles are rarely identical (Ah1gren, 1966; Monginí et a-2.,

1986). The functional pattern of jaw novenent and the

positioning of food in the rnouth during chewíng is believed to

be established early in tife (Jankelson et a7., 1953i Àhlgren,

1976), and is ¡naintained as an involuntary process (Bates êt

a7., L975a) .

In the frontal view, the forn of the chewing cycle is

teardrop in shape, and usually deviated to one side, since the

opening ¡novement is rarely straight downwards. The pattern of

deviation has been shown to vary greatl-y between individuals

and to be influenced by the occlusion and by the nature

(consistency, shape, size, taste) of the food bolus (Bates e¿

a7. , 1976; Àhlgren, t976).

The chewing cycl-e may be artificiatly divided into three

phases (Murphy, 1965; Ahlgren, 1966):

1. the opening or preparatory phase during which
the mandible is depressed,

2. the ctosing phase or rnasticatory stroke, during
which the mandible is elevated, and

3. the intercuspaì. or occlusal phase, during which
the teeth come together into the habitual
intercuspa). position.

with increasing age, there appears to be a decrease in

chei.ring velocity, but aLso a decrease in vertícal displacenent

of the jaw during chewing, The total chewing cycle duration,
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therefore, renains approximately the sane and tends to be

consistent across alI ages. Karlsson and Carlsson (1990) have

suggested that the opening and occlusal phases are affected

r.¡ith increasing â9ê, as a conseçfuênce of central Íìotor

iropairnent, vhereas the closÍng novements, r¿hich are rnore

dependent on nuscular feedback and guiding, rernain reJ.atively

consistent throughout life.
The literature regarding the relationship betr"reen

particJ.e size and javr gape during chewing has been reviewed by

Van der Bilt and co-workers (1991) . These authors acknowledge

a paucity of quantitative data regarding thís relationship.

The same group has investigated the probl.en by monitoring

vertical changes in jaw positíon during chewing using an

infra-red tight-enitting diode system. Fron this systen,

measurenents of the rnaxi¡nurn jar.r qape and the jaw gape at peak

closing velocíty (tine derivative of the jaw position just

before the jaw decelerates during a chonp on a bolus) vere

obtained. Variable volumes of a consistent and coherent bolus

(chewing gun) and variabLe volumes and initial particte sizes

of a non-coherent boLus (silicone rubber Írnpression rnaterial-)

lrere tested. The rnaxirnu¡n volune tested was 8.8 cubic

centirnetres and the maximurn particle size tested was 9.6

nillinetres [mn] (edge size of a cube) . van der BiIt and

associates found that for the chewing gun boluses, the rnaxi¡num

jaw gape and jarv gape at peak closing veJ.ocity were

consistently related to the bolus height. The bolus height
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was, on averalte, a predictable function of the volune of guÍr

offered. For the hard, non-cohesíve bolus, they found that

the naxi¡nun jaw gape and the jav gape at peak closing velocity
were closely related to the height of the large-sized

particles Ín the earJ,y phases of a chewing sequence. In the

later phases of a chewing sequence and vhen the initial
particJ.e size was small hov¡ever, the jaw gapes neasured were

always significantly larger than the height of the bolus

particles. The naxinun jaw gape and the jaw gape at peak

closing veJ.ocity for a given chewing cycle, shor¿ed a close

correlation when conpared from cycle to cycle. This

correlation was infLuenced by the t.exture and size of the

bolus. In addition, these investigators found peak closing

velocities to occur shortJ.y after the teeth had begun

penetrating the bolus.

2-3.2.2 Tooth contacts and occlusion

Àny question as to r,rhether teeth corne into contact during

che!¡ing (Jankelson et â7., 1953) has been resolved by

tele¡netry studies (craf and Zander, 1963; Pameijer et aI .,
1969). Àccording to these works, the teeth eontact most often

in the naxi¡nurn intercuspation position (centric occlusion).

The pattern of tooth contact is relatively haphazard, and can

be guite variable within one individual. A recognizable

masticatory pattern, in terrns of rate of chewing and frequency

and duration of tooth contacts, has been reported however, by
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craf and zander (1963), albeit on a very sDall sanple (five

subjects). The subjects têsted by Graf and Zander,

demonstrated chewing contact durations ranging between less

than one-eighth of a second to two-thirds of a second.

Parneijer and co-r¡orkers (1969) also studied bruxism and found

that the nature of the tooth contacts involved Here distinctly
different fron those of mastication, in that they were

regular, repetitive, grindíng tooth contacts that were nuch

nore specific than those recorded during nastication.

Evidence for occlusal sliding during rnastication has been

gathered by Woda and associates (1979). ÀLong with proof fron

teLenetric studies, indirect evidence exists frorn jaw-tracking

studies. For example, there is an abrupt change in the

direction of jaw novement at the end of rnandibuLar elevation

r¡hen the teeth reach occlusion. In addition, the terninal
part of the masticatory cycle is superirnposablê fron cycle to

cycle and on occlusal sliding patterns made during voluntary

lateral ¡nandibular novements. Àpparently occLusal sliding
aloes not occur at all- times or in everyone (Graf and Zander,

1963; cillings et ai. I L973), depends on the type of food

being chewed (Àdams and Zander, 1964), the part of the chewing

cycle (since tooth sliding is rnore frequent at the erld of a

chewing act) (Àdans and zander, 1964; Møller, 1966), and may

occur in any direction (Parneijer et al ., 1969).

The literature reviewed by Woda et a7. (1979) was

restricted to experimental v¡ork based on non-iatrogenic, non-
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pathological ¡nethodologies and where a concept of rrideal

occlusiontr rras not being directly tested. Frorn theLr survey,

they also concl-uded that:

- contacts in centric occlusion do not correspond
to any ideal occlusal diagran,

- during uniLateral ¡nastication, the chewing of the
food is performed by working as well as nonworking
contacts, vhich rnay account for evidence of wear on
nonvorking side cusps,

- centric occlusion is the occlusion ¡nost often
used during ¡rastication and the occlusion for which
masticatory forces are greatest.

The irnportance of a trfunctíonaI occlusíontr has been

enphasized by rnany authors in the titerature (SchuyLer, 1954;

Beyron, 1969; Stallard, L976'; Roth, 1981). Àlthough a nurnber

of detailed criteria are outlined by these authors, based on

the goal of rravoiding dysfunction" (Roth, 1981), conclusive

experinental evidence to support the appLication of these

criteria is not provided,

fn spite of this, orthodontic tooth movenent is generally

expected to inprove nasticatory function and occl-usaI

stability. À nunber of authors have proposed that nasticatory

efficiency is dependent upon the nunber, size and distribution

of occlusal contacts in centric occlusion (Yurkstas, 1965;

Onar et aI ., !9a7). Ricketts (1966) advocated 48 occlusal-

stops as the ideal- nunber for dentitions without third rnolars.

A recent study by Sullivan and co-workers (1991) however,

dernonstrated that orthodontic treatnent often results in a

decrease in the nu¡nber of tooth contacts, and even after



sufficient settling ti¡ne for the teeth post-treatrnent,

orthodontic patients nay not realize as nany contacts as a

conparable group of untreated controls.

À definite relationship between tooth rnorphology and

occlusion, and chewing pattern in dentate hunans appears to

exist. In general it seerns that flattened cusps encourage

¡nore lateral jaw rnovements during chewing. This was noted by

Beyron (L964) , and also demonstrated by Hannan and associates

(1977) in subjects who underv¡ent occlusaL adjustrnent.

The same leve1 of sensitivity to tooth rnorphology was not

de¡nonstrated in a group of edentulous subjects, studied by

woetfel et a7. (L962). Three different t)T)es of posterior

tooth for¡n were tested in six edentulous subjects, to
deter¡nine the effect, if any, on chewing pattern. Differences

in the chewing pattern associated with the 3 different
occlusal sche¡oes ín welJ--adjusted dentures, could be

identified in only one subject. The loss of input frorn the

periodontal receptors resultant to the loss of the teeth couLd

possibly account for the level of insensitivity denonstrated

by the edentulous group to posterior tooth roorphology.

The debate over whether tooth wear is a functional or

parafunctional phenonenon has been long-standing. Lucas and

Luke (1983) have reviewed the nain argurnents for and against

tooth lrear, and have concluded that although the attrition of

teeth is an unavoidable consequence of ageing, the external-

and ínternal structure of tooth cusps are too specific and
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well-designed for naintenance of for¡n to .advocate wear as

inperative. This argunent is supported by shalr (1918) nho

described the nechanical advantages of un!/orn tooth cusps in
causing rupture of a bolus via sheer stresses, as opposed to

conpressive stresses.

2-3.2.3 Food Rheology

The rheological properties of food ( character istics of

defor¡ration and flow) are considerations to the individual in
all rnatters of food choice, and are of particular interest to
the food industry. A great deal of Literature is therefore

avaifable regarding the study of food rheology and texture

(see }fita, 1986). The physiology of texture perception is
indeed cornplex (Boyar and Kilcast, 1986). It ínvolves not

only the physical characteristícs of the food, but the in vivo

sensory evaluation, which includes visual, olfactory, and oral
perception.

À number of instrunents have been devised to objectively
neasure food properties. In general, these are ¡rodifications

of basic ¡naterial testing ¡nachines. For a descriptíon of some

of the instruments cornmonly referred to in the literature, see

Boyar and Kil.cast (1986). I{hile these instruments tend to

simulate the first bite in a chewing sequence adeguately, they

cannot ninic the variabLe dynanic processes involved and the

continuous changes in the physical properties in vivo, due,

for exanple, to changes in ternperature, and to wetting and
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dilution by salÍva. For this reason, sorne investigators have

advocated the use of artificial test boluses, for which the

textural properties are controJ.lable, and therefore nore

reliable and reproducible (olthoff e¿ a7., 1986).

The nature of the test food is knosn to affect the

cheving pattern (see Bates et a7., 7976 for a review). in
general it seens that harder and tough food results in a rnore

lateral cheving stroke, whil-e softer foods are chewed with

rnore vertical movements (Koivu¡naa, 1961; Rudd et a7., L9691 .

PÌesh and associates (1986) showed that for autonatic

cheving, increasing the hardness of gun resulted in a slower

cheving rate, with no change in gape. These effects v¡ere

accounted for by adjustments in the opening and occlusal

phases, while the closing phase of the chewing cycJ.e renained

approxinately unchanged. These findÍngs for autornatic chewing

were inportant to distinguish fron findings fron later work by

the sane group of investigators (Bishop et a7., 1990), !¡here,

during cher,ring involving vol-untary control, the peripheral

feedback effects of changing the hardness of the guro bolus

appeared to be overruled, That is, for chewing gun of

different hardnesses in tine r+ith a netronone, no difference

in chewing pattern could be detected.

An increase in the amplitude of EltG activity has been

associated with foods of increased hardness by sone studies

(Neunann, 1950; Horio and Ka$¡amura, 1989), although the

opposite r.ras found by Steiner and co-workers (1974). Without
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a nethod for nor¡nalizing and calibrating the EMG results,

cornparisons between different rnuscles and different studies

nay not be valid. Horio and Kawanura (1989) reported that the

masseter nuscle Bfc anplitude sho!¡ed a greater increase than

that of the ternporal nuscle !¡hen foods of increaslng hardneËs

v/ere tested. This finding is difficult to ínterpret

neaningfully in terms of rel-ative ¡nuscle strengths' especially

since the tenporalis muscle vas only recorded unilaterally in
rra few subjects.rt

Differences in the number of chewing strokes and chewing

time varied with the hardness of the test food in the rnajority

of subjects (23/29) tested by Horio and Kavamura (1989). In
a srnalLer group of the subjects tested (6129), however, the

nunber of chewing strokes and the chewing tine r¡êre

essentially the sarne for all 5 test foods. This suggested

that in this s¡naller group of subjects, the induction to

swallow lras not dependent on the degree of maceration of the

food, but rather on a habitual pattern of chewing. The

proposal that the nunber of chewing strokes is the best single

indicator of the sensory inpression of meat texture put forth

by Tornberg and associates (1985) therefore, may not always be

applicable,

2-3.3 Àssessments of Masticatory Function

The literature regarding rnasticatory function and ability
has been reviewed by carLsson (1974) and Bates et a7, (1976l ,
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Much of the attention to masticatory function has focussed on

the ability to ¡neasure the degree of food ¡naceration during

chewing. The terminology used reflects thÍs focus.

Efficiency, as defined by websterrs (1977), is:
1. effective operation as neasured by a cornparison
of production nith cost (as in energ:y, tine, and
noney)

2. the ratio of the useful energy delivered by a
dynarnic systern to the energy supplied to it.

The nost conmon expression of masticatory efficiency follor{ts

the first of these definitions more closely, in that it is

regarded as the number of nasticatory strokes required to

reduce a food bolus to a certain particle size' This has been

distinguished fro¡D masticatory performance, which is the

particle size distribution of food when chewed for a gj.ven

nunber of strokes.

In a classic paper, Manly and Braley (1950) neasured the

rnasticatory pêrformance of a nunber of subjects using a nurnber

of test foods. The subjects rrere asked to chew a given

portion of test food for a prescribed nunber of strokes on one

side of the nouth, and to avoid sv¡all-o\.¡ing any food. The

chewed bolus vas recovered fron the rnouth and passed through

a series of g-raduated síeves. The particles on each mesh

screen were dried and weíghed. The nasticatory perforrnance

r¡as êxpressed as a percentage of the chewed food particles

that passed through a 10 nesh screen (2.0 ru[ rnesh opening).

The greater the degree of rnaceratíon of the bolus, the nore

particl-es passed through the standard screen, and the higher
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the ¡nasticatory perfornance. The masticatory efficiency yras

estimated by Man1y and Braley by plotting a graph of the
Iogarithn of the nurnber of chews against the masticatory
performance (that is, a designated degree of pulverization) on

a probability scale reprêsentative of a standard subject.
Fron the masticatory perfomance scores of a given subject, an

efficiency ratio could be extrapolated from the graph and

expressed as a percentage cornparison to the results of the
standard subj ect ,

The approach by üanty and Braley has been criticized
(Sheine and Kay, L982) but variations of this approach have

been used by a number of other investigators (Loos, f963¡
Astrand, 1974; Pancherz and Ànehus, 1972; Helkimo et aI .,
1978; Rissin et a-Z ., !978ì Edlund and LaÌnn, 19Bo; Chong-Shan

et a7., 1990a and 1990b).

Às an alternative to this sense of efficiency and

perfornance, Sheine and Kay have proposed the quantification
of ¡nasticatory effectiveness, using a ¡nathenatical nodel and

chewing task data frorn human and other primate subjects. This
term has the advantage that it expresses the cornparatj.ve

abilities of different species to increase exposed food

surface area during the process of chewing. It therefore
takes into account particle surface-area rather than size,
does not involve the drying of the test foods, all-ows the
testing of fibrous foods (whích by their nature interfere yith
the sieving process) and other ani¡nal species, and does not
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assume .that. every nastÍcatory stroke has an identicaL effect
on a gíven bolus.

Sheine and Kay found that the thoroughness of ¡nastÍcation
depends somewhat on the initial size of the food. This is in
agreenent vith the findings of Lucas and Luke (1983). They

also found that in hurnans, the first roastÍcatory cycle
achieves the most increase in the exposed surface area of the
food, and the amount of additionat exposure declines
thereafter. During the nasticatory process the 1argest food

partícles are reduced ín size seJ.ectively, and there seems to
be a minirnu¡n size belos which the food is not further divided
(possibly a function of the particular dentition) . FinaLly,
Sheine and Kay were able to link the cuspal rnorphology ín
certain prirnates to high coefficients of masticatory
effectiveness, that vere compatible with the high fibre diet
characteristics of these species.

The process of particle selection has also been studíed
(Lucas and Luke, 1993), and ¡nathe¡natical ¡rodels have been

devised to nake predictions that describe what happens to thê
bolus during chewing (Olthoff et a7., LgB4ì Van der Bilt et
a7. , L987) .

A nore true measure of efficiency, expressed as a ratio
of forces, has been descríbed by Ànderson (]-g}4) . Although

the systen described is too sinplified, the approach is an

interesting one. Anderson.has proposed a mechanical analysis
of the biting system, and has solved the three-diroensional
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force and nonent requirernents for static equilibriun.
Àccording to thÍs analysis, for a bite force produced at a

specified location, the nuscLe effort (force) required to
produce this bite force can be calculated. The rat.io of the
bite force to nuscle effort thus expresses the efficíency of
the systern. Ànderson calculated an efficiency of
approxirnately 55 percent for nolar biting, conrpared vith
approxinately 36 percent for incisor biting, in situations
requiring 20 pounds of biting force.

Three investigations using EMG to assess aasticatory
function deserve rnention. fn an early study, Neunann (1950)

described a method for ttobjectiveÍ measurenent of the energy

produced fron rnuscles in the cheek and the forehead duríng
cheving. In this study, Neunann used a string galvarorneter

r,rith tno electrodes, one over a masseter nuscle, and the other
over the centre of the forehead. Frorn this set-up, he vras

able to record the change in electric potentials duríng the
¡nastication of a number of foods. These foods were sel-ected

to represent a range of tr¡¡astÍcatory values. r Neunann

cont.ended that soft foods had a low masticat.ory value, and

contributed to rrregressive processesÍ associated with the
nasticatory apparatus, in particular, to the susceptibility of
the teeth to dental caries.

The efficiency of masticatory movenents during grun

chewing was assessed quantitatively by ÀhJ.gren (1966), using
totaL integration to represent all of the Euc activity
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recorded fron the nasseter and temporalis nuscles. Àhlgren

regarded this as a rneasure of the muscular work, and noted

that the nasseter and temporalis nuscle lrork inputs lrere

positively correlated during mastication. In the group of 60

chiIdTên tested, no significant correlations lrere found

betr.teen the ¡nuscular lrork input f or gmn chewing and j aw

norphology, occlusion, or sex. Ahlgren reported a trend to
decreasing íntegrated El'lG values with age. ÀIso, children
with grinding, as opposed to chopping movements, appeared to
develop nore nuscular activities during nastication. The EMG

data was not norrnalized or calíbrated in this study, and thé

results show a very large range of variability.
Many other studies in the literature have attempted to

use B.lG as some indicator of nasticatory function (for
exanpLe: Âstrand, 1974; Rissin et a1,., L97a) but the lack of

nornalization and calibration of the EFlc results nakes direct
cornparisons quest ionable.

fn a nore recent paper, Neil1 and associates (1989) have

used the EMc activity of the ¡nasseter muscles to assess the

ability to apply force during che$¡ing. These results were

expressed relative to a calibrated scaIe, derived fron
isonetric biting tasks. This calibration allowed the

neaningfuL cornparison of individuals ¡rith different dental

characteristics . Neill and associates found that the applied

forces. in chewing were reduced in denture wearers, but were

soneshat cornpensated for by increased tirne of force
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appLication. In testing different denture tooth Ìrorphologies,
these investigators were abLe to de¡nonstrate that tooth forns
with sharper cutting edges required less appl-ied chewÍng

force .

3 Use of E lectronyography

3-1 ceneral Àpplications to the Masticatory Muscles

fn the past, Ex'lc has often been used to describe the
coordination of the ¡nuscLes involved with jaw movenent

(lloyers, 1950; Carlsöö, L952 i Ahlgren, 1966; MÉller, 1966r. cay

and Piecuch, 1986). ErfG recording has aÌso been advocated for
use as a diagnostic and treat¡nent aid to clinícal dentistry.
Such applications have recently been reviewed and criticized
by Lund and Widner (1989).

ElMc recording has not commonly been applied in a true
quantitative fashj.on. The interference pattern presented by

the raw EMG signal is complex, and hist.orically, technical
l-i¡nitat.ions have r¡ade the direct, continuous activity of the
EMG signal difficult t,o compute. A nunber of techniques have

thus been developed to quantify certain EMG paraneters (for a

revier,¡ of these, see Àhlgren, :-966ì M/l1er, 1966; Bouísset,
1973). Most of these techniques involve sone forn of signaJ.

averaging, and therefore do not always represent the true
nature of the signat.

In his 1966 !,'ork, Ahtgren advocated the use of total
integration of the raw EMG signal, as a cornplete
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representation of the total electrical activíty recorded fron
the rnuscles, in a tneasure of the efficiency of nastÍcatory
novenents. He expressed this as:

Efficiency of = Work Output = Chewinq* = Constant
the Masticatory work Input Electrical fntegrated
Movenents Àctivity Efrlc

'È (constant duration, speed, bolus, and range of motion) .

Àhlgren assuned that the integrated Efc could be used as a

reliable index of the muscular v¡ork developed during chewing.

The ratíonale for thís sort of proposal .is summarized in the

following section.

3-2 Electromyography-Muscle Characteristics

The EMc activity represents the najor changes in the

currents and voltaqes that occur when the nuscLe fibres are

activated by their ¡notor neuron. The depolarization of the

surface nembrane of the rnuscle caused by reJ_ease of acetyl
choline at the neuromuscular junction spreads down the length

of a muscle fibre and results in the reLease of calciur¡ ions

through the sarcotubular systen. This triggers events Leadihg

to the hydrolysis of adenosine triphosphate, vhich provides

energy for the activation of the ¡ouscle contractile processes.

In this way the el-ectrical activity of the ¡nuscle initiates
the mechanical activity (MÉl1-er, 1966) at the cost of ¡nuscle

energy.

EMG gives sone ídea about the start and end of nuscle
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act,ivity, and the nunber of active notor units and the
frequency at which they fire (cottlieb and Àgarwal , LgTLi

Basnajian and De Luca, 1985; Loeb and cans, 1986). By all
indicatíons, single rnotor unit.s located in the nuscles of
¡nastication follor.r an orderly pattern of recruitnent, as seen

in other rnuscle systens (coldberg and Derfler I L9'77 i yeñn,

1977r' Desmedt and codauxt L979). That is, J_ow threshold units
show longer twitch contraction tines and s¡naller twitch
tensions, and are activated first. Às the nuscl-e tension
(force) Levels increase, there is an orderly increase in
recruitment, firing rate, and eventually, in the

synchronization of fÍrÍng.
A linear retationship betr,reen tension and integrated Ebfc

of isonet.ríc and isotonic contractíons has been deroonstrated

by several investigators (fnnan et a7., :-9S2 i Lippo1d, 1952

Bigland and LippoLd, 1954, Close et a7., 1960,. Koni, 1973i

Prui¡n et â7., 1978). other investigators have reported

nonlinear behaviour: 1) where a range of hiqh force

nagnitudes vJere tested, and increased notor unit
synchronization likely occurred with the increased muscle

tension (Zuniga and Sinons, 1969i Milner-Bro\.m and Stein,

1975) t 2) where tension was neasured over a wide range of
shortening velocities (Fenn and Marsh, 193Si Devlin and

I{astell, 1985) i 3) where muscLe length r+as varied (Manns et
a7., L969) i and 4) $/here fatigue effects l¡ere Íntroduced

(Vrendenbregt and Rau, t973).
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In conditions where fatignre is avoided and isotonic
contractions are regulated r.¡ith respect to load, velocity, and

range of Ìnove¡nent (Close et a7,, !960ì Ralston, 1961), the
integrated EMG can bê a suitable neasure of the ¡nechanicaL

qualities that characterize muscle contraction (BouÍsset,

1973; Winter , 7979a) .

The influence of veLocity on EMc has been further
investigated by a series of anterior biting experiments

(Àppendix C; Iwasaki and Mclachlan, 1990). These experirnents

monitorèd the effects on the nasseter ¡nuscle Ellc activity
during biting on the anterior teeth at different velocities of
closure. (The anterior ternporalis muscLes were essentially
shut down for this task. ) For closing velocities of less than
approximately 10 n¡û per second, the velocity of closure had

relatively little effect on the masseter muscle EìMG actívity.
Àbove this threshold velocity, the EI,{c activíty of the
nasseter nuscle sholred a consistent exponential increase. For

nost norrnal-paced nasticatory act.ivity, it therefore appears

that the applied-force effects are the do¡ninant inf l_uence on

the ¡nasseteric EMc recorded.

ÀI1 nuscle systems are not alike, however, and in
particular they differ in orientation relative to joints or
othêr Íìovable parts, cross-sectional area, and fibre t)¡pe

(Buchtha1 and Schnal-bruch, :-97Oi pette and Vrbovå, 1985;

Sjðströn et a7,, 1986). The rnasseter and tenporalis muscles

have been characterized to dernonstrate fibre-type differences
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(Erkisson and Thornell, 1983; Stålberg et aI., 1986). Fatigue
studies have dernonstrat.ed these ¡nuscles to be relatively
resistant to fatigue (Van Steenberqe et al ., I}TBì Naeije and

Zorn, 1981r. Lindstron and Hellsing, 1993; Clark and Carter,
1985i clark and ÀdIer, 1997).

The sLope of the EMc versus ¡nuscle tension (force)
reLationship has gained the attention of a nunber of
investigators (De Vries, 1968; Kawazoe et a.l ., Lg7gr. This
slope is said to reflect the t'efficiency of electrical
activity" (De Vries, 1968), and may be decreased with nuscle
training. Kawazoe and assocj.ates found that the slope of the
masseter muscÌe on the preferred side was Lower than that on

the non-preferred side in 18 of the 20 subjects studied,

4 Energy Cost Measurenents

Muscles convert che¡nical energy into nechanical work.

For an overview of the relationships betlreen muscles and

energy, readers are referred to coldspink (1979). Of

particular note is the difficulty in rneasuring the energy used

by the nuscl-e contractile systern during dynanic activity.
Most comrnonJ-y, estimates must be made fron jn vjtro rnuscle

preparations and extrapolated to the ín vivo situation.
litethods of rneasuring the netabolic heat given off by muscles

(which represents the rnuscle energy not convert.êd into
external work), and of measurj-ng oxygen consurnption (which is
nad.e more conplex by the fact that nuscLes can operate
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anaerobícally as well as aerobically), have been applied in
the past. With respect, to the efficiency of nuscle

cont.raction and the transduction of energy into work, however,

these are not regarded as very accurate (Goldspink, 1978).

Because the nornal netabolic systen is so wel1-equipped

for the replacernent of hydrolysed adenosine trlphosphate,
energy costs at the bioche¡oical leveI are difficutt to
neasure, particularly in vivo. some indications of the energy

supplies and metabol-ite leve1s involved in nuscle contractÍon
can be gained fron fatigue studies (Roberts and Snith, 1999).

A predictable link between EMc activity and oxygen-

consurnption has been denonstrated by Kuroda and co-workers

(1970). This was found to have a rrlj-near plus exponential"
relationship, that would describe the increase in EMG observed

during a sustained contract.ion. This finding offers nore

direct support for the application of muscle EMc as a ¡neasure

of rnuscle energy costs.

5 Efficiency lrfeasurenents in Other Systeros

l{uscle efficiencies in relation to internal and externaL

work done have been invest.igated in other rnuscle systerns

(Starr, 1951; Whipp and Wasser¡oan, 1969i caesser and Brooks,

1975; Kaneko and Yamasaki, r978, Ì{inter, 1979b). Studies have

shown that the energy costs of doing positive work (work done

lrhile the nuscle is shortening) are rnore than those of doing

negative lrork (vrork done while the rnuscle is stretching)
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(Àbbott et a7., !952r. HiII, 1960). Experinents by Koni (L973)

have de¡nonstrated that the El{G amplÍtudes associated with
doing positive work are more than those for doing negative
work. This also supports El,fG as a reÌative Eeasure of nuscle

¡netabolisn (l{inter, 1979a) .



Chapter III MateríaLs and Methods

1 Subj ects

1-1 Selection Criteria
Healthy adults with conplete pernanent dentitions and

without previous orthodontic or orthognathic surgical
treatnent were invited to participate in this study. Other

criteria for the selection of subjects were based on clinical
standards for three distÍnct facial types: long face [LF],
short face ISF], and rrnormal. " eualitative clinical-
assessments of facial type were verified quantitatively by

nêans of two neasurenents: the anteríor facial height
proportions, and the steepness of the ¡nandibular plane. These

neasurements r¿ere rnade using standardized photographic slide
transparencies of each subj ect.

The investigator provided volunteer subjects with verbal
and written information about the study. À11 subjects
conpleted a brief history for¡n in order to document personal,

rnedical health, and dentaL health inforrnation. signed consent

was also obtained fron all subjects. Copies of the written
infornation provided and the forrns ernployed nay be found in
Appendix B.

1-2 Dentofacial- Records

Pernanent records were ¡nade of each of the subjects in
order to verify and quantify the selection criteria and to
characterize the dent.ition. As ¡nentioned, photographs of the
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face and head were obtained. Dental models and records of
the right and left biting positions were also ¡nade.

Plaster replicas of the dentition of each subject were

assessed !¿ith respect to forn by tr¿o independent and

experienced investigators. The nodels were judged on the
basis of steepness of cuspal inclines (sharpness of the
teeth), and degree of interdigitation (occlusion). The dentat
nodels v¡ere also assessed with respect to function by in vitto
neasurenents of work done in isolated rchonpsfl on various
boluses, These forrn and function analyses are described Ín
rnore detail Later in this chapter.

For the dental record-making procedures, as well as for
the experinental. data-recording sessions, the subjects were

seated upright in a dental chair, Ì.¡ithout external neck

support .

L-2.1 Dental ModeLs

L-2.f.1 Inpressions and Castings

standard irnpress ion-rnaking techniques were employed to
attain life-sized plaster replicas of each subject's naxillary
anÊ mandibular dentitions. Àn irreversible hydrocolloid
impression rnateriat (Jeltrat.eR Àlginate frnpression MateriaJ.,

Type I - Fast Set: L.D. CauLk Division, Dentsply fnternationaL
Incorporated, MiJ.ford, Delasrare) was used as per the
manufacturerrs directions, ín irnpression trays sized to fit
the subject's dental arches. Soft rope wax (Modern MaterialsR
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Wax Square Ropes - white 94491: Mi1es Incorporated Dental
Products, south Bend, Indiana) was adapted to the rin of each

inpression tray in order to further custo¡nize the fít of the
tray and to help to retain the set inpression material during
renoval fron the rnouth. flpon renìoval, the inpressions nere
rinsed, sprayed s/ith a disinfectant (Virocidin-X:R ÀBI

Bioventures Incorporated, Winnípeg, lrtanitoba), and stored at
high hurnidity until- they could be cast in buff-coloured gfT)sun

dental pLaster. AIl of the impressions were cast soon after
removal fron the ¡nouth.

once solidified, the gypsun castings were recovered fron
the inpressÍon rnaterial and inspected. Àny small nodules of
plaster not representing anatomicaL structures were re¡noved.

The bases of the ¡naxillary and nandibular castings were then
tri¡n¡ned to be parallel with one another and to the plane of
occlusion. This pl-ane of occLusion was defined by the
post.erior teeth with the naxiLlary and nandibular teeth in a

rnaxi¡nu¡n intercuspation position ( t'centr j-c occJ.usionÍ ) .

llolds for dupJ.ication of bhe trinned castings lrere nade

frorn sheets of clear plastic (BiopJ-astR 2.0 tnm x 125 lnm

square: Scheu-Dental, Burgberg, West Germany), by heating and

vacuuro-adaptation of the plastic to the originaì. castings Ín
a dental appliance fabrication ¡nachine (Biostar:R creat Lakes

Orthodontics Lirnited, Tonawanda, New york). The original
castings were retained for reference and for the assessnent of
tooth norphology and occlusion. Àt least three sets of
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duplicate plaster models were made. one set was used for the
custonization of the iso¡netric bite force rneasuring devices

for each of the subjects. The other two sets were tri¡nmed

further, to obtain quadrant models of the left and right
posterior teeth. The resulting paired, right and left
naxillary and ¡nandibular quadrant nodels had bases that were

parallel to one another and to the plane of occLusion, and

measured approxirnately 25 to 35 m¡n in total base-to-base

height.

The tooth surfaces of the quadrant nodels were painted

with a coat of clear lacquer (cover Girl NailsLicks¡ru NoxeLl

(Canada) Corporation, Mississauga, Ontario), in preparation

for use in the in vitro experirnents described in Section 2 of
this chapter.

L-2.I.2 Occlusal Àssessnent

À set of gypsutn maxillary and rnandibular dental nodeLs

were used to describe quantítatively the dental norphology and

occlusion of a given subject. This was a linited, static
analysis, in which the factors considered were not r+eighted in
terÌûs of their functionai- inportance.

Two indivÍduals sith advanced dental trainingt assÍsted
in this portion of the study by performÍng independent

inspections of the nodel sets representj-ng the sânple

I D,M. S., a specialist
J.C,N., a specialist

prosthodont ics
orthodontics

1n
1n
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popuLation. The conplete group of nodel sets were revieved in
randon order, at, one sittíng. Àt this tirne, the Ínspector

conpleted an occLusal assessnent forn (Tabte 1) for each set

of nodels. Each individual carried out the occlusal
assessnents a second tirne, on another day.

All assessrnents were ¡nade with the nodels in rrcentric

occlusion,rr a centred, full-tooth contact position. This

position was noted clinicalty (and recorded in wax in so¡ne

cases) by the principal investigator during the record-naking

procedures, and was transcribed to the subjectts dental

nodels. Reference markings for this position were nade on the

right and left sides, by drawing a vertical line through the

buccal cusp tip of a naxillary bicuspid, extended on to the

corresponding area of the nandibuLar cast. The dental
characteristics assessed s¡ere divided into anterior and

posterior categories, with the right posterior and left
posterior sides evaluated separately,

The anterior characteristics ¡neasured were:

Overjet - Èhe horizontal dístance between the
labial surface of the lower incisors and the
linguat surface of the upper incisors,
measured near the incísal edges (to the nearest
0.5 nm) , and

Overbite - the vertica). overlap of the incisors
(neasured as a percentage of the clinÍcal
crown height of the lo!¡er central incisors).
The post.erior characteristics neasured were divided into

three subcategories:

Àngle Classification (Moyers, t979) - the
conventional orthodontic systen of classifying
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TabÌe 1. Occlusal Àssessnent Fort¡

Occlusal Àssessnent for ModeÌs:
rnvestigator (initials) : Datè !

I Ànterior Re).ationship Àssessnent :

a) overjet (nm): b) overbÍte (percent):
II Posterior Relationship Assessnent:

À) Riqht B) Left
a) Àng1e C1ass: nm a) Ànq1e Cl,ass: nm

b) Cusp Inclines b) Cusp Inclines
c) Interdigitation c) Interdigitation
Total b) + c) RÍght Tota1 b) + c) Left

OveralL Total b) + c):
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the anteroposterior first nolar retatíonshipsi this
describes the position of the mesiobuccal cusp of
the naxillary first molar relative to the buêcalgroove of the rnandibular first nolar: if theycoincided, the relationship vas termed ctass f; iithe ¡naxillary cusp lras ahead of the buccaLgroove, or behind the buccal groove, thereLationship was ter¡ned Class II oi class fII,respectively. The relative position of thenaxillary cusp ahead (+) or behind (-) the
nandibular çtroove, was quantified to the-nåarest
0.5 mm.

Cusp Inclines - the steepness of the inclined
planes that formed the cusps of the teeth r¡ere
evaLuated and a general assessnent was madê of theright and teft sides, The so-called rrworkingl
cusps (usuaì.Iy, the buccal cusps of the lo!¿erteeth and the linguaJ. cusps of the upper teeth)were the ¡nain focus of this evaluation. The
cusp inclines \.¡ere scored as: o, 1, or 2 , r+hich
represented flat, noderately steep, and steep
classifications .

Interdigitation - hor,¡ wel-I the teethinterdigitated was also scored, as either 0, 1,ot 2, whích represented the range between:
open contacts (0) and the tight, inter-Iocking of
adjacent and opposing tooth surfaces (2).

The anterior and Ang1e nolar relationship measures

provided inforrnation for the characteri z ation of the dental
occLusion in a conventional manner. Àccording to a detailed
list of criteria for rrÍdeaLr occlusion that has been

for¡nulated by Roth (1981), overjet and overbite should both

neasure 2.5 mm, and the rnolar relationships shouLd be ÀngLe

Cfass I.
The cuspal inclines and interdigitation scores on one

side lrere surn¡ned to provide an evaLuation of these

characteristics on that side, for a given subject. These

scores lrere totalled for an overall evaluation of these
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occlusal aspects for each of the subjects.

l-2.2 Bite Registrations

Intêrocclusal records of a ríght-side and a left-side
biting position were ¡nade for each subject. The ends of a

l¡ooden tongue blade were wrapped, once around, with a strip of
pink denture base-plate !¡ax (Neowaxr Baseplate Wax, O.O5O inch

thick: Dentsply/York Division, Dentsply International
Incorporated, York, PennsyJ-vania), approxirnatel-y 25 nm in
width. Warrn water lras used to soften the wax for adaptation

to the tongue blade, and to prepare it for the recording of
the bite position. one end of the ¡nodif ied tongue blade

(about 5 nm in total thickness) vras positioned by the

investigator, between the subjectts posterior teeth on one

side, and the subject vas instructed to simply rrbite do$rnl

through the softened r+ax, The lrax records obtaj.ned were

chilled in cold water, labelled, and later used to nount the

dental nodels in the positions of left posterj.or biting, and

right posterior biting, in a plasterless dental articulator
(Gal-ettiR 2L-oooo: Silver¡nanrs Denta1 supplies, King of

Prussia, Pennsylvania). The relative positions of the teeth
in the two representative biting situations were noted, and

the respective set-ups werê used to construct custonized

acrylic biting surfaces for devices employed to rneasure bite
force on the left and on the right (see Section 3-1.1).
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7-2.3 Photographic Slide Transparencies

l-2.3.1 Equipnent and Set-up

À 35 lnln, singJ.e-lens reflex ca¡¡era (pentaxR rÀsahlr

(K1000 SE): Pentax Canada fncorporated, Vancouver, BritÍsh
Colunbia), with a side-¡nounted rotatable point flash unit, and

colou¡ filn (XodakR \Ektachro¡ner 1OOHC (EC 135): Kodak Canada

Tncorporated, Toronto, ontario) were enployed to nake slide
transparencies of the head and face of each subject in the

study, Processing and developing procedures \,¡ere carried out

by a local comnercíaL J.aboratory. À rninimurn of two slides
were nade per subject3 one full- frontal vie!¡ of the head and

face, and one lateral view of the right side of the head and

face, perpendicular to the rnidsagittal pLane.

In preparatíon for photographing, the unobstructed view

of the following anatornical structures was ensured: the

external ear, the forehead, the eyes (opened, with a straight-
ahead gaze), the inferÍor orbital area, the chin, the throat,
and the upper part of the neck. Eyeglasses and large pieces

of jewelry lrere renoved, and if necessary, the hair was pinned

back.

The subjects were seated upright on a stool. The head

was oriented so that the plane narked by the tevel of the

inferior orbital ri¡ns and the external auditory rneatí, knovn

as the Frankfort Horizontal plane [FH], was approxirnately

parallel vith the floor. one frontal view facial photograph

was nade with the subject, relaxed, the teeth in light contact
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in centric relation position, the lips in repose, and the gaze

straight ahead. One lateral view photograph of the rigtlt side

of the subject lras made under similar conditions, with the

addition of a narker for the orientation of the ¡nandibular

pLane [MP]. For this, the flat surface of a nooden tongue

blade was positioned against the inferolateral border of the

nandible and held to place by the subject, using light,
superomedially-directed finger pressure (Figure 1). If the

posture appeared to be altered to acco¡nmodate the MP marker,

a second sagittal view slide was made without the tlP narker.

l-2.3.2 Measurenents to Det.ernine Facial Type

For each subject, the frontal view slide was projected

and assessed for bilateral faciaL s)mnetry. The sagitt,al view

slide was also projected and a drawing lras nade by tracing the

soft tissue profile and the anatonical structures relevant to
the facial type anatysis (Figure 1). On the draving of each

individual, the fotlowing landaarks were identified:
Porion (Po) - the junctíon of the superoposterior
part of the tragus of the ear with the externat
auditory meatus

Soft Tissue OrbitaLe (Ort) - tl¡e rnost inferíor
point of the soft tissue crease belolr the eye,
overlying the inferior orbital rin
Glabella (c) - the most prorninent point of the
forehead, in the rnidsagittal plane, deterrnined
by a tangent to the forehead from a line
passing through Subnasale (Burstone, 1958)

Subnasale (Sn) - the point at which the nasâl
septum bet!¡een the nostrils merges with the
upper cutaneous lip in the rnidsagittal planê
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MPA = 24.0'

Figure 1. Sagittal view tracing of a subject showing the soft
tissue profile and anatomical structures relevant to the
facial type analysis. The marker that was held in place
to demonstrate the mandibular plane, is also illustrated.
(Po = Porion, G = Glabella, O/ = 5sft Tissue Orbitale, FH =
Frankfort Horizontal Plane, Sn = Subnasale, Me, = Soft
Tissue Menton, MP = Mandibular Plane, MpA = Mp-FH
Angle) The anterior facial height proport¡ons (Sn-Me'/G-
Sn) and the MPA for this subject were consistent with
the normal standards used in this study.
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forrning a definite angle (If the depression is a
gentle curve, Sn is ínterpreted as the ¡nost
concave point relative to a line angled at 45
degrees from the horizontal reference plane,
that passes through this area. ) (Enge1 et a7.,
r979)

Soft Tissue Ment.on (Met) - the lowest point on
the contour of the soft tissue chin, on a line
perpendicular to the horizontal reference plane
(Legan and Burstone, 1980).

The vertical dimensions of the face, that is, the

anterÍor facial height proportions, wêre assessed accordíng to

Legan and Burstone (1980), The ideal ratio of the Lower-third

facial heíght (Sn-Mer) to the niddle-thírd faciat height (G-

Sn), measured perpendicul-ar to the horizontal reference pIane,

was 1.0 (Figure 1).

In this study, the line joining points Po and Orr

represented the horizontal reference plane, FH. It nay b€

noted that the horizontal reference plane used by Legan and

Burstone (1980) was represented by a constructed Iine through

radiographical ly deternined anatonical Ìandnarks, ThaÈ is, it
passed through Nasion (the junction of the frontal and nasal

bones in the nidsagittal plane), seven degrees superior to the

Nasion-to-SelIa (Nasion-to-the centre of the pituitary fossa)

1ine. The constructed horizontal reference used by Legan and

Burstone and FH are expected to be parallel (Beaton, L973i

Burstone et a7. , I97A).

The superior lengthlrise edge of the tongue blade, narking

the border of the nandibLe, represented the MP. The angle

between the FH and MP, the nandibu]-ar p).ane angLe [ÌtpA], was
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measured to quantify the steepness of the inferior border of
the nandible. Àccording to cephatornetric standards of
rrnornal,rr appropriate to the population ínvestigated, the nean

for this paraneter is 25.3 degrees, with a range of 20.6 to
30.0 degrees.2

2 MeasureEent of the Mechanical Work Done on a Bolus

2-! Standard Test Boluses

The rnechanical work done on a bolus can be standardized

by the use of a specific anount of material that is the sane

for alt subjects. In the case of foodstuffs, a standardized

bolus would be expected to be prepared by chewing in a manner

and to a degree of ¡naceration that is acceptable for
swallowing by the individual. The anount of rnechanical !¡ork

applied to a given type and anount of food is expected to be

quite consistent for, and characteristic of, an individual
(Carlsson, ]-974). The work described herein also perrnit,ted

investigation of this. That is, in addition to quantífying
eLevator nuscle activity, the raw electrornyographic I El'lc ] data

was used to determine the tine-taken, the nurnber of chornps,

2 The ttManitoba ÀnaLysist' is a set of standard valuesfor cornnonly used cephaÌometric rneasurenents based on a
selected sample of individuals r.¡ith Class I rnorîtaIr skeletal
and dental patterns, fro¡n the city of Winnipeg, Manitoba,
Canada (Beaton, L973). These norms were ielt to beappropriate for the cLinical sa¡nple group descríbed in thisthesis. The value of the anguLar neaÁurement., MpÀ, should be
conparabÌe whether derived fro¡n a radiograph, or fro¡n a
photograph.
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and therefore, the chewing rate per chevrtest.

Tv¡o types of test boluses were used. The standard food

bolus, when chewed, changed in consistency and prepared ít for
swallowing. À second, non-food bo1us, softened to a

relativeLy consistent state lrhen cher.¡ed, and was expected to
rernain in this state without being swaLlowed.

The standard food bolus used was a 10 rnn cube of raw

yellow turnip.3 This provided a relatively consístent,

brittle bolus that was broken down in a series of chonps,

before being swallowed. Chewing gum \.ra s used as the non-food

standard bol-us. Connercially available gum in the
rrunpreparedrr and the rrpreparedrr state v¡ere tested. The

unprepared bolus began in the for¡u of a 10 mm cube of

sugarless, pepperrnint-f lavoured $¡n (cristaL : rM l,¡arner-LaDb€rt

conpany, Àdans Brands Manufacturing Àuthorized User,

Scarborough, Ontario) made fron a stack of three, one-quarter-

stick pieces. The prepared bolus \,¡as the sane anount of

gun, after chewing. This was fashioned into a rectang,ular

sarnple approxinately 10 Dn high and 8 ¡n¡n in both width and

length, to begin any test. During the course of the

experirnents, the unprepared gun bolus was l¡orked to a

relatively consistent ¡nass. When the vork required to deforn

the bol-us was approxinately the same for each chonp, it was

3 Brassia napobrassica, commonly caLl-ed rutabaga and
also knovn as trSwedish turniprrt is a roundish, yello!¡ root
vegetable, with a crisp Èexture and sweet taste.
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said to have reached the trpreparedrr state.
swal lolred.

The gun was not

2-2 In vítro Test choÍrps

À naterials testing apparatus and two displacenent

transducers allowed force and distance measurenents for the

calculation of the rnechanical work done in a simulated chelt

(single chonp) situation. That is, life-sized dental nodels

were nounted in the ¡naterials testíng apparatus and were used

to crush standard test boluses. These in vitro sinulations of
in vivo bolus positions and cornpressive loading between the

teeth, were recorded using a cartesian coordinate plotter to
represent the force and distance outputs fron the displacenent

transducers .

The force versus distance plots were then digitized for
the conputation of the work done, expressed in Nelrton-meter

I N-rû ] units .

2-2.L Equip¡nent

2-2.1.1 Materials Testing Apparatus

A Hounsfield Tensoneter universal testing ¡nachine

(Hounsfield Tensometerru (Type W): Tensometer Linited,
croydon, EngLand) , vas employed for this part of the study

(Figure 2). The testíng nachine was fitted with a cornpression

cage attachment that had two opposing plane tables, onê

novable and one stationary. The Ìoad was applied by the
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Figure 2. The materials testing apparatus showing dental
models (1) mounted for simulated-biting tests. The
maxillary quadrant model is attached to a movable table
(2), and the opposing mandibular quadrant model is
attached lo a stationary table (3). The position of the
movable table is monitored through a linear voltage
displacement transformer TLVDTJ ia¡, anO determiñed by
turning the handle (5 or 6) of the operating screw (7).
The stationary table is linked to a spring ¡eam (e), ine
deflection of which is transmitted to a mercury pislon
system (9) for a force-scale (10) reading of thó applied
load. The force output is monitored through a second
LVDT (11) in contact with the spring beam. The LVDT
output leads (12) were connected to an x-y plotter for
recording of the applied force versus distance.



rnovable table, and was neasured through the stationary tab1e.

The load application was controlled Danual.ly by turning the

handLe of the operatÍng scre!¿ connected to the nrovable tabÌe,
The stationary table was connected through a tension head and

bridge to the centre of a precision spring bearn, supported on

rollers. The defLection of the spring bean was transnitted
through a simple J.ever systen to a nercury piston, lrhich

displaced nercury through a glass tube for a scale reading of
the applied Load. The spring bearn stiffness and scal-e

corresponded to a range of 0 to 556 Newtons [N]. According to
the nanufacturer, the accuracy of the apparatus, was expected

to be better than + 1 percent. This vas verified for the set-
up used, with a spring of knor./n spring constant.

2-2.1.2 Force and Distance Transducers

Two linear variabl-e differential transforrners tLVDTI

(7DCDT Displacernent Transducer: Helrlett-packard, San Diego,

Caì,ifornia) were used to record and neasure force and distance
outputs fron the ¡naterials testing apparatus. The LVDT used

to neasure force had a fuIl-scale displacement range of + 2.54

nm. This LVDT nonitored the .force applied by the ¡novable

table of the rnaterials testing apparatus, through the
displacement of the spring bearn. This force-sensitive LVDT

was positioned opposite the tension head, normal t.o the centre
of the spring beam.

The LVDT used to neasure the distance travelled by the
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movable table had a ful1-sca1e dispJ.acenent of I 12.70 ¡n¡n.

After the dental rnodel-s !¡ere nounted (see Section 2-2.I.4),
this LVDT was secured in a position norral to the centre of
the novable table, so that the vorking rançte was betr¡een zero
( full-intercuspation of the rnodeJ.s) and greater than 10 nm of
clearance between the occLuding surfaces of the rnodels.

Each LVDT lras connected to a 6 volt [V], direct current
[DC] power source, and their DC outputs !/ere neasurecl via the
cartesian coordinate recorder described in the follovring
section. À Linearity error of less than 0.5 percent of full-
scale was to be expected, according to the nanufacturer. The

accuracy of the LVDTS and their readings through the recorder
were tested using a spríng of known constant and a calibrated
ruler.

2-2.1.3 Pl-otter

A laboratory recorder (Mode1 7044À X-y Recorder: Hewlett-
Packard, San Diego, California) designed to plot cartesian
coordinate graphs fron DC electríca1 infornation was used to
record the force and distance outputs fron the naterials
testing apparatus. The force output was plotted along the y-
axis (ordinate) against the distance output along the x-axis
(abscissa). Each curve recorded the force appJ.ied and the
position (distance) through the bolus at which it was applied,
for an in vitro test chonp. Each of these pLot.s vas later
digitÍzed (see Sectíon Z-2.3) to convert these result,s to
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neasures of nechanical work done in N-n.

2-2.I.4 Denta1 lilodels

The trimmed and lacquered quadrant nodels described in a

previous section (1-2.1), were nounted in the naterlals
testing apparatus using double-sided tape (Scotchru Doub1e

Stick Tape: Hone Products Division, 3M Canada Incorporated,

London, Ontario) . The nandibular nodel r+as attached to the
centre of the stationary table, The opposing rnaxÍllary model

was then positioned in maxirnurn intercuspation, and the
movable table was approximated to receive the tape-covered

base of the upper nodel. The originat castings, which were

tr i¡r¡ned to the centric occlusion (naxirnurn intercuspation)
position, v¿ere used as a guide for the orientation of the
quadrant ¡nodels.

2-2,2 Test Chonp protocol

A series of in vitro test chonp experirnents were carried
out with each of the in vivo recording sessions for a given

subject. These in vitro expeti:nents were done on the sarne day

as the corresponding EtMc recording session, either just prior
to, or irunediately following the jn vivo experiments. The

turnip boLuses used for both the in vitro and the in vivo
ex¡reríments, therefore, ca¡ne fron the same batch of sanple

cubes, and were ahrays fron the. sarne turnip. Sirnitarly, the
gun boluses for one experimental session all came fron the



sa¡ne sealed package.

Each test. bolus was centred over the ¡oandibular first
noLar tooth to begin the jn vitro chonp. The bolus r,ras

positíoned by the teft hand of the investigator, vhile the
right hand wound the operating screw handle of the naterials
testÍng nachine at a steady rate. The table with the
naxillary dental nodel attached vJas thereby noved into
approxirnat.ion with, and then through the bolus tolrards the
nandibular dentat ¡nodeL. The pen recorder sínultaneously
napped out the force-distance relationships as the dental
nodels were brought into fuII intercuspation, slicing and/or
crushing the test boLus. The test chomps were ter¡ninated once

a designated force level of 222 N was reached (Figure 3).

Before beginning each set of in vitro experiraents, the
recorder set-up was checked for hysteresis error and the zero-

force baseLine for the force-distance pJ-ots was estabtished.
Às well, the force leve1 of 222 N and the distance scale in rnm

r.¡ere indicated along the y- and x-axes, respectively, for each

set of in vitro results. These indicators were necessary to
calibrate the axes of the pJ-ots for the digitizing and work

done calculations.

One set of in vitro experirnents consisted of test chonps

on the turnip [T], the unprepared gurn [UpG], and the prepared

gun IPG] boluses, These were carried out between the right-
side dental models and repeated for the 1eft-side dental
¡nodeLs, The test chonps on the turnip were repeated five
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Figure 3. Force versus displacement plots showing an in vitro
"chomp' of the Test Boluses, centred over the mandibular
first molar. The corresponding work done calculations
are also shown, in Newton-meters [N-m]. (Subject JH1, right)
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tí¡nes on each side, per set of experiments, rdhile the gun

boluses were tested once on each side (sine-e they were

expected to be of a more consistent nature) .

2-2.3 Work Done ComputatÍons

The plots of force versus distance for the in vltro test
chonps were digitized using a digitizing pad (HiPad:n Houston

Instrunent, Austin, Texas). Àn integration progrran (designed

in house) was ernployed in a conputer (IBMR Personal conputer:

IBM PersonaL Computer, Boca Raton, Florida) to carry out the

cal-culations necessary to convert the information fron the

digitized plots to work done neasurements in terms of N-n

units. Each digitization and work done colputation tras

repeated, and lras expressed as a ¡nean value, If there was a

large discrepancy between the resuLts fron two Eêasurenents,

the process was repeated until satisfactory agreernent between

the neasure¡nents was obtained. The repeatability of these

neasurernents was generally high. Àny discrepancies of

signÍficance could be attributed to operator error.

3 Measurenent of Muscle Energy Costs in Chewing and Biting
The effective part of chewing and biting, in ¡nechanical

terns, involves the jaw elevator :nuscles. Four of the rnain

jaw elevating nuscles, the bilaterally paired superficial
¡nasseter and anterior tenporalis nuscles, which are accessible

to surface ElfG recording, $/ere used to estirnate the ttenergy
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costsrt associated wÍth the nechanical work done in chewÍng.

For the quantitative evaluation of the results fro¡û different
recording sessions and/or different individuals, Ít vras

necessary to address the potentiaL for variabilíty in the raw

El'fc signal strength and guality and the need for a calibrated
scale. This was accornplished by norrnalizing the EMG data

fro¡n chewing by expressing it relative to the B,fc data fron
isornetric bítÍng for a given individual and recording session.
standard bipolar surface EMG recording techniques were

enployed.

3-1 fsometric Bite Force Measure¡nents

3-1.1 Bite Force Transducers

Bite force measuring transducers IBFT] were designed and

constructêd for use in the rnouth. The BFT for right biting
and those for left biting were uirror-images of one another.

The naín conponents of the BFT vere a thin, pressure-sensitive

pad (Force sensing Resistor,fr part nurnbers 150 - 1/4 inch

square and 151 - 3/8 inch circle: fnterlink Electronics, santa

Barbara, Cai-ifornia), which was mounted betv¿een two opposing

stainl-ess steel plattens that forrned the ends of a long-
handled, forceps-like device (Figure 4). This pad was a

polymer thick f il¡n device that exhibited a decreasing

resistance with increasing, perpendicularly-appLied force. The

pad was attached to the inside surface of the 1over platten.
Àttached to the pad, and also sitt.ing betveen the two
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Figure 4. The Bite Force Transducer Device [BF[ in
superolateral view (A) shows a stainless steel handle
(1) with guide pin (2), and acrylic-covered upper (3) and
lower (4) biting plattens. The upper platten has
indentations in the acrylic biting surface to receive the
maxillary first molar of a particular subject. A pressure_.
sensitive resistor pad (8, superior view) with a rubber o-
ring (5) overlying it, is between the plattens, attached to
the inner surface of the lower platten. The biting end of
the BFT is also shown ín.a lateral view (C). Lead wires,
cold soldered to the resistor pad and encased in
protective epoxy (6), are secured to the handle by
elastics (7), and permit connection of the BFT to an
output recorder (x-y plotter).
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plattens, was a small rubber o-ring. The o-ring served. to
distribute the applied bite forces over the pressure-sens itive
pad, so that the force range and linearity lrere satisfactory.
The outer, biting surfaces of the plattens were covered witb

a thin layer of cold-cured orthodontic acrylic resin (Langrs

JetR Acrylic: Lang Dental lifanufacturing conpany, Chicago,

I1ì.inois). The acrylic on the superior-facing pLatten was

custonized to fit the cusp tips of the naxillary left or right
fírst ¡nolar of a particular subject. This ensured that the

force delivered was in approxinately the sarne place each tirne.

A biting position centred on the maxillary first rnolar was

chosen, bêcause, in ¡nost intact dentitions, it would be

expected to be the average or nost frequent point of contaqt

of the teeth lrith the bolus during chewing on one side of the

nouth.

The repeatabil-ity of the biting position was critical to

the BFT since the accurate measurernent of force by the

resistor pad was position-dependent. The acrylic on the

inferj.or-facing pl-atten lras smooth and poLished, and did not

restrict the biting position of the mandibular teeth. This

allorved some freedon to achieve a stable biting posítion on

thê BFT between the ¡naxillary first nolar and the opposÍng

mandibular teeth. The bite opening required to accoÌnmodate

the BFT was approxinately 4 rìm to 6 rul.

The pressure-sensitive resistor pad and the

interdigÍtating electrode array r¿ithin it had an overall
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thickness of 0.33 nrn. For consistent activation, the pad had

requirenents for a fir¡n backing, and the application of loads

to its upper surface. ¡,¡hen a load vas applied, the

interdigitating electrodes lrere shunted to a degree dependent

upon the nagnitude of the load. This load could be Ìoeasured

as a resistance output. Lead vrires were cold soldered (HysolR

Epoxy Conductive Cement: Hyso1 Electronic Chernicals,

Industry, California) to the poLes of the electrode array.

These connections were then encased in a protective binding

nateriaL (Lepage'sru 5 Minute Epoxy clue: Lepagers LÍroited,

Branalea, Ontario) to keep then ¡noisture-resistant.

À11 component parts were vashed and disinfected or cold

st.eriLized before and after assenbling and custonizing a BFT

for use by a given subject, Double-sided tape (Scotchm

Double Stick Tape: Hone Products Division, 3M Canada

Incorporated, London, Ontario) was used in the assenbly to
attach the o-ring to the upper surface of the resistor pad,

and to attach the pad to the BFT forceps.

since the position of the applied force was critical to
the pressure-sensitive resistor pad, steps were taken to keep

the bitj-ng position on the BFT as consistent as possible for
a given in vivo and j¡ vjtro experi¡nental session. The wax

bite registrations of right and left biting between the

maxillary first nol-ar and the opposing mandibular teeth,
described in a previous section (L-2.2), $/ere used to record

the relationships of the teeth in this positÍon during a
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relatively natural bite. These bite registratíons lrere then

used to nount the dental nodels in this position, for the
naking of the custo¡nized acrylic biting surfaces of the BFT

(one for the right biting situation, and another for the left
biting situation).

3-I.2 Bite Force Transducer Calibration
The resistance output fron the BFT was recordêd on the

y-axis of the x-y plotter, versus an x-axis tine base (sweep

speeds 2,5 centi¡netres/second), during a series of in vitro
isometric bites. The set-up used was the sa¡ne as for the in
vitro chonps on the test boluses. That is, the quadrant

nodels of a given subject's teeth were mounted in the
materials testing apparatus. For the calibration of the BFT

however, only the force-nêasuring LVDT was ernployed. The BflI
was correctly positioned between the plaster dental nodels,
according to the naxillary fÍrst rnolar, and the resistance
outputs were recorded for neasured, systenatically increased
iso¡netric force rnagnitudes. The applied force was increased
in st.eps of 19.7 N over a range of zero to 394 N or Ìnore.

These neasurements weie repeated at least once for êach BFT,

for a given experirnental session. Fron a nean of the
measurenent trials, a scaLe was thus developed to deter¡nine
the relationship betr+een the resistance ¡neasured and the
nagnitude of the applied force. The caLibrated BFT was then
used to neasure the force associated with in yjyo isorneÈric
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biting tasks.

3-2 Electronyographic Recording

3-2.I Conditions and Equipnent

Àll jn yiyo experimental sessions were conducted in a

designated EI'lc recording and data analysis room (RooÍl 411,

Departnent of Civil Engineering, University of Manitoba).

Subjects were seated upright in a dental chair, facing away

fron the recording and signal-vielring equipment. During a

recording session the doors were kept shut and the window

shaded, in order to ¡ninirnize exposure of the subject to
extraneous sti¡nuIi.

The standard surface EMc techniques and equipnent that
were utilized in this study were approved by the Ethics

Co¡r¡nittee of the Faculty of Dentistry, University of Manitoba.

Silver cup electrodes (E5S Silver Cup Electrodes, 48-inch

length: crass fnstrunent Conpany, Quincy, Massachusetts) were

paired to forrn a bipolar electrode unit for recording fron
each of the masseter and anterior ternporalis rnuscles. À

single ground eLectrode was attached to a distant site, the

right ear lobe. Adhesive-backed sponge pads (Restonlr{ SeIf-
Àdhering Foan Pads, 1560M: 3M MedÍca l-surgical oivísion, St.

Paul, ìlinnesota) were used to secure the electrodes in
position on the subject's skin, The centre-to-centre
intêrelectrode distance of the bipolar units rr¡as approxinately

25 nn. Each electrode cup was filled with a water-soluble
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conducting crean (Liqui-corrrM 007886: The Burdick

Corporation, ìfiJ.ton, wisconsin) before being apptied to the

skin.

A four channel, battery operated, arnplification systen

(Biological Ànplifier systen: Biosys, winnipeg, ManÍtoba)

enhanced the 1ow-power electrical signals transnitted from the

muscles by the EI'lc eÌectrodes. The el-ectrodes were Linked to

the preanplifier portion of the a:nplifícation systen through

a grounded socket assernbly that was nounted on the wa11 behind

the subject. The four preaÍìpLifiers sere also attached to

this r.ratÌ unit. The preamplifiers were differential input,

single-ended output and had a co¡nmon node rejection ratio of

100 decibels, an input resistance of 44 nega-ohrns, a root-
nean-square noise level of 1 microvolt, and a freguency band

lridth of 0.1 Hertz to 10 kilo-Hertz. Each had a set gain of

100 tines (+ 5 percent) .

Insulated cables connected the preanplifiers with the

main amplifier. Àdjustable lov and high bandpass filters, set

at 1 kito-Hertz and 10 Hertz, respectively, were part of this
systen. The ¡nain arnplif ier provided an additional, adjustable

gain of up to 100 tirnes more for a rnaxinum system gain of

10r000 times. The continuous gain controls were adjusted for
each channel to naxirnize the signal-to-noise ratio without

exceeding the output lirnit, t¿hich was + 5 volts.

Àn oscill,oscope (Model 1200À Dual Trace oscilloscope,

Hewlett-Packard conpany, colorado Springs, Colorado) was used
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to nonitor the quality and strenqth of the EMG signals fron
the anplification systen. The aroplif ied signats were then

stored on magnetic tape (3M Recording Tape, BO9-1/4-1900 pR7:

3H Magnêtic Media Division, St. Paul, Minnesota) by a four

channel f requency-ÍloduLated tape recorder (Modet 3960

Instru¡nentation Tape Recorder: Hewlett-packard Conpany,

Mountain View, California), run at a tape speed of 95.25 nn

per second.

À knor.rn signal, provided by a function generator (Model

33108 Function Generator: Hewl-ett-Packard Conpany, Loveland,

Colorado), was passed through the arnplification system and

recorded at each recording session, once the amplifier gain

settings had been established, and again íf any adjustrnents

were required during the session. This perrnitted the

calculation of the gain for each channel.

3-2.2 Protocol- for EMG Recording

3-2,2,1 Preparation of the Subject

In preparation for a recording session:

- each nale subject was asked to shave his face,
prior to the session, and

- al-I subjects were asked to refrain fron
applying facial ointnents or cosmetics on the day
of the session, until the recording \.ras conpl-eted.

The subject was first seated upright in a dental chair,
in a comfortable position. The ¡nuscles of interest were then

palpated to locate the najor colnponent of each of these

nuscles. that is, the fleshy portlons of the superfícial
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nasseter muscles and anterior temporalis muscles vere ¡nanually

located by the investigator. The centre of the nost active
portion of these was deterrnined as the subject contracted the
nuscles by gently clenching the teeth together.

The skin over these areas was prepared to receive a

bipolar eLectrode unit, by being wiped vith 7O percent

isopropyl aLcohol, and then being rubbed vigorously for ten to
fifteen seconds with a disposable cotton gauze sponge. Thê

skin was wiped again v¡ith alcohol and allo!¡ed to dry. The

bipolar elect.rode unit r,¡as positioned over the prepared area

of the skin, in Line with the direction of muscle puJ.1 (Figure

5).

SimiJ.ar1y, an area of skin on the subject's right ear

lobe v¡as prepared to receive a singJ-e ground electrode. This
ground eLectrode was fixed to the ear with an adhesive-backed

sponge, and was additionally secured with a plastic ear cIip.
The inpedance at each set of bipolar electrode-prepared

skin interfaces was neasured and recorded before the

electrode leads r¿ere connected to the prearnplifier. Low

irnpedance readings were desirable, ff the inpedance exceeded

30 kilo-ohrns, the electrode unit was renoved, the skín

reprepared, and the electrodes were checked and cleaned, if
necessary. The unit r,¡as then reassembled and rep)-aced. This

was repeated until a lo\,/er reading was achieved, as long as

the subject,rs confort was not comprornised. The signal-to-
noise ratios for each EMG set-up were checked and the
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Figure 5. A subject prepared for electromyographic recording,
illustrating bìpolar surface electrode units attached to
the skin by adhesive pads over the right anterior
temporalis (1), right masseter (2), left anterior
temporalis (3), and left masseter (4) muscles. A single
ground electrode is similarly attached to the right ear
lobe (5), and secured with a plastic clip. The position of
the electrode cups along the direction of the muscle pull
is shown schematically for (1) and (2), as if the pads
were transparent.
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anpLifier gains adjusted as required. The nininun acceptable
peak-to-peak signal-to-noise ratio lras 10:1 for the
ipsilateral. ¡nuscles involved in a moderatety hard unilateraL
¡noIar bÍte on a s¡ooden tongue btade.

3-2,2.2 In vivo Chewing and Biting Tasks

The El'fc activity of the urain j aw elevating ¡nuscles was

recorded !¡hile a standard series of tasks was perforned by the
subject. This comprised one recording session and took
approxirnately 45 minutes to complete, In a second recording
session, the series of tasks vas repeated by the subject on

another day, and was recorded in the sarne fashion. The tasks

involved the chewing of standard sarnpJ.es of turnip and gun,

and isometríc biting on the BFT. The tasks are described in
detail according to the chewing or biting nateriaJ_, in the
followíng paragraphs, The tasks were always carried out in a

particular order, however, and this protocol is outlined in
Table 2.

The term rrnatural chewing'r refers to chewing in an

ordinary fashion, that is, chewing in the subject.'s habitual
manner v¡ithout marked conscious effort. The ter¡n runilateraL

chewingtr refers to chewing on one side, the side of the first
chonp, for the duration of the chewÍng task.

À turnip rrchewtestrr was defined as the chew-unti l-swallow
a standard turnip cube. The end of the task nas indicated
a hand wave fron the subject. The natural. chewing turnip

of

by
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Table 2. In vivo che!¡ing and Biting Task protocol

* Refer to the text for a description of the standard size
and forrn of the ¡naterial.

't* Refer to the text for a conplete description of the tasks.

Task
Label

chewing/Biting
Matêr ía I *

Task Description* * Number
per
Ses s ion

À- Turnip Natural Chewinq 4

R- Bite Force
Transducer

fsonetric BÍting, Right 3

L- Bite Force
Transducer

Isonetric Biting, Left 3

BR- UnpreÞared cun Unilateral Chevinq, Riqht 1

BL- UnpreÞared cun Unilateral Chewínq, Left I
cR- Prepared Gum Natural Chelring,

startinq Riqht
1

cL- Ptepared cuñt Natural Chewing,
starting Left

1

DR- TurniÞ Unilateral Chewinq, níqht 3

DL- Turn iÞ Unilateral Chewinq, Left 3

ER- Turn ip Unilateral chewing, Right
starLinq at bicuspids

1

EL- Turnip Unil-ateral che$/ing, Left
starting at bicuspids

1

FR- Turnip Unilateral Chewing, Right
startinq at second molar

1

FL- Turnip Unil-ateral Chewing, Left
starting at second rnolar

1

Relaxed and Resting 1

r f rnpress ion
Mater ia I

Tsonetric Biting, Right 1

1 Irnpression
Material

Isonetric Biting, Left 1
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chelttests (À tasks in Table 2) were always carried out at the

very start of the EMG session. For these, one turnip cube was

offered at a tirne, which the subject delivered by hand for
ingestion, wíthout any restriction regarding the chewing side.

Turnip sarnples !¡ere also chewed unilaterally by the

subject for trials carried out alternately on the right and on

the left. On each sÍde, three different starting positions

were used, beginning vith the turnip cube between the teeth,

centred over: the ¡nandibular first noJ.ar (D tasks in Table

2), the ¡nandibular bicuspíds (E tasks in TabLe 2) , and the

nandÍbular second nolar (F tasks in Table 2).

The gun chewing tasks were of two general types: an

unprepared gium cube cher,¡ed unilaterally for trials on the

right and on the left (B tasks in TabLe 2), and a preparêd gun

cube chewed naturally after a starting chonp on the right side

for one trial, and the left side for another (c tasks in Table

2'). The El'Íc activity was recorded during thê gurn chewing

tasks for between 45 and 60 seconds per trial. To start, a

triaJ., the gnrn boluses were aLways positioned between the

teeth, centred over the ¡nandibular first rnolar of the

designated side in the unilateral cher,/ing tasks, or of the

starting side in the natural chelring tasks.

Àn isonetríc biting task involved biting on the BFT at

three bite force Levels, sustained for approxinately three

seconds each. That is, once the BFT lras correctly positioned,

the subject bit dor,rn, beginning $rith a rr¡nediunr bite f orce (as
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perceived by the subject), and then increased the bite force

twice more so that the finaL bite force rnagnitude was

relatively rrhard." This task was repeated three ti¡nes on the

right and three ti¡nes on the left. À mini¡nun of 30 seconds

rest rras taken betweên each task.

Àt the sarne tirne that the ElifG activity rras recorded on

tape during these biting tasks, the resistance of the BFT was

recorded on the y-axis of the x-y plotter versus a tíne base

on the x-axis (run at 2.5 seconds / centirnetre ) (Figure 6). À

sustained isornetric bite force level could thus be

identified, and the force rnagnitude derived frorn the force-

resistance calibration curves established in vitro.
The x-y plotter was set-up behind the subject, so that no

visual feedback was provided to the subject. VerbaI feedback

in ter¡ns of increasing the bite force and holding a bite force

was provj-ded to the subject by the investigator, who nonitored

the bite force (as indicated by the resistance output) as it
was plotted by the recorder pen during the task. Thê

objective was to obtain a variety of sustained isornetric bite
force levels in the range where the BFT was most linear
(generally, 90 N to 44.0 N).

The subject was inforned that naximun effort biting was

not desired. Posítioning of the BFT relative to the naxilLary
first molar on thê side of biting !¡as aided by the

investigator, however, the subject freely positioned the

¡nandibl.e t.o achieve a stable bite. The subject was asked to
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R c< Bite Force

( --.------- = 5 seconds )

Figure 6. lsometric Biting Tasks: Plots of Resistance (R)
versus Time for three trials (with a minimum of 30
seconds rest between trials, not shown on the time
scale). The R-output from the Bite Force Transducer ln
yiyo was calibrated by ín vitro experiments to obtain
the corresponding bite force magnitude,



bite down a few tirnes on the BFT, without recording, to test
this situation for comfort.

Before each cher.¡ing and biting task, the investigator
gave the subject sinple verbal instructíons regarding the

particutar task. No ¡nention was rnade of how many tasks of one

sort would be perforned. Feedback, if required, was alsays

verbal, and of an encouragÍng nature. For instance, the

placernent of the bolus required for sone of the tasks vas

first described by the investigator, sighted by the

investigator, and adjusted as necessary through verbal

instructions (for example: "position the cube over the first
big teeth on the lower right,rr and rrplease rnove the cube

forward about 3 rnm"). The sighting of the position of the

cube was important for these specifíc tasks since these

positions were si¡oulated by the investigator for Lt:e in vitro
test chonps. If the perfornance of a task was unsatisfactory,

this lras not indicated directly to the subject, but the task

was repeated vith instructions as appropriate.

3-2.3 Notations and observations

. À rnicrophone auxiliary to one channel was used to l-abel

the tape at the start of each EMG session. À verbal

identification of the tape reel nurnber, the counter position,
the date, the nane of the subject, and the session number were

recorded on to the tape.

A l¡ritten record of the procedures done and the data
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collected for each EMG session was kept. The tape counter

positions before and aftèr each task were written dov¡n so that
they could be located and identified for future anaLysis. Àny

noteworthy observations regarding the experirnental conditíons,

and El'fG signals, or subject behaviour vrere also written dovn.

At the conclusion of an EMG sessÍon, all the equipment

r¿as switched off or dÍsconnected, and the electrodes were

removed. The prepared areas of the subjectts skin were wiped

free of any residual conducting cream and rnoisturized with a

lanolin toweLl-ette (Moist wipes: Zel-Iers fncorporated,

Montreal, Quebec). During this clean-up period, the subject

was informally questioned as to whether they had a preferred

side for chewing and a dorninant side in terns of chewing

rrstrength. rr These responses, as r.¡ell as any conments of f ered

by the subject regarding the study were noted and recorded.

3-3 Data ÀnaÌysis

3-3.1 Data Transfer, Data Display, and Cal-culations

The Elilc activity of the four rnuscles during the cheving

and biting tasks v¡ere recorded simultaneously and stored on

tape. Subsequently, the tapes were replayed and the signals

converted to digital form, and stored on the hard disk of a

computer. Special programs (desígned in house), pernitted

the ras EUG data to be visually displayed against a ti¡ne scale

(Figure 7), and coÍrputations to be perforned. Fron the tine
scale and the visual display, ¡neasure¡nents of the ti¡ne-taken
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{- T¡me ( seconds) --.-.---.-..>

Figure 7. Raw EMG data from the right masseter (RM), left
masseter (LM), right anterior temporalis (RAT), and left
anterior temporalis (LAT) muscles for a left unilateral
turnip chewtest (total number of chomps = 19). (Subject:
cG1)



for any task, the nunber of chomps (nuscLe activity bursts)

and the chewing rate per chevtest, could be obtained. In

addÍtion, calculations of the root-mean-square IRMs] and the

integrated-square values of selected seç[uences of the raw El'fG

data !ùere perforrned through the cornputer.

3-3.2 Nornalization and Calibration Factors

3-3.2.1 EMG Activity and Bite Force Relationships

From the force-cal ibration of a given, custonized BFT,

the bite force magnitudes corresponding to the Ð'rG activities
recorded during the isometric biting tasks, v¡ere calculated.

The tine scales of the x-y plotter recording of the BFT output

during an in vìvo biting task, and the conputer display of the

raw EMc activity during that task, were rnatched. The RMS

val-ue of the EMc activity corresponding to a sustained bite

force of kno\,¿n vaLue was thus deternined for the four muscles

for the situatíon of right biting and l-eft biting. Plots of

RMS Elrfc activity versus bite force were expected to be

re1iable, reproducíbIe, and quantitatively sensitive with

respect to muscle function (Lindauer et a-l .' 1991).

3-3.2.2 Nor¡nalization and Calíbration Factor
Derivation

Fron the ptots of RMS EllG activíty versus bite force, the

nornalization and calibration factor vaÌues were established

for each of the four nuscles in the situation of right biting

and in the situation of Left biting. These nornaLization and
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caLibration factors had units of (EMc activity)2/ll, and were

ernployed to express the integrated square of the raw Elrlc data

IISEI fro¡n cher¿ing on a given side relative to the EMG of
isonetric biting on that side.

In the derivation of a nornallzation and calibration
factor, the RMS Etfc value correspondíng to a bite force of 133

N vras used. This value of bite force was deemed an

appropriate standard to use to establish these factors for
three reasons:

1. This bite force magnitude !¿as wetl,-lrithin the
range of expected human bite force capabil_ities
(see Chapter II Literature Review, for details).
2. Frorn in vitro chornps of the standard turnip
boluses, it was establ,Íshed that the peak force
reached before initial failure of the bolus ranged
between 110 N and 150 N, ¡vith the nean around 133
N.

3. The BFT device hras teast accurate in the Low
ranges of applied force (approxinateJ.y less than 90
N).

For a given nuscle, and a given biting side (right or

left) then, the RUS Ellc val-ue corresponding to a bite force of
133 N was squared and divided by 133 to obtain the

normalization and calj.bration factor value expressed in the

desired units (EMc activity2/N). À set of eight factors were

derived to analyze the dat.a obtained for an individual at a

recordíng session.
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3-3,2.3 Nor¡nalization and Catibration Factor Check

The basis of the established normalization and

calibration factor for a given subjecÈ and recording session

was indirectly checked in most cases. That is, the accuracy

of the bite force rnagnitudes neasured by the BFT and the
relative nix of nuscl-e activity elicíted were checked by

having the subject carry out an additional biting task on the
right, and left sides.

A snall rectangular sarnpJ-e of set vinyl polysiloxane

inpression material (CutterR perfourn putty - Type I:
Colunbus Dental, Toronto, Ontarío) approximately 10 nn long,

10 rnm wide, and 5 mm hígh, was positioned bet$¡een the first
nolars on one side. The subject vas asked to bÍte dor.rn and

maintain this position in a steady fashion for a short period

of tine (2 to 3 seconds). The m{c activity of the four
nuscl-es sras recorded during this tine and the displacenent of
the bolus (gauged by the vertícal disÈance between tlre teeth)
was measured and noted. This displacernent of the bolus was

repeated in vìtro for the same biting conditions, again using

the dental rnodels mounted in the materials testing rnachine, to
¡neasure the approxinate applied force. The EMc data for .the
in vivo biting conditions for this force were then compared

with the EMG data corresponding to the same bite force
rnagnitude measured by the BFT, as determined fron the pLoÈs of
RMS Elifc versus bite f orce .
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3-3.3 Nor¡nalized and Calibrated EMG Data

The EMc values recorded during chelring tasks perforned at
a given recording session were nor¡naLized and calibrated
rel.ative to the EHG output for isometric biting recorded at
the sane session. Experiments designed to test the effects of
velocity and force on EMG are described in Àppendix C (see

also: IwasakÍ and I'fcl,achlan, 1990i Chapter II Section 3-2).

These experirnents established that for the range of normal-

paced chewing, the velocity effects can be considered

neglígible as compared with the force effects.
The ISE recorded fro¡n the four ¡nain jaw elevating rnusc].es

during a given chewing task gave a running su¡nmation of the

ElrlG act.ivity over the tine taken to complete the chewing task.
The ISE was representative of the raw data itself, as

discussed in the Introduction and in Àppendix A.

Because the relative activity s¡as different for a given

rnuscle depending on whether it vas involved wíth biting on

the ipsilateral side or the contralateral side, the

nornalization and calibration factor appropriate to the side

of the biting or chewing situation !¡as applied. The

identification of relative nuscle patterns associated r¡Íth a

chewing side in the analysis of the unilateral chewing task

data facilitated the identification of the chewing side for
the analysis of the natural chewing task data.

The ISE for each ¡nuscLe from a given task was divided by

the normalization and calibration factor of the sane nuscle
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act.ing in the same capacity relative to the side of chewing or

biting, with the tine for the task taken into account. For

exanple, the ISE from the right nasseter nuscle during a right
chewing sequence r¡ould be nornalized with the factor for the

right nasseter nuscle frorn right isonetric bíting. In
addition, the nornalization and caLibration factor, which was

the squared El'lc output per unÍt of isometric bite force for
each muscle, was Íntegrated over the sane ti¡ne as ELle in vivo
chewing task. That is, the factor vas roultiplied by the

Iength of time taken to cornplete the chewing task to be

analyzed. Thís represented the rtenergy costrr of isonetric
biting at a bite force rnagnitude of one N, for the designated

length of tine. (Fatigue effects were not considered here. )

l.feasured in this way, the EttG activity ratio used to express
nenergy costsrr was independent of ti¡ne. This ratio had units
of N-equivalents of bÍte force [N-eq BF]. The individual
¡nuscLe ratios were sunmed to obtain a quantitative value that
was norrnalized and calibrated for the cornparison of results
frorn different subjects and recording sessions.

ÀII the turnip chewtest data were analyzed and the EMG

data expressed as energy cost ratios. Th" first ten chornps of
the unprepared and prepared gum chewing tasks were analyzed

and al-so expressed as energy cost ratios. (These were

compared, as !¡ere the energy cost ratios of the first ten
chonps for the chelrtests. ) Sirnilarly, the data fro¡n the

initiat chornps in a chewing sequence involving the turnip or
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gun boluses were analyzed.

3-3,4 Presentation and Description of the Data

The neasurenents nade of the individuals studied are

presented in tabular forn in chapter Mesults. The data for
each pararneter neasured were grouped according to the facial
type of the individual: long [LF], short [sF], and rrnormalrr

tNFl. The group results for a given paraneter are aLso

expressed as the nean value and standard deviation [s.d.]
about the mean.

Sone elenentary statistics were used to help further
describe the results of this investigation (Kitchen, 1987).

Studentrs t-test r¡as employed to evaluate whether the LF group

and SF group Deans for a given paraneter differed
signif icantJ.y. The 95 percent confidence level was used

unless otherwise stated. Studentts t-test was also enployed

to test for significant differences between the mean resul-ts

of a pararneter for the LF group versus the NF giroup, and the

sF group versus the NF group.
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Chapter MesuLts
1 Characterization of Subj ects

1-1 Àge

À total of 33 healthy, adult caucasians particípated in
this clinical study. The nean age (and standard deviation) of
this group tas 29.3 years (2,2 years) with a range of 16.8

years to 48.2 years. The sa¡ple population was prinarily
intended to represent t!¡o very different facial types. Of the
people who were willing to participate, those who exernplif ied
relative extre¡nes in terns of long facial type ILF] and short
faciaL type tSFl were selected for study. The results fron 14

LF subjects (eight fenales, six nales) and 13 SF subjects
(five fernales, eight nales) are reported on herein. The

results frorn six subjects (four fernales, two naLes), who were

classified as belonging to the rnornalr facial type tNFl

category by conventional standatds, are also presented.

People with nedical or dental problens that conpronised

the reasonable and confortable function of the chewing

apparatus were not accepted (for exanple, those who reported
current tooth or jaw pain were not accepted).4 None of the

o Ol. subject, SK, reported a history of non-painfuljoint _noises during chewing. Ten ¡ronthË prior io herparticipation in the study, she had ex¡rerienceä a period ofjar.r pain and dysfgnction, presumed to be related to süstaíned,wide mouth-opening for dental_ treatnent. The subjeci:
underlrent occlusal splint therapy under the direction of herdentist, and the acute pain and discomfort were apparentlyrelieved. The joint noises persisted and r.¡ere quitè- rnarkedi

Two other subj.ects, FK and RC, reported a history ofperiodic nocturnal bruxisn. Both subjects wore a custonized
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subjects had undergone orthodontic treatnent involving the

pernanent teeth, nor had they had any forn of orthognathic

(jaw) surgery.5

The subjects were also screened for intact pêrmanent

dentitions. Howevêr, those with rnissing or unerupted teeth,

but t¡here the dental- arch r,¡as continuous (without gaps between

the teeth), vere accepted. With one exceptionró people who

had spaces due to nissing dental units were not accepted.

l-2 FaciaL T)æe Classifj-cation

The anterior facial height proportions and nandibular

plane angle were used to verify the subjects as J.ong, short,

or rrnorìnal,rr facial types, The subject population is presented

according to these conventíonal groupings in Tables 3 to 5.

These tables indicate the sex and the age of each subject as

r{eLl as the guantitatÍve data regarding the aforernentioned

facial, type paraneters.

The results of the statistical- analysis showed that in
terns of each faciaL type paraneter, anterior facíal height

proportions and mandibular plane angle, the groups were

occLusal splint, pro re na,ta, to decrease rnuscle tension and
tooth wear during these periods.

5 one subject, Tü, reported a jav¡ fracture during
chi)-dhood, but this was deemed to have healed without obviouè
penaLty to the nasticatory apparatus.

ó In the case of JH, spaces lrere present in the Lor¡er
right dental arch, ¡nesial and distaL to the first bicuspid
tooth. These probably developed as a resul_t of the extractÍon
of the ¡nandibular right second bicuspid.
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significantly different (p<0.01). There were no differences

shown between the groups in terrns of age however.

Table 3. Long FaciaL Type Subjects: Sex, Age, Pacia1 Height
Proportions ISn-Xe'/c-Snl, and Mandibular plane Anqle f MpÀl .ons Sn-¡f e , and Mandibular Plane E IMPA

SUBJECTS sEx ÀGE
( Years )

I{PÀ
I Decrrees )

Sn-Me I
G-Sn

FH Fema l- e 33. O 28.0 1. 10

FK Fema 1e 31.9 30.0 1. 10

GÀl'l Fema le 30.5 46.0 r .20

GJ Fena 1e 34 .6 27.O 1, 10

JÀ Fêma 1e 2A.1 34.0 1.17
MD Fema 1e 24.7 31.0 1. 15

tfr Fena 1e 27.6 38.0 1. 13

SD Fema I e 34.7 41.0 L.23

Mean
+ s. d.

Fema 1es 30.6
t 3.6

34.4
+ 6.7

1. 15
+ ,05

DB Ha Ie 20.7 31,0 1,11
DT üaIe 18. 0 30,0 1. 10

Jr{ l,fa 1e 28.5 44 .0 1. 15

JW lla le 26 .5 32.O 1. 08

MM Ha le 4r.3 39. O 1. 12

RM llale 17. O 39,0 1. 09

Mean
+ s. d.

Ma les 25 .3
+ 9.1

35.8
+ 5.6

1. 11
+ .o2

OVERÀLL
l,lEÀN

+ s. d.

Fema Ies
and l.fa les

28.4
+ 6.8

35. 0
+ 6.1

1. 13
+ .04



Table 4. Short Facial Type Subject.s: Sex, Àge, Facial Height
ions Isn-Mer /G-Sn] , andons sn-!1e -sn Mandibular Plane Ancrle IMPA

SUBJECTS SEX ÀGE
I Years I

l,lPÀ
( Degrees )

Sn-Mel
G-SN

CG Fena 1e 34.8 22.5 0.77
JH FemaIe 27 .3 13.0 0. 83

MG Fena Iê 29.4 11,0 0.86
RW Fe¡na Ie 32.7 1-8.0 0.76
ST Fe¡naLe 2L .8 20.o o.7 4

Mean
+ s. d.

Fena I es 29 .2
+ 5.0

16.9
+ 4.8

0.79
+0. 05

CH Male 27 .2 10, 0 0.84
DO Male 25.O 11,0 0.82
KL Hale 32.6 16,5 0.81
t{L MaIe 27.r 9.5 o.74
ÈlP l,fa I e 28 .5 19.0 0.90
RC Ma le 46 .1 11.0 0.89
TG Male 16.8 L7 .O 0.82
TS Malê 22 .4 19.0 0. 88

Mean
+ s. d.

MaIes 28 .3
+ 8.5

14. 1
+ 4.1

0.84
+0.05

OVERALL
I.IEÀN

+ s. d.

Fenale s
and MaLes

28.6
+ 7.2

75 .2
+ 4,4

0.82
10. 05
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Table 5. Nornal
Height Proportions

Faciat Type subjects: sex, Àge, Facial
ISn-Mer/c-Sn], and Handibular Plane Angle

MPA] .

SUBJECTS SEX ÀGE
( Years )

MPÀ
( Degrees )

sn-Me I

G-Sn

Alil Fena 1e 29.8 23 .0 0.99
KN Fema Ie 29.L 27.O 0.99
NH Fena 1e 4a .2 20.0 1.00
SK Fema le 34.6 22,O 1.00
TÀI I'fa l- e 31.4 22.O 1.00

TM Male 23.4 23.O 0.99

OVERÀLL
MEÀN

+ s. d.

Fena Ies
and Males

32 ,8
+ 8,4

22 .8
-Lt'l

1.00
(+o . 005 )

2 occlusaL Ànal.ysis

The results of the occlusal analysis carried out

independently by two clinical dental specialists are presented

for the subjects, grouped by facial type, in Tables 6 to 8.

These data represent the nean values of measurements ¡nade on

t!¡o separate occasions by each of .the experts. of the 264

measured values in totaÌ (8 occLusaL factors for 33 suJcjects,

¡neasured twice, by two people), there was cornplete agrreernent

in 105 instances (40 percent) . There was agreement between

the resuLts fron the two assessors for both sessions in at

least three out of the four neasurements for each occLusal
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factor, in 174 instances (66 percent).

fn the following tables, the overbite and overjet

neasurenents are presented descriptively as the rtÀnterior

Relationships . ¡' only those anterior relationships that

represented large deviations fro¡n the rridealtr are indicated.

ÀdditionaL terninology, connonly used in dentistry has also

been applied, and in some cases, abbreviated; that is:
¡1'¡ = ("end-to-endrr) overbite and overjet

measure¡nents of zero
Open bite = negative overbite measurenent; a

vertical distance betr.¡een the incisal
edges of the upper and lor¿er teeth

Cross bite = (anterior cross bite) negative
overjet neasurement

Deep bite = large overbite Eeasurenent (=100 percent)
Div, 1 = (Division 1) large overjet
Div. 2 = (Division 2) Large overbite ('tdeep bitet')
Sd. = (subdivision) the class designation applies

to the side indicated; the side not ¡nentioned
ís Class I

r = right side
I = left side.

À11 subjects exhibited some degree of deviation fron

convent ional ly-accepted standards for ideal occlusion, and

therefore, strictly speaking, all couÌd be classified as

having rtmaÌocclus ions . rr of the group, the records of subjects

JÀ and Jw demonstrated occlusal relationships that were nost

nearly ideal.7 on the other hand, a 
_ 
nurnber of subjects

denonstrated occlusal relationships that $¿ere retnarkably

7 The occlusal relationships of subject JÀ could be
discrirnínated from ideal, by a snall anount of nandibular
anterior tooth crowding, whiJ-e ,Il{ showed a ¡ninor discrepancy
in the transverse positions of the upper and lower right
posterior teeth (this conpromised the congruency between these
teeth sLightly in the naxi¡nurn intercuspation position) .
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different frorn accepted standards. The nost notable

relationships are acknowledged in the following subparagraphs:

1. Às noted in Tabl-es 6 and 7, extreBes of
overbite relationships were demonstrated within the
sample. That is, anterior open bites, vhere there
is a gap betu¡een the upper and lower teeth when the
posterior teeth are in occlusion (negative
overbite), vere seen in LF subjects: cJ, ¡{D, MI,
DB, and JM. subject DT nay also be included in
this group, since the overjet ¡neasurenent was - 7.0
ffi, and hence the anterior teeth could not be
brought together to carry out incision effectively.
Subject FH showed a niÌd for¡n of anterior open
bite, where the ¡naxiltary and nandibular incisal
edges met approxinately end on.

SF sub j ects CG , MG , RI.¡, DO , KL, Ì,tL, ÌlP , and
TS, Ín contrast, all demonstrated extrenely large
vertical overlap between the upper and lower
anterior teeth. In these cases, the lower incisal
edges touched the soft tissues paJ-ata1 to the upper
incisors, when the posterior teeth were in
occ lus i on .

2. Dental nodels fron two subjects shoved an
exceptional amount of localized tooth wear. This
loss of tooth structure seemed likeLy to be due to
abrasion, through heavy contact between particu).ar
teeth, during j ar¡ ¡novements other than those
involved in nastication. For subject RC, both
overjet and overbite measure¡nents !¡ere zero, This
appeared to be a result of the loss of a
substantial arnount of incisal tooth structure. The
cusp tips of the canine and the posterior teeth
aLso showed a significant anount of wear, but
reJ.atively less than the incisors. Dental nodels
of subject DO also showed marked Localized tooth
r,tear. That is, the ¡nandibular Lef t canine sholted a
large incisovestibular facet and the incisogingivat
height of this tooth was 'about half that of the
Í\andibular right canine.

3. The following LF subjects denonstrated
bilateral posterior cross bítes (where the
vestibular surface of at least one nandibutar tooth
was lateral with respecÈ to the vestibular surface
of the opposing naxillary tooth or teeth): FH,
cAll, MI, and DT. LF subjects SD, DB, and RM and
NF subject KN denonstrated a posteríor cross bite
on one side only.
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SUBJECTS llÀNGLEÍ CLÀSS
- ÀnterÍor

Re l at ionships

FIJNCTIONÀL OCCLUSION R,ATING :
CuspaL lnterdigitation TotaI
Inclines Score

r L r I
FH III-ETE 0 1 0 0 1

FK rr, sd. r o 0 1 1 2

GA}I IIT, Sd. r 1 1 0 0 2

GJ f-Open bite 0 0 2 1 3

JA r 1 1 2 2 6

MD III-open bite 2 1 1 0 4

MI I-oÞen bite 0 0 0 o o

SD II, Div. 1 o 1 1 0 2

DB rrr, sd. r
oÞen bite

1 1 0 0 2

DT III-Cross/
DeeÞ bite

1 1 0 0 2

Jlil III-Open bite 0 1 1 2 4

JI.¡ I 1 1 1 1 4

MM IT 0 0 1 2 3

RM rI, sd. I 2 2 o 0

OVERÀLL MEAN FI'NCTIONÀI.,
OCCLUSÀL RÄTING + s. d.

3t + 2

Tab1e 6. OccLusal Ànalysis for Long FaciaÌ Type Subjects:
Conventional |tÀngIert Ctassification and an EvaLuation of the
FunctíonaÌ Posterior Occlusion.

See text (Chapter Iv Section 2) for an explanation of the
terrns and abbreviations used.

Dashed line separates females Iabove], fron nales [below].
* Significantly different. fron NF group.



SUBJECTS [Àì{GLEr CLASS
- À¡terior

Re lat ionships

FI,'NCTIONÀL OCCLUSTON RÀTING:
Cuspal Interdigitation TotaI
Inclines score

r 1 r I
CG II, Div. 2 1 1 2 2 6

JH Ir, Div. 1 1 1 0 1 3

!rG II, Div. 1 -
Deep bite

1 1 1 1 4

RW II, DiV. 2 1 1 o o 2

ST lf. Sd. r 1 1 2 2 6

CH tr. sd. r 2 2 0 1 5

DO II. Div 2 2 2 0 o 4

KL II, Div. 2 2 2 2 1 7

ML II, Div. 2 0 1 1 o 2

MP If, Div. 1 -
DeeÞ bite

1 0 0 o 1

RC rr, sd, L -ETE 0 0 0 o 0

TG II, Div. 2 2 2 0 o 4

TS rr, sd. 1 -
Deep bite

2 2 1 o 5

OVERÀLL MEÀN
FIJNCTIONÀL OCCLUSÀ]-,

RÀTING t s.d.

4+2

Table 7. Occlusal Ànalysis for short FaciaL Ð¡pe Subjects:
Conventional rrÀrlglerr Classification and an Evaluation of the
Functional Posterior occlusion.

See text (chapter Mection 2) for an expJ.anation of the
terms and abbreviations used.

Dashed line separates fenales Iabove], fron nales Ibelow].



Table 8. occlusal Ànalysis for Norna1
Conventional rrÀnglerr Classification and
Functional Posterior occlusion.

Facíal fype subjects:
an Evaluation of the

See text (Chapter l ection or an exp
terns and abbreviations used.

Dashed line separates f erna les

* significantly different fron
Iabove], fron males IbeIo\r].
LF group results.

The functional posterior occlusion ratings, as described

in Chapter III Section L-2.L.2, potentially ranged fron a

rninimu¡u total score of zero to a maxirnurn total- score of eÍght.

The ¡neans and standard deviations Is,d,] for these scores for
the three groups were: LF 3 + 2, SF 412, and NF 5 + 1.

The variability in this rating shown by the LF and SF groups

is reflected in the relatively large standard deviations about

the group means. Nevertheless, a cornparison of the nean total
scores for the LF and NF groups revealed a significant
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difference for this pararneter. No signifieant differences

were demonstrated between the LF and SF groups, or betÍ¡een the

SF and NF groups.

3 Plots of rsometric Bite Force versus Ellc Data

The nagnitude of the iso¡netric bite force exerted on the

BFT was plotted against the root-nêan-square tRüSl of the

si¡nultaneously recorded EMG activity. Pl-ots for the left and

ríght nasseter and tenporalis ¡nuscles were nade for the

situations of molar biting on the right side, and nolar biting
on the l-eft side. Thus, eight pLots r,Jere obtained to describe

the relationship of the EMc activity and bite force rnagnitude,

for each subject, for each recording session. These plots

were then used to derive the nornalization and calibration
f actors ernployed to express the che$rtest and cher.¡ing gurû EIlrfG

data .

Since the BFT was least accurate at measuring bit.e force

nagnitudes betow 90 N, the exact characteri zation of the plots

was not reliable near the orígin. For force nagnitudes above

90 N, however, the plots could be represented by a straight-
Iine relatíonship which, by extrapolation, passed near the

origin. Data points from repeated biting trials (up to three

per side) were used to construct a line representing the El.lG-

i.sometric force reLationship for a given nuscl-e, on a given

side of biting, for a given recording session. Linear
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regression coefficient (r2) values of at least 0.72, but in
¡nost cases above 0.90, denonstrated the strength of these

relationships.

Figure I il-Iustrates exarple plots of the Ex'fc activity
versus bite force magnitude for one nuscLe durlng two

íso¡netric biting situations. In this exampl-e, the EMG

activity of the right nasseter nuscle of subject CG (Session

2) is shor,rn plotted against bite force for the situation where

it is acting as the ipsilateral nasseter rnuscl-e (right side

biting), and for the situation where it is acting as the

contralateral ¡nuscle (left side biting). Data points fron
three trials for each side of biting are represented. The

figure illustrates the scatter typical of the plotted resuLts

for the sarnpl-e population. The y-intercepts of both pLots

pass very close to the 'rresting[ RMS H'fe activity for the

nuscle, recorded during a short period when the subject was

asked to rrrelax and sit quietly.[ To further demonstrate

exarnple data, the plots used for El.lc nornalization and

calibration for subject CG in Sessions 1 and 2t ate described

by their slopes (corrected for differences, if there were any,

Ín anplifier gain settings) and r2 values, in Tabte 9.
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coefficients I r2ì - Su ect cG.

SUBJECT/
SESS ION

EMG ACTIVITY IRMS nV] VERSUS BITE FORCE
MÀGNfTUDE3 Slope*

(r")
night Biting

IM TT CM CT

cG1 0.48
(0.e5)

0.43
(0.e3)

o .27
(0,98)

0. 09
(0,96)

cG2 0.45
(o.ee)

o ,27
(o.e7)

o .23
(o . e2)

0. 13
lo.83t

SUBJECT/
SESSTON IM

Left Biting
IT ct{ CT

cG1 0.31
(0.88)

0.40
(o.eo)

0.43
(0.e2)

0. 18
(0.e0)

cG2 o .23
(0.88)

0.16
1o.83)

0.36
(0.e4)

o.12
(0.95)

near regresslon coeffrc]'e

Table 9.
ExampLe

Eltlc Àctivity versus Isornetric
of Slopes* [ Rl.f S nV/N] and

Bite Force Plots:
Linear Regression

2

fM = Ipsilateral Masseter Muscle
IT = Ipsilateral Tenporalis Muscle
CM = ContralateraL }fasseter Musc1e
CT = Contralateral Tenporalis Muscle

* Gain-corrected values in Rf'fs nV/N.



4 chev/ing Characteristics

4-L Cher,ting Side Preference, Number of Chonps per Chewtest,
and Che!¡ing Rate for Turnip

The results for the folloving paraneters are presented ín

TabLes 10 to 12r' once agaÍn the subject population has been

grouped according to faciaL type, as estabLished in chapter IV

Section 1 (TabJ.es 3 to 5):

- the rrpreferredrr side for chewing, according to
the opinion of the subject

- the nean nunber of chomps per chewtest fortrnaturalrr chewing (with the percentage of chonps
carried out on the rÍght side during the natural
chewing trials indicated in parentheses),
unil-ateral ríght IRT] chewing, and unílatera1 left
[LT] chewing of a turnip bolus

- the chewing rate for |tnaturalI chewing,
uniLateral RT chewing, and unilateral LT chewing of
a t.urnip bolus (chonps per second) .

The key to the abbreviations and notations used in Tabl.es

10 to 12 is as foll-ovs:

np = no avJareness of a preferred
r = right side
1= left side
N = Natural chewing [nean of > 4

(*r) = percentage of chornps on the
RT = unilateral chelring, right
LT = unilateral chewing, left

Dashed line separates femaLes Iabove], fron nales Ibelovj.

The means and standard deviations for the nunber of

chomps used to chew the standard turnip bolus and the rate at

v¡hich this was done were calculated for the three groups.

These neans l¡ere calculated fron the averaged results of the

cheving side

chewtests lright side during N
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Table 10. Side Preference, Nunber of Chonps, and Chewing Rateor t'he Tut ni-p Che!¡tests: Lonq Facial Sub ts
sUBJEcT/

SES S ION
CHEf.¡ING

S IDE
NIIMBER OF CHOMPS

CHEWTEST
N (8r) RT LT

RÀTE (Chonps
Second)

N RT* LTI
FHl
FH2

np 15
13

74)
49)

19 20
18 20

t.7 1.6 L.7
1.7 !,7 r.7

FK1
FK2

r 22
14

62) 33 35
74' 21 2L

1.6 1.7 1.6
1.6 I.7 t.7

GÀtf1
GAM2

np 27
41

22) 40 3e
30) 53 54

1.8 I.9 2.L
1.8 1.8 2.O

GJl
GJ2

t L4
16

s4) 72 16
24\ 15 18

2.O 1.8 2.O
2.O \.7 2.O

JÀ1
JA2

np 13
18

57
64

17 23
28 24

2.O 2,I 1.8
7.7 2.L 2.O

MD1
MD2

np 18
18

72
79

22 24
22 27

1.8 2,7 2.t
2.O 2.2 2.4

MI1 np 22 67 L7 16 L.4 1.4 I.4
SD1
sD2

1 L4
t7

43
19

19 19
24 23

1.8 1.9 1.9
1.8 1.9 1.9

DB1
DB2

t 16
20

24
77

21 20
23 24

1.6 1.6 r.7
L.7 t.7 1. 9

DT1
DT2

np 20
33

59
44

52 53
60 60

1.6 1.5 L.4
1.4 L.2 L.2

JM1 I 23 24 28 34 1.s 7.7 1.6
JW1
JW2

np 19
t7

0) 20
64 ) 77

23
15

1.9 r.7 1.8
1.9 1.9 1.9

MM1
I'ttz

r 26
21

52) 30 24
49) 23 21

1.4 1.5 1.5
1.6 1.6 t.7

RM1
RM2

î 19
19

68) 19 22
70) 21 26

L.4 . L.4 L.4
1.5 L.4 L.4

OVER.ALL }IE.â,NS
+ s. d.

20 26 26
+5 +L2 +11

I.7 1.7 L.7
+0.2 +o.2 +0. 3

See text for key to table (Chapter Mection 4-1).* lnean of > 4 chewt,ests, except JA1 : mean of 2 cùewtests,
and MI1: nean of 3 chewtestsl.
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Table 11. Side Preference, Number of Chonps, and ches/ing Rate
or the Tur Chewtests: Short Faci-a Subj ects .

STJBJECT/
SESSION

CHEWING
S IDE

NTTMBER OF CHOMPS
CHEWTEST

N (tr) RT Lr

RÀTE (ChonÞs
second )tÍ RT* tT*

cG1
cG2

1 20
16

(ss
(45

2r
20

L7
18

L.4 r.7 1. 6
1.6 1.8 1.7

JH1
JH2

I 22 (54
18 (75

26 22
24 22

1.4 1.5 1.5
1.6 1.6 L.7

llc1
lúG2

t I4
20

(75
(76

20
24

23
25

1.5 1.3 1.3
r,2 1.1 1.1

RW1
RI,¡2

np 16 (89
18 (82

22 24
23 23

1.6 1.5 1.6
r.7 r.7 r.7

ST1
sT2

t 22
22

(50
(36

31 27
31 29

1.6 1.8 1.8
2.O 2.O 2.0

cH1
cH2
cH3

np 24
38
25

(7t
(42
(34

35 40
36 49
26 32

r.4 1.5 1.5
1.6 1.5 1.6
1.9 2.O 1.9

DO1
DO2

np L2
15

(26
(36

t7
18

16
18

1.6 1.5 1.5
1,5 1.6 1.6

KL1
KL2

r 9 (100
11 (93

11 10
L2 11

1.5 1.5 1.4
1.6 1.6 1.6

uL1
l{L2

np 34
51

(e4
(70

35 4L
52 60

1.8 L.7 1.9
1.6 1.8 1.9

MP1
N'P2

t 24 (0
22 (22

19 L7
18 16

1.8 r.7 1.6
2.O 1.9 1.9

RCl
RC2

r 13
13

(65
(20

16 15 r.4 1.4 1. 3
1.3

TE1
T€2

r 26(100
72 (8L

2t 24
18 L7

1. I 1.8 1.8
2.0 2. O 2.0

TSl
TS2

np 48
57

(7L
(41

36 54
45 68

1.8 1.9 1.9
1.8 1.8 1.9

OVERÀLL MEANS
+ s. d.

2L 25 26
+10 +10 +15

1.6 r.7 1.6
+o .2 +o.2 +0.2

See text for key to table (Chapter IV Section 4-1) .
* l]Dean of > 3 chewtests, except RC2: RT, LT not donel .
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Tabl-e 12. Síde Preference, Number of Chomps, and Chening Rate
or the Turnip chel.¡t.ests: Norna] Fac Subi ects .

SUBJECT/
SESSION

CHEI{ING
SIDE

NIJMBER OF CHOMPS
CHEWTEST

N (8r) RT LT

RÀTE (chonÞs
Second )

N RT* LT*

AH1
¡Jí2

I 22 (4e) 2s 25
21 (42) 2A 23

7.4 1.6 1.6
1.6 1.6 7.7

KN1
IG.I2

I 30 (12) 62 42
28 (0) 55 39

r.7 1.9 t.7
1.8 2.O 1.8

NH1
NH2

r 16 L4
L7 L7

16
I7

(16)
( 54 )

1.5 1.5 t.4
1.6 1.5 1.5

SK1
SK2

r L5 (72\ 16 19
15 (66) 16 18

1.4 7.2 1,3
t.7 1.6 1.5

TAI l
TÀI2

np 22 24
27 24

18 (54)
25 (39\

L.4 1.6 1.5
1.8 1.5 t.4

Tt41
TI'Í2

np 18
22

75
65

22 26
26 30

1.3 1.4 L.4
L.4 1.5 1.5

OVERÀLL MEÀNS
+ s, d.

27
+16

21
+5

24
+8

1.6 1,6 1.5
+0.1 +o.2 +o.2

See text for key to tabl-e* [nean of ¿ 5 chewtests,
(chapter IV Section 4-1).
except NH1: nean of 4 chen-testsI.



recording sessions. for each subject. À conparison of the

means showed no signíficant difference in the nunber of chornps

used or the chewing rate between natural, unilateral right,
and unilateral left chewing within the groups, or between the

groups for any of these paraneters.

4-2 CheÌ,ring Rates for Gum Chewing Tasks

For the gun chewing tasks, chewing rate analyses were

carried out on the data fro¡n the first ten consecutive chews

in a given sequence. Chewing rates (chonps per second) during

the unprepared gun and prepared gun tests, for the three

subject groups, are presented in Tables 13 to 15. The rneans

and standard deviations for these results are aLso presented.

The rate of initial unprepared gurn chewing on the left was

significantly faster in the LF group as cornpared to the NF

groupr. otherlrise, a comparison bet!¡een the groups revealed no

sígnif icant dif f erences.

The key to Tables 13 to 15 is as follows:

RUG = unilateral chewing, unprepared gurn, right
LUc = unil-ateraL cher¡ing, unprepared gun, left
rPc = natural che$¡ing, prepared gun, beginning on the

right
lPG = natural cheving, prepared gun, beginning on the

left
Dashed line separates fenales Iabove], fron nales Ibelow].
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Table 13. Ratês for the First Ten consecutive Chews in
Unprepared cuttr [Ucj and Prepared cun [pc] Chewing Tests:

c1FaclaI Type Suþj ects.
SUBJECTS / SESS rON CHEWING RÀTES (Chonps per second)

RUG LUG TPG lPG

FH1
FH2

1.1
1.5

1.3
1.4

L.2
1.8

1.3
1,5

FK1
FK2

1.0
1.3

1.1
1.2

1.5
L.4

L,4
t.7

GÀM1
GAT{2

1.4
1.5

1.6
1.6

1.8
2.O

1.8
2.2

GJ1
GJ2

1.1
1.0

1.6
1.3

1.6
1.6

1.8
L.4

JÀ1
JA2

1.5
1.9

1.6
1.8

1.6
2.0

1.3
2.O

MD1
YTD2

1.1
1.5

1.6
!.7

1.8
1.8

2.O
L.4

ltI1 1.3 1.0 1.3
SD1
SD2

1.2
1.4

1.3
1.4

1.4
1.4

1.6
L.7

DB1
DB2

1.4
1.4

1.5
1.5

1.4
1.6

1.5
1.6

DT1
DT2

1.1
1.1

L.2
t.2

1.5
1.3

1.4
L.2

JM1 1.1 1.0 1.5 1.4
JW1
JW2

0.9
1.4

t.4
1.5

1.5
1.8

L.7
1.6

MM1
M¡.f2

1.0
L.2

1.3
1.3

7.2
r.4

1.1
1.1

RM1
RM2

1.0
1.2

1.0
1.3

1.2
1.4

1.1
L.2

OVERÀLL MEÀNS
+ s. d.

1.3
+ o.2

1.4*
+ 0.2

1.5
+ 0.2

1.5
+ 0.2

See text for key to table (Chapter IV Section 4-2).
* Sígnificantty different fro¡n NF group, LUc.
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Table 14. Rates for the First Ten consecutÍve cher,rs in
Unprepared cun [UG] and Prepared cun [Pc] Chewing Tests:
short. Facial TyÞe subjects.

SUBJECTS/SESSTON CHEWING RÄTES (Chonps per second)
RUG LUG TPG lPG

cGl
cG2

1.1
1.0

r.2
r.2

r.2
L.4

t.2
r,4

JH1
JH2

L.4
1.6

1.4
r.7

r.4
1.8

1.5
1.7

MG1
tíG2

t.2
1.1

1.1
!.2

1.5
1.4

L.4
r.4

RW1
RW2

7,2
1.5

1.3
1.4

1.4
r.4

1.3
1.4

ST1
sT2

1.L
1.6

t.2
1.6

1.4
1.6

1.3
1.7

cH1
cH2
cH3

L.2
r.2
1.5

1.1
1.3
1.6

1.5
1,5
1.8

1.5
L.7
2.0

DOl
DO2

L.2
L.2

L.7
1.3

r.2
1.5

t.2
1.3

KL1
KL2

7.2
1.3

L.2
t.2

1.3
L.2

1.3
L.7

tfl,l
vL2

1.0
r.4

1.4
1.1

1.5
1.8

1.5
1.5

MP1
ÌilP2

r.2
1.5

1,1
1.3

1.6
1.8

L.7
1.9

RC1
RC2

1.0
1.1

1.O
0.8

1.0
1.1

1.0
1.0

TG1
TG2

r.2
L.7

!.2
1.6

L.4
1.7

1.4
1.6

1S1
TS2

1.5
1.5

L.4
L.6

1.6
1.8

1.6
7.7

OVER.ALL IITEANS
+ s. d.

1.3
+ o.2

1.3
+ o.2

1.5
+ 0.2

1.5
+ o.2

See text for key to table (Chapter IV section 4-2).
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Table 15. Rates for the First Ten Consecutive Chevs in
Unprepared Gun [UG] and Prepared Gum [PG] Chelring Tests:
Norna acta suþl ects .

SUBJECTS / SESS rON CHEWING RÀTES (Chonps per second)
RUG LUG TPG lPG

ÀM1
ÂI'Í2

0.9
1.3

1.0
1.4

t.2
1.3

1.3
t.7

KN1
KN2

L.2
1.6

1.1
1.6

1.7
1.6

L.7
1.8

NH1
NH2

0.9
0.9

1.1
0.6

1,3
1.1

1.3
t.2

SKl
SK1

1.0
1.3

1.0
1.3

1,3
1.6

t.2
1.5

TAI l
TÀÏ 2

1.4
1.3

r.2
1.3

L,4
L.4

L.2
1.5

Tl.f 1
TM2

0.8
t.2

0.9
t-2

L,2
1.4

L.2
t.4

OVER.âI.,L MEÀNS
+ s. d.

r.2
+ 0.2

1.1'r
+ o.2

7.4
+ o.2

L.4
+ o.2

See text for key to table (Chapter Mection 4-2).
* Siqnificantly different fron LF group, LUG.

5 single chonp Results

5-1 Muscle Àctivity
The ISE results from the four jaw elevating rnuscles, for

the initial chonp in each turnip chewtest and gurn chewing

task, were nornalized and calibrated, and surnrned in the rnanner

described in Chapter III Section 3. The resuLts were
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expressed in Newton-equivalents of bite force IN-eq BF].

These were then su¡¡med to obtain a value that represented the

total El'fc activity for the four rnain jaw elevator muscles

during an inítj.al chonp. The results fron the turnip chonps

represent a mean of 3 trials per session. Tables 16 to 18

contain the total ñtG activities associated with single
chomps on boluses of turníp and gun, for the LF, SF, and NF

groups, respectively.

The ¡neans and standard deviations for the group results
are also presented in Tables 16 to 18. where data from more

than one recording session were available for an individual,
an average value vas used in the calculation of the group

nean. The mean EIG activity associated with an initial chonp

tended to be higher in the SF group in general. Significant
differences associated with the totaL EMc activity for an

ínitial chonp Ibo],us-sidel h'ere found betr,¡een:

- LF and SF groups for unprepared guro-right,
prepared gun-right and -Ìeft, and turnip-left
- SF and NF gEoups for turnip-right.

The key to Tab1es 16 to 18 is as foll-ows:

T = standard turnip boJ,us
Uc = unprepared gun bolus
PG = prepared g'u-tn bol-us
Dashed line separates femaLes Iabove], frorn nales Ibelor,r].
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Table 16. Nor¡nalized
r¡ivo fnitial Chonps

and Calibrated Total Ellc Activity for ln
on the Test Boluses: Long FaciaL Type

ects .

SUBJECTS/
SESSION

IrtEÀN ToTÀL El'lc ACTMTY FoR INITIÀL
CHot'rpS [N-eq BF x 102]

Right síde
TUGPG

Left s íde
UG PGT

FH1
FH2

8.5
3.O

t7
3.5

31
4.7

3.4
5.0

7.4
5.2

7.3
5.5

FK1
FK2

3.9
8.3

6.4
L4

2.3
5.8

9.9
11

19
2T

6.4
10

GÀl.f 1
GÄ1,12

3.1
5.6

3.1
oÃ

1.3
2.5

6.0
5.0

15
13

2,8
5.0

GJ1
GJ2

16
2L

9.2
30

3.3
8,4

37
34

31
37

8.9
9.9

JA1
JA2

76
25

75
53

15
13

27
28

46
29

8.8
7.2

l,lD1
MD2

37
55

JJ
L20

20
11

51
52

84
100

69
13

MI1 19 14 33 7.t 9.8 9.0
sD1
sD2

22
2T

28
25

L7
3.7

2L
13

26
25

5,2
7.1

DB1
DB2

6.4
7.7

20
23

7.4
15

2.5
5.3

9.5
19

2.9
13

DT1
DT2

o.2
r.7

0,6
3.9

0,2
3.O

1.6
1.1

3.6
2.6

1.0
1.0

Jt'!1 7.O t2 9.7 3.2 5.0 2.2
JW1
JW2

53
56

19
20

60
20

34
90

7I
88

t2
48

lIM1
MM2

35
62

77
720

42
79

28
4.6

73
15

23
7 .7

RM1
RM2

L4
11

22
15

9.6
4.1

8.9
6.4

9.8
9.3

4.8
3.4

OVERÀLL HEÀN
1 s.d.

22
+20

28*
+29

16 *:t
+77

18Í
+19

28
+28

11 +
+11

ext er fron 5-1
S igni f icantly* UG-Right

+ pc-Left

.ey Eo Eaþ
di fferent
side, **

side.

from SF group:
PG-Right side, I T-Left, side,
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Table 17. NormaLized and Calibrated Total EMG Àctivity for inyjvo Initial chonps on thê Test Boluses: Short Facial [r¡reects.

SUBJECTS/
sEs stoN

MEÀN TOTÀL El'fc ACTIVITY FoR INITIÀL
CHOI{PS [N-eq BF x 102]

Right side Left side
UGPGTUGPGT

cGl
cG2

11
4.7

18
13

3.6
9,6

5.3
10

2T
18

8.5
13

JH1
JH2

70
77

7L
99

90
130

51
67

20
64

48
7L

l.fc1
ÚG2

7.4
4.7

13
t7

3.9
4.3

3.5 6.0 4.3

RW1
RI4¡2

8.7
18

30
49

7.7
5.7

13
27

2A
30

3.3
11

sT1
ST2

56
55

51
69

43
31

74
t20

6L
L20

40
53

cH1
cH2
cH3

34
29
72

99
78

140

36
53

140

73
13
5.4

140
26
16

190
34
16

DO1
DO2

26
61

130
160

32
66

60
27

270
61

130
35

KL1
KL2

42
38

110
18

86
r7

3,3
11

7.6
4,8

4.1
2.2

ÈfL1
ITL?

26
32

19
34

T4
5.9

33
16

38
T7

4.6
5.6

MPl
MP2

64
32

73
72

L20
55

27
52

22
69

15
97

RC1
RC2

23 33
44

21
7.t

u1 59
13

22
10

TG1
TG2

8.9
19

2L
30

4.3
t2 32 48 4;

TS1
TS2

89
4g

80
54

72
69 50 130 37

OVERÄLL I'IE.AN
+ s. d.

36#
+22

58*
+38

41*'r
+36

361
+26

54
+48

34+
+29

ex or eSee text for J<ey to taþle (Chapter ïV Section 5-1).
Significantly different from NF group: # T-Right sÍde.
significantly different fron LF group: * Uc-Right side,*'t Pc-Right side, I T-Left side, * pc-Left side.
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Table 18. Nornalized and calibrated TotaI EMc Àctivity for in
vjvo Initial Chomps on the Test Bol-uses: Normal Facia1 Type

ects.
SUBJECTS/

SESSI ON
MEÀN TOTÀL EI'{G ÀCTIVITY FOR INITIAL

CHOMPS [N-eq BF x 102]
Right side Left side

T UG PG T UG PG

ÀÌt1
Àt'f2

1.8
1.9

2.8
3.5

7.4
0.5

13
6.1

28
18

2.9
0.9

KN1
KN2

29
25

22
26

30
15

7.O
14

6.1
19

2.2
7.9

NH1
NH2

30
16

61
26

53
I2

100
140

110
250

85
250

sK1
sK2

6.4
13

9.8
19

1.6
3.?

10
L4

11
11

4.4
4.0

TÀT1
TAI2

20
L4

32
18

9.5
7.3

26
20

38
35

13
15

Tü1
Tü2

10
20

36
57

25
9.2

11
9.2

27
26

37
13

OVERÀLL MEÀN
+ s. d.

L6#
+9

26
+t7

14
+L2

31
+44

48
+65

36
+65

See text for key to table (Chapter Mection 5-1) .
Significantly different fron SF group: # T-Riqht side.
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5-2 Work Done

Tables 19 to 21 su-mrnarize the results of the in vitro
test chonps described in Chapter III section 2-2, for the

three facial type groups. standard sized boluses of turnip,
unprepared gun, and prepared gun lrere used. The work done in

a single chomp betlreen the first nolars was expressed ín

Newton-neter [N-n] units. The turnip bolus tests were

repeated a nu¡nber of times with a fresh, intact bol-us each

tirne, to get a rnean value for a given side of biting, subject,

and session.

The overal-l rnean work done and standard deviations for
the groups in terms of type of bolus and side of biting are

also presented in Tabl,es 19 to 2I. These means were

calculated using averaged values for each subject for a given

bolus and side of biting. No significant differences ltere

found betlreen the rnean work done for right side biting as

cornpared to left side biting for the same bolus within a

group, Betr,¡een the groups, the only statistically significant
difference found was for the nean work done in an initiaL
chomp on the unprepared gun bolus, which was Ìess in the LF

group than in the NF group for both sides of biting.
The key to Tables 19 to 21 is as follows:

T = in vitro chomp on a standard turnip bolus
[nean > 5 trials ]

UP = i¡ vitro chonp on an unprepared gum bolus
PG = in vitro chonp on a prepared gun bolus

Dashed line separates fernaLed [above], froro nales [below].
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Table 19. ltechanical Work Done Measurements for Single, in
vitro chonÞs on the Test Boluses: Lonq Facial Es.

SUBJECTS/
SESSION

woRK DONE rN À STNGLE CHOMP [N-n x 10-2]
Riqht side

TUGPG
Left side

TUGPG
FHl
rfi2

63
68

38
38

5
2

64
59

44
40

I
3

FK1
FK2

79
68

62
62

I
4

68
55

57
61

5
7

GÀM1
GÀt{2

61
50

35
49

1
2

58
52

49
51

2
3

GJ1
GJZ

68
69

59
54

10
6

88
80

53
52

7
5

JA1
JA2

7L
58

52
54

5
3

80
58

52
4A

5
5

MD1
MD2

72
65

46
44

T4
6

64
58

34
39

7
3

MI1 47 48 5 70 27 6

sD1
sD2

65
69

38
42

4
3

42
43

59
42

3

DB1
DB2

58
61

52
40

3
3

60
79

4A
50

DT1
DT2

39
47

34
24

6
4

46
31

39
23

7

Jlif 1 54 28 4 47 22

JW1
JW2

36
51

36
35

4
5

35
34

40
36

6
5

M¡{1
tttyl2

42
48

60
44

3
3

45
50

56
46

6
6

RM1
RM2

58
63

34
36

4
5

51
51

19
23

5
3

OVERAI,L
I,IEÀN
+ s. d.

58
+10

44*
+ 10

5
+2

57
+ 14

41**
+12

5
+1

exE ror Key Eo EaÞre apter I on

* significantly different fron NF group, UG-Right side
*'t siçfnificantly different fron NF group, UG-Left side.
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Table 20. Mechanical l,Iork Done Measurenents for Single, in
vi¿ro Chomps on the Têst Boluses: Short Faciat Tvne suÉieåt-s-on the Test Boluses: Short Fac a s.

SUBJECTS/
SESSION

WORK DONE IN À SINGLE
Right side

TUGPG

CHOMP [N-rn x 1Ot]
Left síde

TUGPG
cG1
cG2

48
43

47
35

5
7

46
44

42
34

5
6

JH1
iTH 2

53
52

50
45

4
4

61
58

48
42

4
3

MG1
I¿TG2

69
59

34
49

5
4

69
65

37
54

8
6

RW1
RT{2

43
35

4L
43

4 45 42
35

4
2

sT1
ST2

66
65

48
55

5
5

68
64

51
47

I
10

cH1
cH2
cH3

60
45
55

t:
65

:
9

58
61
53

40
34
67

10
6
6

DO1
DO2

4A
45

64
52

6
3

48
43

67
49

6
6

KL1
KL2

49
42

50
43

6
3

55
48

32
43

I
3

ML1
t{L2

63
84

40
49

4
3

68
93

35
50

1
3

MP1
vLP2

76
61

70
50

6
6

55
53

60
47

I
4

RC1
RC2

58
63

46
58

3
1

67
46

56
54

4
10

ÎG1
TG2

60
80

48
52

I
2

60
95

44
71

L2
8

TS1
TS2

59
60

34
45

3
5

72
56

50
53

4
5

OVER.ALL
IiIEÀN

I s. d.

57
+ 11

48
+7

5
+1

59
+L2

48
t7

6+2
or êrI on
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Subj ects .

SUBJECTS/
SESSION

woRK DONE IN À STNGLE CHOUP [N-n x 10¿]
Right side Left side

T UG PG T UG PG

Àtf 1
À1,12

50
51

44
60

5
3

45
54

40
42

5
4

KN1
KN2

46
37

4T
25

5
3

54
44

72
30

6
3

NH1
NH2

50
78

43
7L

6
5

70
81

65
51

5
5

sK1
SK2

82
56

54
65

4
5

79
64

60
62 5

TÀI1
TÀI2

73
80

48
63

5
7

70
78

42
57

2
4

TI,Il
TM2

76
70

42
76

5
5

62
62

51
51

4
6

OVERÀLL
MEAN

+ s. d.

62
+ 14

53*
+ 10

5
+1

65
+12

54't*
+8 +1

or er on

Table 21 . lilechanical Work Done I'leasurements f or single, in
v¡tro Chonps on the Test Boluses: Nornal Facia1 Type

* significantly different fron LF group, UG-Right side** significantly dÍfferent fron LF group, Uc-Left side.
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5-3 Efficiency

The efficiency calculations for the initíal chomps on the

three test boluses are presented in Tables 22 to 24 according

to facial type groups. These data r.tere calcul-ated fron the

averaged resul-ts of two sessions for each subject (vrhere

possible) . For these calculations, the work done [N-¡n j is

dÍvided by the product of the EMG activity [N-eq BF] and the

distance travelled through the bolus in the first chonp [10

¡nnl, and the results are expressed as a percentage.

The nean efficíencies and standard deviations for the

groups are also presented in Tables 22 to 24. No significant
differences !¡ere found v¡ithin the groups for ríght side bitÍng
conpared to left side biting for the same bolus. The nean

results fron the groups were conpared. No significant
differences were found except for the case of right side

biting on the unprepared gun bo1us, where, for the LF group

the nean \.ras Io!¡er than f or the SF group.
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Tab).e 22. Efficiency Calculations for Initial chonps on the
Test Boluses: Faci-a Sub

SI,'BJECTS/
SES S ION

EFFTCIENCY OF INITIÀL CHOI'IP [percent]
Right side Left side

T UG PG T UG PG

FH 11. 4 4.0 o.2 14.6 6.7 0.8

FK 12.o 6.1 1.5 5.9 3.0 0.4

GÀI'f 6.4 6.7 0.8 10.0 3.6 0.6
GJ 3,7 2.9 L.4 2.4 1.5 0.6
JÀ 1.3 0.8 0.3 2.5 1.3 0.6
I'tD 1.5 0.6 0.6 L.2 0.4 o.1
MI 2.5 3.4 0.2 9.8 2.A o -7

SD 3.1 1.5 0.3 2.5 2.0 0.6
DB 8.8 2.1 0.3 L7 .8 3.4 0.5
DT 45 .3 13. O 3.1 L4 .2 10. 0 5.5
.TM 2.3 0.4 L4 .7 4.4 1.8
JI{ 0.8 1.8 0.1 0.6 0.5 o.2

MM 0.9 0.5 0. 05 2.9 t.2 0.4

Rlt 4.4 1.9 0.6 6.7 2.2 1,0

OVERÄLL
IiIEAN

+ s. d.

7.9
+ 11.0

3.4*
+ 3.3

o.7
+ 0.8

7.6
+ 5.9

3.1
+ 2.6

1.0
+ 1.4

a a urnl.p us
UP = unprepared gun bolus
PG = prepared gu¡n bol-us

Dashed Ìine separates females Iabove], fron nales Ibelow].
* Significantly different fron SF group, UG-Right side.
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Tab1e 23. Efficiency Calculations for Initial Chonps on the

Key
UP = unprepared gun bolus
Pc = prepared gurn bolus

Dashed line separates fe¡nales Iabove], fron rnal.es Ibelow].
* significantLy different fron LF group, UG-Right, side.

129

Test Boluses: Short Facial Su ects .

suBJEcTs/
SESS ION

EFFI CT ENCY
Right side

UG

OF INITIÀI CHOMP [percent]Left side
TUGT PG PG

CG 4.6 2.4 0.9 5.9 1.9 0.5
JH o.7 0.6 0.04 1.0 1.1 0.06
MG 10. 6 2.8 1.1 19.1 7.6 1.6
RW 2.9 1.l_ 1.1 2,2 1.3 0.4
ST 1.2 0.8 0.1 o.7 0.5 0.2
CH 1.2 0.5 0.1 1.9 0.8 0.1
DO 1.1 0.4 0.1 1.0 0.4 0.1
KL 1.1 0.8 0.1 7.2 6.0 L.7
ML 2-5 L.7 0.4 3.3 1.5 0.4
MP r.4 0,8 0.1 1.5 r.2 0.1
RC 2.6 L.4 0.1 1.1 1.5 o-4
TG 5.0 2.O 0.6 2.4 !.2 o.2
TS 0.9 0.6 0.1 1.3 0.4 0.1

OVERÂLL
MEÀN

+ s. d.

2.4
+ 2.7

L .2*
+ 0.8

0.4
+ 0.4

3.7
+ 5.0

2.O
+ 2.2

0.4
+ 0.6

rn us



Test Boluses: Norma1 Facia Sub'ì ects.
SUBJECTS /

SES S ION
EFFI CI ENCY
Right side

UG

OF TNITIÀL CHoMP lpercent]Left side
TUGT PG PG

Alf 27 .3 16.5 4.2 5.2 1.8 3.2

KN 1.5 L.4 o.2 4.7 2.O 0.9

NH 2.8 1.3 o.2 0.6 0.3 0. 03

SX 7 .L 4.r L.7 6.0 5.5 1.1
TÀI 4,5 2.2 o.7 3.2 t.4 o.2
Tl,l 4.9 1.3 0.3 6.8 2.2 o.2

OVERÀLI.,
IiIEAN

+ s. d.

8.0
+ 9,6

4.5
+ 6.0

1_ .2
+ 1.6

4.4
+ 2.2

2.2
+ 1.8

0.9
+ t.2

Tab1e 24. Efficiency Calculations for Initial
s: Nor¡nal Facial- TyÞe Subiects.

chonps

Key: T = standard turnip bolus
UP = unprepared gun bol-us
PG = prepared gurn bolus

Dashed line separates females Iabove], fron nìales Ibe].owl

the
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6 Gun Chewing Task Results

6-1 Muscle Àctivity for Prepared cuÌo chewing

The ISE results from the right and left nasseter and

anterior tenporalis nuscles, for the first 10 consecutive

chews in a given prepared guro chewing test, were normalized

and calibrated in the nanner described in Chapter III Section

3, and expressed in N-eq BF. These r,rere then su¡med to obtain

a value that represented the total EMc activity for the four

rnain jar+ elevating ¡nuscLes during the 10 specified chews on a

prepared gurn bolus. There were two trials of natural cheving

for each session, one beginning on the right, and one

beginning on the left, the results are presented in Tables 25

Eo 27, which follow. The percentage of right chomps in each

trial are indicated in parentheses,

The overall mean ¡nuscl-e activities and standard

deviations were calculated for the three facial tl'pe groups

fron averaged individual results for a given task. These

neans and standard deviations are also presented in Tables 25

to 27. A statistical cornparison of the means did not

denonstrate any significant differences bet!¡een the results
fron Èhe three groups.

The key to Tables 25 to 27 is as fo1lo¡gs:

rPG = natural chewing, prepared gun, beginning on the
right

l-PG = naturaJ. chewing, prepared gun, beginning on the
Ieff

(tr) = percentage of chomps on the right side
Dashed line separates fenales Iabove], fron rnales Ibe1ów].
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Table 25. Norrnalized and Calibrated Total EMG Àctivity for
the First Ten Consecutive chews in prepared cum cherrlng Tãsks:

.!'ac].a Sub'i ects .

SUBJECTS / SESS rON TOTAL EIIG ACTIVITY FOR THE FIRST
10 CHEWS [N-eq BF x 102]
rPG (8r) lPc l8r)

FH1
FH2

6.1 (3o)
2.O t100)

4,2 (70)
2.4 (60)

FK1
FK2

2.3 (e0)
2.6 (100)

4.9
3,5

(0)
(0)

GÀM1
GAI42

1.8 (100)
3.8 (40)

1.s (0)
3.6 140)

GJ1
GJ2

2.6 (100)
6.3 (100)

7.5
7.4

(0)
(0)

JA1
JA2

L4 (40)
9.7 (100)

4.3
8.2

(0)
l0)

I'fD 1
lrtD2

22 (30)
t4 f100)

25 (30)
22 (40)

Ifr 1 1.4 (100)

sD1
sD2

6.6
4.7

(40
( 100

6.2 (0)
5.2 (0)

DB1
DB2

3,5
72

(s0
1100

2.5 (0)
7.! (0)

DT1
DT2

o.7
t.2

(70
100

o.7 (50)
0.9 l0)

JMl 3.5 (100 2.4 (70\

JW1
JVt2

34
44

(100
180

29 (0)
(0)45

I'î'f1
l'{I,f 2

29
75

(e0
( 100

33 (70)
4.0 l0l

RM1
Rl'!2

4.3 (100
3.0 (100

3.0
1.9

(0)
(o)

OVERÀLI-, MEÀN
+ s. d.

12
+ 16

9
+ 10

See text for key to table (Chapter IV Section 6-1)



Iable 26. Nornalized and calibrated Total ntfG Àctivlty for
the First Ten Consecutive Chews in Prepared Gun cher.ting Tasks:
short Facial Su

SUBJECTS/ SES S rON TOTÀL EMG ÀCTIVTTY FOR THE FIRST
10 CHEWS [N-eq BF x 102]
rPG (8r) lPG (8r)

cGl
ccz

3.6 (70)
6,4 (70)

4.3 (0
9.7 (0

JH1
JH2

64 (1oo)
'12 (100)

33 (0
51 (0

I'tG1
I'tG2

4.3 (e0)
6.4 (10o)

3.0 _ 
(0)

RW1
RW2

2,6 (100)
s.0 (100)

2.r (80)
9.7 l0)

ST1
sT2

3. e (40)
5.7 (30)

1-0 (e0)
e.3 (o)

cH1
cHz
cH3

31
29
61

(100)
(100)
1100)

61
20
7.4

(0)
(0)
loì

DO1
DO2

L7
L7

1oo)
100)

35
10

(0)
(0)

Kt1
KLz

32 (70)
8.0 (100)

2.O
2.9

(0)
l0ì

I¿TL1

w2
18 (80)
2L 1100 )

8.8 (60)
16 (20\

HP1
IiIP2

77
L2

(1oo)
(80)

L7 (0)
4L (0)

RC1
RC2

10 (1oo)
14 (100)

13
7.9

(0)
(0)

TGl
TG2

1.7 (1oo)
2.6 1100) L2 (0)

TS1
T52

23 (1oo)
26 (100) 23 (sO)

OVERJALT MEÀN
+ s. d.

20
+20

16
+72

See text for key to table (Chapter Iv section 6-1)



Table 27. Nornalized and calibratêd Total Etfc Actívity for
the First Ten Consecutivê Chews in Prepared cun Chewing Tãsks:
Nor¡nal Facia Subi ects .

SUBJECTS/ SESSION TOTÀT, EMG ACTTVITY FOR THE FTRST
10 CHEWS [N-eq BF x 102]
rPG (8r) IPc (?r)

Atf1
Aü2

1.0 (100
4.4 (50

8.0
6.5

(0)
(0)

KN1
I(N2

16 (100
14 (60

4.4 (o)
8.1 (0)

NH1
NH2

30
11

( 100
( 100

70
140

(20')
t0)

sK1
SK2

1.6
3.8

(100
( 100

2.9
3.7

(50)
(0)

TAIl
TAT2

t7
9.7

( 100
( 100

t7
24

(0)
(0)

f¡tí1
Ttq2

e.7 (100
9. 6 ( 100

14 (0)
8.2 (50)

OVERÀLL MEÀN
+ s. d.

11
+7

26
+ 39

See text for key to table (Chapter IV Section 6-1)



6-2 Estinated Efficiency of Prepared G 'rn chewing

The efficiency of thê first ten consecutive chews on

prepared g'un has been estinated for the sanple groups. The

estimated effíciency is derived from the comparison of the

estimated work done in ten chelrs (lrork done in vitro in the

initial chonp x 10) versus the product of the nornalized and

calibrated El'lG data fro¡n the in vivo chews on prepared gurn and

the estinated distance travelled through the bolus Ln ten

chews (approxinateJ-y I nn x 10). Such an estimate is vaIid,

since the bolus is of a consistent nature, and the work done

relative to the distance travel-led through the bolus shouLd be

a constant for a given subject and session. The sidedness of

the chornps for each ten chew seç[uence has been taken into

account in each calculation. The average of four trials
(where possible) of naturaÌ chewing, starting on the rÍght and

starting on the left, fron two sessions, are presented Ín

Table 28. These results are expressed as percentages.

The means and standard deviations for the efficiencies
neasured for the three facial type groups are also presented

in Table 28. No significant differences !/ere found betr¡een

the group means.
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Tab1e 28. Esti¡nated Efficiencies for the First Ten
Consecutive Chews in PreÞared Gun Chewing Taskve cnews ].n

ESTI!'ÀTED EFFICTENCIES FOR THE FIRST TEN CHET.IS ON
THE PREPARED GI]M BOLUS [*] FOR:

LF subiects: sF Subiects: NF Subiects:
FH 1.7 CG 1.3 Àl,f 2.2
FK 2.5 .IH 0.1 KN o.7
GÀM 0.9 MG 1,9 NH o.2
GJ 2.O RW 1.4 SK 2.O

JÀ 0.8 ST 1.5 TAT o.4
MD o.4 CH 0.4 TM 0.6

¡tr 5.4 DO o.4

SD 0.7 KL L.7

DB 1.1 ÈtL 0.2

DT 8.2 lfP 0.4

Jt4 1.8 RC 0.6

JW 0.1 TG 2.6

M¡{ 0.5 TS o.2

RM 1.8

OVERÀLL I.IEÀNS + s.d. FOR:
LF Subiects: sF Subiects: NF Subiects:
2.O + 2.2 1.0 + 0.8 1.0 + 0.9



6-3 Huscle Activity Àssociated with Preparing a Gurn Bolus

Work is required to change an unprepared gun bolus to the

prepared state. The vork done in an initial chonp on

unprepared gum and on prepared gun has been presented in
Section 5-2 of this chapter. PresunabLy, the resistance of

the unprepared gun decreases with consecutive chonps, until it
reaches a relatively consistent stage, terned rrpreparedrrr j.n

this investigation.

The total fSE activity fron the right and left rnasseter

and anterior tenporalis nuscles, associated with each chonp in
a consecutive series of chomps, starting wíth an unprepared

gun bolus, are plotted for unilateral gun chewing tasks in two

subjects in Figures 9 and 10. The totat ISE per chonp for the

first 15 chonps are pLotted, as well as for 10 consecutive

chonps more than 30 seconds after the start of the sequence.

These later chomps are presented to exenrplify the ISE

associated l¡ith a relalively vell-prepared qurn bolus.
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CHOMP NUHBER

Figure 9. Unil.ateral cum Chevring Task - Right, beginning.
with an unprepared gum bolus. The sequenie is
spllt: Chomps 1-I5, starting at time = Oi and
Chonps 43-52, after 30 seconds of chewing for
Subject SD, Session I).



TOTÀL ISE

[v2sec. x lo-

CHOMP NUMBER

figure 10. Unilate.ral Gum Chewing Task - Left, beginning
rrlth an unprepared gum bolus. The sequence is
sptiÈ: Chomps 1-15, starting at time = 0¡ and
Chomps 39-{8, after 30 seconds of chewing for
Subject. DO, Session l).



7 MuscLe Àctivity for the Turnip chestests

The ISE results for a given cher.rtest, fron the right and

Ieft rnasseter and anterior ternporalis nuscles were norrnall.zed

and calibrated in the manner described in chapter III section

3, and expressed in N-eq BF. These were then sunmed to obtain

a value that represented the total El.fG actÍvity for the four

nain jaw elevating rnuscles during a chewing task. The resul-ts

froro repeated tríals of the sane nature, carried out at thê

sane session, yrere neaned, and are presented in Tables 29 to

31.

Included in Tab1es 29 to 3I are the mean activíties and

standard deviations for the three facial type groups in terns

of natural, unilateral right, and unilateral left turnip
chewing. These ¡neans were calculated from averaged resuLts

for an individual, A cornparison of natural, unilateral right,
and unilateral left chewing results fron within a group showed

no significant differences. À comparison of the group r¡leans

also showed no significant dífferences bêtween the groups for
these pararneters.
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TabLe 29. Normalized and caLibrated Total n'fc Àctivity for
the TurniÞ Chewtests: Long Facial Type Subiects.

SI'BJECTS/ SESSION I,IEÀN TOTÀL EXTÍG ACTIVITY FOR CHET,g:TESTS

[N-eq BF x 102 ]
N (Ir) RT LT

FH1
FH2

L2
5.9

74
49

9.3
2.4

3.9
4.3

FK1
FK2

7.2
l3

62
74

2.6 6.9
6.6 9 .6

GAl,f 1
GAI'Í2

4.0
5.8

22
30

L.4
2.8

3.5
4.3

GJ1
GJ2

13
17

54
24

5.2 24
L2 2l

JÀ1
JA2

33
19

57
64

47
17

18
L7

MD1
MD2

27
55

12
79

2A 31
44 36

MI1 6.6 67 t0 4 .4

SD1
SD2

L2
18

43
19

13
t4

11
10

DB1
DB2

3.4
6.0

24
t7

9.3
9.8

2.4
4.7

DT1
DT2

1,8
0.9

59
44

0,2 1.9
0.7 0.8

Jlfl 3.4 24 5.4 2 .4

JW1
JW2

44 (0
7A (64

58 36
46 88

I.llill
MM2

22
40

52
49

31 23
69 8.8

R}I1
RM2

8.3
3.2

68
70

8.0 4. 1
4.2 4.1

OVERÀLL MEAN
t s. d.

77 L7 14
+!7 +18 +t7

nean s
(tr) = percentage of chonps on the right side during N

RT = unilateral chewing, right't
tT = unilateral chewing, feft*

Dashed line separates fenales Iabove],* [nean of > 4 chewtests, except JÀ1:
and ¡{I1: nean of 3 chewtestsl.

f rorn males Ibelow] .
¡nean of 2 chewhests,
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he Turnip Che¡.rtests: Short Facial lvpe Subieets.
srrBJEcTs/ SESSION UAÀN TOTAL ET{G ÀCIIVITY FOR CHEWTESTS

[N-eq BF x 102 ]
N (Tr) RT LT

cG1
cG2

5.2
6.7

(55
(4s

5.2
4.5

4.7
7.5

JH1
JH2

s1 (s4
78 (75

59
64

36
46

MG1
YTG2

7.7 (751 6,4 4.4
- 5.0

RW1
RW2

13 (8e) 10 15
32 (82) 22 25

STl
ST2

22 (50) 15 22
50 (36) 72 26

cH1
cH2
cH3

34 (71) 31 7L
22 (42) 32 r7
30 (34) 54 6,0

DO1
DO1

3e (26) 23 46
22 (36) 27 14

KL1
KL2

33 (100) 48 3.3
14 (e3 ) 15 4.7

tifLl
vrL2

25 (94) 20 25
30 (70) 38 2A

I*lP1
MP2

22 (0) 52 20
54 (22) 26 43

RC1
RC2

30 (6s) 2L 36
22 (20\

TG1
TG2

6.0 (100) 4.7
s.e (81) 5.1 L7.

TS1
,rs2

52
46

( 71)
( 41)

49
35 32

OVER.ALL MEAN
+ s. d.

2A 26 23
+17 +!7 +I2

: N= a mean

Tabl-e 3 0 . Nornalized and Calíbrated Total EMG Activity for

(8r) = percentage of chonps on the right side during N
RT = uniLateral chewing, right*
LT = unilateral chewing, Ieft*

Dashed J.ine separates females [above], fron nales [belor.¡].* lnean of > 3 chewtests, except RC2: not done].
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trle 'I'urnlp cher,r'Eests 3 Nornal FaciaL Type subjects.
SUBJECTS/ SESSTON I¡IEÀN TOTÀL EI.ÍG ACTIVITY FOR CHEWTESTS

lN-eq BF x 102l
N (8r) RT LT

AM1
AM2

8.0 (49) r.4 12
8.8 (42\ 2.4 A.7

KN1
KN2

10 (L2) 23 6.2
13 (0) 19 L2

NH1
NH2

100 (16) 33 76
110 (54) 16 200

SK1
sK2

8.4 (72) 5.2 8. 3
11 (66) 7.2 9.2

TATl
TÀ12

(54) 20 23
(39) 72 19

18
16

TIIl
rM2

27 (75) 2L ls
24 165) 28 12

OVERÀLL MEÀN
+ s. d.

29 16 32
+ 38 + 9 + 52

Key: N = Natural c ng lnean ot > 4 c¡¡ewt.ests

TabIe 31.
rni

Nornalized and Calibrated Total EMG Àctivity for

(8r) = percentage of chomps on the
RT = uniLateral chewing, right't
LT = unilateral chewing, leftìt

Dashed line separates fenales Iabove],* lmean of > 5 chewtests, except NH1 3

right side during N

fron rnales Ibe1ow] .
mean of 4 cher¡testsI.



Chapter V Discussion

1 The Sanple

1-1 Àge

The age range of the sarnple overalL and in the facial
t)¡pe groups was similar. Age-related changes to the paÈtern

of nastication have been reported by others (Beyron, 1964;

Karlsson and Car1sson, 1990), but in populations considerably

nore elderly than this sample,

r-2 FaciaL Tl1)e

The tr+o extreme groups demonstrated a significant
difference fron one another and also fron the group labelled
rrnornalrrr for the facial type paraneters.

Àccording to the Manitoba ÀnaLysis, the normal ¡nean and

sÈandard deviation for MPÀ measure¡tents should have been 25.3

+ 4.7 degrees. The nean and standard deviatíon for the NF

group in this investigation was 22.8 + 2,3 degrees, !¡hich fell
nithin the Manit.oba norms. The nean MPÀ and standard

deviation for the LF group and SF group lrere 35.0 + 6.1 and

15.2 + 4.4, respective).y.

The ideal facial height p¡oportions suggesÈed by Proffit
and co-workers (1980) and Legan and Burstone (1980), are

associated v¡ith a c-Sn/Sn-Mer ratio of 1.0. Àn acceptable

range of varÍation for this value was not given by these

authors. Scheideman and associates (1980) have provided a

range of variation valid for a group of ttdentofacÍa1 nornalsrrl
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r,rho were chosen for norrnal characteristics, including an

anterior facial height ratio [G-sn/sn-Mer] vithin 15 percent

of the Ídeal ratío. Àccording to these authors, the mean and

standard deviation within a group of 24 fenales (average age

24 years) who rnet the critería for normal, was 1.02 I0.08,
while for a group of 32 nornal ¡nales (average age 25 years),

ít r¡as 0.96 + 0.07.

In general, standards for facial- height proportions are

expressed as a ratio, and tend to have a very narrow range of

normal variation. For exarnple, according to the Manitoba

Ànalysis, anterior facial height proportions are assessed

using the radiographic landnarks of Nasion [Na], anterior

nasal spine IANs], and bony Menton [Me], to indicate the

superior, niddle, and lower facial height landnarks,

respeetively. These are expressed as the percentage of the

1o!¡er anterior facial height rel-ative to the total anterior

facial height [ÀNS-Me/Na-Me]. The ¡nean and standard deviation

for this neasurenent should be 56.57 + 0.31 percent, according

to Manitoba standards for nornìal.

The NF group in this study had a mean Sn-ller/G-sn ratio
of 1,00 (bhe standard deviation for the group was alrnost

negligible, + o.oo5), r.rhile the nean and standard devíation

for the LF group and the SF group !¿ere 1.13 + o.o4 and 0.82 +

0. 05, respectively.

The faciat t)æe paraneters measured in the group called
trnornalrt in this study, therefore, concurred with standards
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appropriate to the sample population. The LF and SF groups

showed a significant difference fro¡n the norns, rrith respect

to both facial. type pararneters to the 99 percent confidence

1evel .

1-3 Occlusion

The entire sample showed some degree of occlusal

rnalreLations aJ.though in a few cases (JÀ, JW), discrepancÍes

fron tridealrr as conventj.onally defined (Roth, 1981) lrere

reJ.atively rninor. The najority of LF and SF subjects showed

rather rnarked rna l-occ Lus ions . These extrernely different facíal
type groups, on thê whole, also dernonstrated extrenely

different anterior tooth relationships, as wouLd be predicted

by classical descriptions of LF and sF. That is, seven of the

14 LF subjects displayed anterior open bites, while eight of
the 13 SF subjects showed conplete overbites that inpinged on

the palatal soft tissues.

À functional posterior occlusal assess¡nent scheme lras

devised and appLied to the sanple. The cuspal inclines and

the interdigitation of the posterior teeth were assessed by

two independent examiners., Good agreenent was demonstrated

betlreen and v¡ithin these exaniners, with respect to the

conventional ctassification of the nalocclusions, and the

posterior occlusal rating scores.

On a scal-e of zero (flat cusps, poor interdigitation) to
eÍght. (sharp cusps, good interdigitation) , a rançte of zero to
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seven r.ras dernonstrated by the Êample. ÀIthough there wa6 a

wide variability within the groups, there !¡as a general trend

tor,¡ards higher posterior functional occlusal ratings for the

groups in the order LF, SF, and NF. The nean scores and

standard deviations for these groups r.rere: 2.8 + 1.5, 3.8 I
2.1, and 4.7 ! I.0, respectively. The LF and NF ratings were

sholtn to be significantly different at the 95 percent

confidence leve1.

2 The Nor¡nalization and Calibration Technique

The plots of isometrÍc bite force versus ffic data showed

strong linear characteristícs , de¡îonstrated by high

correLation coefficient values for the individual plots (r2>

o,72r. overall, there !¡as good agreenent between the slopes

of the isometric force versus EMc plots obtained fro¡n sessLon

1 and session 2 for a given subject.

There are a number of variabLes which affect the surface

El{G recording, including eLectrode type and position, skin and

soft tissue inpedance, and the psychological state of the

subject. These variables are lrelL-described in the

iiterature. Based on this, argu¡nents advocating and

criticizing surface EMG recordíng nay be found. It is
recognized that reliability anil consistency are particularly
inportant to the enployment of surface El{c data as a

quantitative heasure. Through the applícation of carefuL,

standardized techniques hovrever, in ter¡ns of electrode type,
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posÍtion, and placenenti the skin preparatfon; and the

handling of the subject during the recording session, a

reasonable degree of retiability and repeatabilíty fron the

surface EMG recorded can be achleved. Àccording to Garrett

and co-workers (1964), the ex¡rected variation between subjecte

due to recording techniques and/or other unknovn factors, is
about 20 percent.

Àny reLative discrepancies betlreen the slopes from

session l and sessj.on 2, for a given nuscle, due to variable

electrode-contact characteristj.cs, electrode placenent, and/or

rûuscle activation, are addressed by the nornalizatíon and

calibration of the chewing test results relative to the

standardized Ísornetric biting results. Às long as the EMG-

isometric bite calibrations are accurate, and have a

consistent reLationship with the forces and ¡nuscle activities
involved in chewing, this rnethod should provide a ¡neans of

rnaking direct cornparisons of El4G results fron different
recording sessions, and fron dÍfferent peopLe. one would

expect to find, therefore, consistencies in the e4)ressed N-eq

BF bett¡een sessions for nost subjects cornpared !¡ith the range

dernonstrated by the sarnple overall.

Lindauer and associates (1991) recently reinforced the

expectations for high intersubject variability in nasticatory

rnuscLe function, and supported the use of El'tG quantitatively

as a reLiable and sensitive nethod of assessing this. In

particular, they enphasized the value of the Ð,rc-isonetric
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force parameter as a statical ly-determined representation of

a dynarnic event. Because thís rel-ationsbip is statically
deterrnined, the requireroents for good control of the

experirnentaL conditions can be net by the use of careful

methods of El¡fc and bite force recording.

fn order to test the accuracy of the rnethods, the biting
test described in Chapter III Section 3-3.2.3 v¡as conducted.

This r,¡as carried out in 20 sessions involving 12 different
subjects fron the sample. This served as a check for possible

errors in ¡neasuring bite force rnagnj.tude via the BFT, and also

for discrepancies in the relative muscLe activations required

to stabilize the bite on the BFT conpared ¡¡ith that on the

test boluses. lf, for exa¡nple, the biting tasks on the BFT

required increased muscle tension for stabilization, or if the

particular biting situation was unfarniliar to the subject, it
rnight be expected that the muscle activities during the

nor¡nalization and calibration bites wouLd be higher than those

used in a nore natural cheving and biting situation. This

would result in a relatively low expression of N-eq BF for the

EMG results fro¡o that individual. For the subsarnple of

individuals and experimental sessions checked, the tests

confir¡ned the BFT methods as valid for measuring force and for
representing the patterns of nuscle activities during natural

biting.
As nentioned, interindividual variabifity in masticatory

nuscle function has been acknowledged and enphasized by nany
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authors (for a reviev, see Lindauer et a7., 1991). I'¡hen Et{G

recording is used guantitatively, the additional variables

inherent to EMc recording techniques must be addressed. By

expressíng the quantitative results relative to standard,

predictable Elilc-isonetric force relationships, these problens

are alleviated, and ¡nore valid cornparisons can be nade.

3 The Characterístics of Che¡.ring

Approxinately half of the sanple expressed no preference

with respect to chevÍng side. of those that did express a

preference, this sidedness was not consistently reflected in
the results frorn naturaL chewing, where no chewing-síde vas

stipulated. Most of the subjective reasons given for a side

preference related to a specific avareness (past or present)

associated with a particular tooth or teeth (for exarnple, past

sensitivity to temperature or sweets, large restorations, area

of frequent food irnpaction).

For the turnip ches/tests, the nean nunber of chotTrps per

indivÍduaI varied bet!¡een 9 and 57 for natural chewing, with

no particu).ar facial type-specific trends. The íntrasubject

results were generatly consistent, however there was a

tendency in sone subjects to use nore chonps in the second

session than the first, and in many subjects, to use nore

chornps in the unil-ateraL chewing tasks than in the natural

chewing. tasks. This nay have been due to an enhanced

consciousness to the experirnental situation.
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The rate of chewing in the sample population also did not

show strong facial type specificities, although a difference

in unprepared gurn chewing rates for the first ten chornps was

noted between LF and NF groups for chewíng on the left sÍde

only. The rates were generatly consistent for an individual

fron session to session, but variabLe betltêen people. A

decrease in rate for the unprepared gun chewing task (first

ten consecutive chews) compared with turnip and prepared gurn,

was the only other finding of note.

The large íntersubject variabil-ity Ín the chewing

characteristics demonstrated, is consistent with past reports

described in the literature (carlsson, 1974i Bates et a7.,

L975a, L975b, 1976) .

4 The single chonp

4-1 ttuscle Activity lnput

The sum of nornalized and caLibrated ElfG activities frorn

the right and left nasseter and temporalis rnuscLes in carrying

out a single chonp on a standard bolus, represented the rouscle

effort put into doing work on the bolus. Tn general, the

results in Tabtes 16, !7 , and 18 show a large range of

variabiJ.ity within the sanpLe. A tendency for higher EilG

activity associated wÍth the initial chorìps in the sF group

lras also denonstrated. For sone but not all of the biting

situations neasured (5 of the 18 conparisons nade) the SF

group showed significantly greater nean EMG activity for the
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sane task than the LF group or the NF group. Relatively high

nastícatory ¡nuscle EMG activity is a sF characteristic that
has been connonly reported in the literature (ÀhIgren, 1966i

M/ller, 1966i Ringqvist, 1973i Ingervall and ThiLandet, L974¡

Ingervall, 1976; Lowe and Takada, 1984).

The results fron sone subjects show inconsistencies

between sessi.on l and session 2 for the sane sÍde and test
bolus. There may be a nurnber of reasons for these

discrepancies. For instance, the results for the initial
chomps on the turnip bol-us represent a Dean value from a

nunber of trial-s (3 to 7), whereas those for initiat choups on

both unprepared and prepared gum boluses represent single

trials. À Larger variation in the results between sessions,

withín a subject, v¡ouLd therefore be expected for the data

fron single chomps on gum.

Although single chonps on the turnip and unprepared gun

appeared to be associated with nore nuscle activity than the

prepared gurn, this was not ah,rays so. CertaÍnly, fron the

results of Chapter IV Section 5-2, the prepared gun bolus

provided the least resistance to mechanical defor¡nation. th:
nature of the turnip ¡naterial itself roade test chonps on ít
rnore variable. The turnip !¡as a rather brittle bolus, and

hence, it failed readi)-y in shear. Sharp cusps, therêfore,

were nore J-ikei-y to have sliced through the turnip bolus, as

opposed to flat cusps, which \,rere nore likely to have

conpressed the bo1us. fn êither case, once the turnip cube
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was ruptured, it tended to splÍt. Hon nuch further lrork !¡as

carried out on the turnip depended upon its position relatlve
to the teeth. If the deqree of interdigitation of the teeth

vas high, there would be an increased chance of the turnip
being held to realize the full crushing effect of the chorip aa

the teeth cane together.

Two very different outco¡nes for the turnip were

therefore possible during a single chonp. fn one case, the

turníp !¡ou1d have sirnply been split into tvo or nore parts,

with the pieces sliding ar,ray from the occlusal table. This

situation r¡ould have requíred relatively títtle ¡auscle effort,
since the teeth and the nature of the turnip woul-d have

accounted for nost of the work done in splitting. On the

other hand, if the turnip bolus or parts of it renained

betlreen the teeth to be more fully crushed, Eore nuscle effort
lrould have been required, particularly if the norphology of

the teeth was very flat. Such potential differences in the

handling of the turnÍp boLus nay have been dênonstrated in the

EMG activities, but they were not reflected ín a correlation
between the nuscle activity data and the posterior 

. 
functional

occlusal scores.

The guÌû boluses in contrast to the turnip, were very

plastic, and in one form, relatively resistant to deformation

(unprepared state), vhile in the other, easily deformable

(prepared state). In the case of the gun boJ.uses, the details
of the dental morphoÌogy and occLusion were not expect,ed to
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have large effects on the nature and arnount of work done ln
the single chonps or in chewing.

one factor that appeared to infLuence the Eüc activity
neasured fron the nuscles was the trattitudert of tbe bite.
That is, single chonps executed in a very deliberate (and

usually faster) nanner shorved higher general EMG activity than

those executed in a nore relaxed fashion. This effect lras

especially notable in the prepared gum chomps, and contributed

to the variabitity sho\.rn in the intrasubject results in sorne

cases. Àlthough only a small amount of nuscle effort was

required to carry out a chornp on the prepared gum, it appeared

that increased consciousness to the act and/or the

psychological state of the subject had an influence on the

Ievel of nuscle tension recorded. Instructions to the subject

r.rere therefore a factor, particularly in the case of the

unprepared gun chomps.

Further to this, the psychological state of the subject

and the physical state of the ¡nuscles are known to have an

effect on the EHG activity. (consider the use of EMG in

biofeedback technigues; see Lund and widmer (1989).) Other

circurnstances rnay have also influenced the results. subject

FH, for exanple, reported a period of nocturnal clenching and

bruxing in the tirne prior to session 2. There was no frank

pain upon presentation for the recording session, but the

subject reported an increased awareness of the rnasticatory

Ìnusclês on the right side. This nay have increased the slope
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of the ¡nuscLe activity versus iso¡netric bite force

retationship, especially on the right. If this higher muscle

tension was not reflected during ordinary chewing tasks, this
rnay account for the rnuch lower N-eq BF results fron the right
sided tests for FH in session 2.

sinitarly, the intersession differences sho!¡n by subject

Mlit Eay be related to increased awareness, subconscious or

otherwise, to the fracture of part of the upper right second

bicuspid, which occurred in the period between session 1 and

session 2. The tooth had been endodontically restored so¡ne

tine prior to the first recording session, so the tooth vras

not painful, and the subject did not report any rrproblensrl

associated with chewing on the right side.

Finally, subject DT demonstrated renarkably 1ow

nonoalized and calibrated EMc activiÈies. one possible

explanation to account for this nay be related to the unusual

denÈal and skeletal relations in this case. Subject DT sholted

a Class III dentoskeletal malocclusion with a conplete cross-

bite, in the sense that the naxillary dental arch fit
lingrually in relation to the roandibul-ar dental arch,

anteriorly and bilaterally. For this subject, relatively more

nuscLe tension rnay have been associated with the isonetric

biting situation used for nornalizingr and calibrating, than

for ordinary chewing. DiffÍculty with stabilizing the BFT in
this case nay have resulted in relatively high E{G activities
for the ísornetric biting tasks. rhis in turn r¡ould have
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adversely affected the nornaLized and calibrated results. (DT

was not one of the subjects randornly selected to be tested by

the nethods described in Chapter III Section 3-3.2.3., so thia
could not be verified. )

4-2 work Done

The work done resul-ts frorn the jn vitro singte chorop

experiments have been shown in Tables L9, 20, and 21. The

turnip result.s were a ¡nean of a nurnber of repeated trials (>

5), lrhereas the gurn boJ-uses, which were expected to be more

consistentty rtchonped,rr lrere the results of single trials for
a given experirnentaL session. On the whoJ.e, for the initial
chonps, the work done on the turnip and the r,rork done on the

unprepared gun rvere sinilar, consístent, and higher than the

work done on the prepared gurn by a factor of approxiuateLy 5

to 15 ti¡nes. This Large range of differences was attributed
to the variability in how the bolus was handled wÍth respect

to the tooth norphology ín each individual chornping situation.
In particular, whether and how the boLus was gripped betlreen

the teeth rnade a significant difference in ter¡ns of hon much

work could be done on the bolus ín a single chonp. For this
reason, the observed placenent, of the bolus in the jn yivo

sÍtuation was critical to the in vitro simulatíon.

The significant difference found between the eean lrork

done in an initial chonp on the unprepared gun bolus in the LF

group versus the NF group was consistent with the sigmificanÈ
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dífference found for the posterior occlusal ratings betlreen

the tlro groups. The nean occlusal rating lras lolrer in the LF

groups than the NF group as was the amount of work done 1n a

single chonp, but only for the case of the unprepared gurû.

Tlìere wêre no other significant differences in the resultE

regarding the work done on the test boluses that related to
facial type groupings. Àlthough the results of the work done

on the different boluses nay have reflected differences in
occlusal relations in so¡ne cases, these did not othen¡ise show

strong links to the resuLts of the functional posterior

occlusal assessment.

4-3 Efficiencies

Despíte the potential variability in the state of the

nuscles and the nature of the r¿ork done in the execution of a

single chornp, each jn vjvo task resulted in some arnount of

nechanical v¡ork done on the bolus at the cost of sone anount

of nuscle energy. Attenpts were nade to gauge the event in
dífferent individuals by recording the Eüc activity fron the

¡nuscles and expressing this relatj.ve to the iso¡netric biting
abitity of the individual, and conparing this with the

nechanical r.¡ork done in an in vjùro sirnulation of the chonp

(in accordance $rith the observed in vivo situation).
The results presented in Tables 22,23, and 24 for the

subject groups show generaJ.J-y that the efficiencies neasured

for single chonps on the test bol.uses were very 1o!r.
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No strong facial type or occlusal correlatíons could be

demonstrated, although for one single chonp situation (right
side, unprepared gum boLus) the rnean efficiency waÊ

significantly lor¡er ín the LF group than ín the SF çfroup. The

efficiency measures for singte cho¡nps on prepared gun lrêrê

al¡nost all less than 2.0 percent. The efficiency neasured for
the sing)-e chonps on unprepared gum vere souewhat higher, but

lrere generally below 8.0 percent. The turnip chonp

efficiencies irere low also, but in nany cases, were higher

than the gum boluses. The nost outstanding efficiency
neasures were above 10,0 percent and up to 27.3 percent.

These higher efficiencies for so¡ne of the turnip chonps nay be

explained by the brittle nature of the bolus, and its tendency

to split under pressure, especialLy if influenced by sharp

cuspal inclines. Those subjects lrith higher turnip chonp

efficiency scores may have been able to split the bolus with

relatively littLe muscle effort and engage the bolus through

conpletion of the chomp, so that a large arnount of nechanical

work was done for very little ¡nuscle invotvement. The
relatively high effíciency scores for subject DT may be a
consequence of the very lorv N-eq BF ¡neasure calculated for
this subject. The sarnple in general, nevertbeless, still
denonstrated low efficiencies for single chomps on the test,

boluses.
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5 cun chewing

The nasticatory efficiency of the sarople has been further

investigated by anal.ysis of the gun cheving tasks.

Gun in the prepared state was expected to require a force

Dagnitude for defonoation that was approxinately the sane for
each chew in a chewing sequence, and that was si¡nilar for all
people, independent of tooth norphology and occlusion. The

r.¡ork done in a series of cher,rs r¿ould therefore be dependent on

the distance travel-Ied through the bolus as determined by the

shape and size of the bolus. This nay have varied to a

linj.ted extent, fro¡n individual to individual, depending on

the specific handling of the bolus, in a rnanner that r,ras

characteristic to the individual. This, however, Êhould not

have had a large influence on the efficiency estiaates made

for a series of 10 consecutive chews.

The total El,lc activity measures presented in Tables 25,

26, and 27 vere used to estinate the efficiencies associated

with prepared gun chewing in the sanple population, in the

nanner described in chapter Iv sectíon 6-2. The condition of

the subject was likely to be Less variable in a repeated-chew

situation than for the initial chomp situation. Ihis likely
accounted for the gEeater agreeroent between sessions and sides

for a given individual, for the Elfc results froro the 10-cher.t

sequences on prepared gun.

The results presented Ín Tabfe 28 show that the cheving

efficiency for prepared gun chewing was vêry lor¡ for the
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entire group, r.¡ith no significant dífferences in efficiencies

dernonstrated between facial type groups.

It see¡ûs that efficiencies for single chonpa and for
prepared gum chewing in the sanple popuLation, lrere generaLly

very Lor{t, and dj-d not dernonstrate large differences bett¡een

people r,rho lrere expected to function very differently. This

raised the question: Was the technique used to neasure

rnasticatory efficiency Ín fact sensitive enough to detect

differences, if they existed?

The Figures 9. and 10. show typical patterns of the

toÈal ISE per chornp associated with the rrpreparationrr of gun,

beginning with a standard boLus. The gum in its unprepared

forn was quite stiff, and a considerable anount of force was

required to plastically defor¡n it, compared with that required

to deforn gurn in its fully-prepared state. Às the gun was

softèned and condensed through a series of chews, the work

done per chomp vras expected to decrease in a progressive

fashion from the ínitial chonp to a point where the

consistency of the bolus was no longer changed. The examples

shown in Figures 9. and 10. de¡nonstrated that the ISE

reflected the change in the work done on the bolus as it was

progressively softened by cheving. That is, the results

confir¡ned that the Elrc activity decreased as thê force

requirernents and the work done in chewing decreased.
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6 Turnip Chewtests

The EMG activity results presented in Tables 29, 30, and

31 represent the input fron the muscl-es in nacerating a tu¡nip
cube to a degree adequate for swallowing. this required-nork

standard could be denoted as rrone unitrt and t¡as set by the

threshold for sv¡allowing of the individual. This anount of
vtork done was therefore ¡neaningfuL for that particuLar

individua I .

conpared on this basis, the resul-ts fron the turnip
chewtests shor¿ed a wide variability, but no distinct
correlations to facial type or occlusion. It was thought that
the nature of the turnip bolus (faiLure in shear) night be

more discrininating for differences in these characteristics,
particularly tooth norphology. The nechanical êfficiency of
chetting turnip was not measured more precisely in this
investigation. In Light of what has already been presented,

however, it seerns reasonable to predict that turnip che!¡ing

!¡as also not very efficient, in a ¡nechanical sense.

The EMc activities expressed as N-eq BF for the turnip
che!¡tests were conparable to those associated wÍth the lnitial
chonps on turnip. Àccording to Sheirie and Kay (1982), the

first chelt is by far the most effective in terms of
pulverizing the bolus (vork done). More nechanical work may

be done on the turnip bol-us over the course of a chevtest

before it is swalloved; this would increase the efficiencies
rneasured conpared to the initial chornp situation. Other
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factors involved with chewing turnip rnight also tend to
decrease the efficiency, however. For exanple, since turnip
is noÈ a very cohesive bolus (conpared to 9un) , the

effectiveness of each chew is rnore likely to be nore randonr,

ltith sone chews doing little or no r¡ork on the bolus.

Possibl-e reasons for the variabitity in the result€t

between sessions for one individual have been discussed in the

previous sections of this chapter. Àny difference in the

nor¡nalized and catibrated rnuscle activity on one side compared

to the other nay also hel-p to explain sorne of the differences
observed. in the mean total EMG activities for session l and

session 2, !¡here natural chewing sequencès were concerned.

For MP1 (Table 30), for exanple, the mean total- activity for
the chewtests in natural- chewing was very si¡nilar to that for
left unílateral chewing, since alt of the naturaL chews were

done on the left during this session.
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VI Significance of the Findings

The nechanical efficiency of the hunan chewing apparatus

does not appear to be narkedly affected by the forn and

relationships of the dentofacial complex. The thesis
hypothesis therefore has been refuted. It seens that the

hunan chevring apparatus is generaLly not very efficient in
nechanical terns. It is expected that this Iow efficiency is
a characteristic common amongst hurnan rnasticatory systems.

Even subjects dernonstrating extrenely different dentofacial
for¡ns did not denonstrate consistent, rernarkable differences

in ¡nechanical function.

The most important outcorne of this work is the proviso

explaining how the adaptive potentiaJ. and the versatility of
the chewing apparatus rernain high. À low rnechanj-cal

efficiency reflects redundancy, ie. spare capacity, in the

system. This characteristic ¡naintains the "fLexibilitytr of
the systen and pernits it to be so versatile. The

preservation of this fl-exibility is irnportant both to species

evolution and to the developnent of the individual r¡ith
respect to long-term survival and the quality of life. It is
thus suggested that the adaptation of the systen and high

functional efficiency are entropj.cally related.
The so-called rrenergetic paradoxtt of hurnan evolution has

been studied in terms of loconotion (Carrj.ere, 1984). Man is
considered a reÌatively inefficient runner cornpared with other

mammals. Hunans characteristicaL ly lack an optirnal running
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speed, which nakes every means of loco¡notion lrithin their
aerobic scope approxinately as costly as any other. Holrever,

the hurûan systen is particularly well-adapted for endurance

and stanina, having the physiology to cope with high levels of

energy consurnption and netabolic heat production. The

retatively hígh constant cost of transport is hence seen as

providing hunans with the option of rnoving in a nu¡ober of

different ways, at a wide variety of speeds.

rt is said that evolution tends to optiníze fÍtness
(Alexander, 1989). rrFitnessr in this sense, is the

¡nodification of structures and behaviour to ensure survival-,

and thereby increase the probability of gene transrnission to

future generations. This is cornpatible with the concept that
essential functions such as locomotion and feeding rnust rernain

non-specialized to ensure fJ.exibility, versatility, and

adaptabi I ity ,

Consider the inportance of homeostasis to Iiving systenìs,

and the neasures taken to ensure ho¡neostatic balance

whenever possible. The bioche¡nical and metabolic processes in
the body show.a high degree of redundancy to maintain energy

stores. Energy costs in terms of adenosine triphosphate

hydrolysís, are very difficult to neasurê in vivo since any

healthy systen is so effective at replenishing high energy

phosphate co¡npounds. These insurance ¡neasures are

energetically expensive in thenselves, but they pernit the

organism to cope with a rnuch wider variety of environmental
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and circunstantial chaLtenges.

The results described herein support the idea that the

rnasticatory system functíons in a rnanner that is rnechanically

effective but guite inefficient, and that in an inportant !¡ay

this ensures that the flexibility of the systen is preserved.

In an evolutionary sense, the need for a high degree of

mastÍcatory effectiveness and efficiency rnay have dininished

with the increased cognitive ability denonstrated in rnamrnals,

and especially in rnan. It seens that nastÍcation is stil-l
important, but man, in particular, has developed many ways to

ensure that the nutritional requirernents for survival are net.

Along with the development of nore and better ways to procure

and prepare food, rDan ís abl-e to appreciate a highly
omnivorous diet.

Although increasing the exposed surface area of tÌ¡e food

through nastication does not appear to be essential to

digestion and good nutrition, the preparation of food for the

act of swallowing is stiÌI inportant. lfastication serves to
protect. the body by preparing the food to ensure that it is
not.onLy easy, but also safe, to s!¡alIow. That Ís, cheving is
an important part of food assessment, a very basic act that
involves visual, olfactory, gustatory, and tactile sensations,

in conjunctíon with alrareness frorn past experiences.

fn general, nastication is a rhythnic, basic-pattern

activity that is usually carried out at a habituaL rate. ft
also appears to be designed to easily handle the forces
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involved in chewing, whích ín the case of ordinary foodstuffs,
are much less than the maximal forces that the systern is
capabLe of exerting. In addition, the J. or+ fatigability of the

nasticatory rnuscles in relation to other systens has been

denonstrated (Van Steenberge et a7., !978i Naeije and Zorn,

1981; Lindstron and Hellsing, 1983; Clark and Carter, 1985i

Clark and Àdler, L987). Lotr force reguirernents, in a

controlled range of ¡nuscle shortening, and muscÌe shortenÍng

velocities suggest that only l-o!r threshotd nuscLe fíbres need

be recruited r+ithin the jaw elevating nuscles duríng ordinary

chewing at habitual rates. These ¡nuscle fibres are

characterist ica IIy less powerful; that is, they can do l-ess

work in a given ti¡ne than other ¡nuscle fibre types. Perhaps,

then, in norrnal mastication low forces are involved and snall
arnounts of rnechanical work are accornplished at re}atively high

energetic costs to the nuscles. This scenario may describe

nastication in a wide range of indivíduals quite Índependent

of: their facial form (as conventionally classified), of the

specific details of their ¡nuscle architecture and histology,
or the testable extrenes of their nuscular capabilities (such

as naxirnal bite strength or the li¡nits of endurance).

Through this investigation, the theory behind the

relationships between EMc and nusclê energy for muscles in
¡notion has been further explored. The theoretical- grounds for
applying EUc nethods to quantitatively assess the input of
nuscle energy associated with the production of ¡nechanical
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ltork, have been experinentally tested. This aspect of the

work contributes to the general knowledge regarding surface

El'Íc and the validity of its use in the study of the human

chewing apparatus .

The major findings of this work have inportant

applicability to clinical concepts, and in this sense have

direct pertinence to the prinary goal of dental health care

delivery. These resutts help to explain why such guantifiably
large changes in dentofacial forn can be realized through

treatrnent without apparent functionaL pênalties to the system.

These findings, therefore, contribute to the goaL of providing

a ¡nore sound, scientific rationale for addressing the

maintenance and improvernent of the functional chewing

apparatus through treatment.

Chewing efficiency has been supported as a clinically
neasurable and neaningful pararneter. Its clinical
applicability and its specific sensitivity as a measure of

individual function renain to be rnore fully verified. This

is a consideration for further work. Inter individua I
differences have been measured, and it is suspected that these

may be due to the detailed r¡echanics of force-delivery and

bolus handling associated with tooth rnorphology and occLusion.

These Í/ere not borne out directly, however, by a simple static
assessnent of the functional occlusion. In addition, the

assessment, of efficiency changes with respect to treatment nay

deserve quantitative follow-up.
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It ís the philosophical irnpact of this work that is rnost

significant, however, since it has inportant scientific and

clinical ra¡nifications. The finding that the huroan chewing

apparatus exhibits Low nechanical efficiency, and the

realization that thís nay in fact be critical to the high

adaptive potential and versatility denonstrated by the hunan

nasticatory systen, raises serious questions about the nany

theories and ideas based on the assu¡ned relationship between

ídeal forn and function. In cLinical terns, it demands the

urodification of the intent of treatnìent regimens that are

based on such long-standing assumptions. CertainJ-y, it
indicates a need to reassess the treatment inperatives and the

iroptications of treatnent for rnany people seeking or being

referred for dental procedures.

In sunmary, the knowledge gained through this work

contrÍbutes to the basic understanding of nasticatory

function. This on its own, has scientific nerit, but should

also provide a stronger rationaLe to support indications for
or against the clinicat treatnent of the hunan chewing

apparatus .
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VII Conclusions

The concept of chewing efficiency was investigated as a

rneans to better understand and quantify rnasticatory functlon.

Individuals considered to be extremely different
rnorpho}ogically, lrêre cornpared as to their ability to
efficiently nacerate food and non-food boluses.

The nechanical efficiency measureÌûents were derived from

a coaparison of the mechanical work done on a standard ból-us,

and the muscle energy required to carry out this work. The

anount of work done was measured through in vitro sinulations
of in vivo tasks. The muscle energy input was ueasured using

quantitative surface EMG data, recorded fron the nain ja!,

elevating nuscles. These EHG data were norrnalized and

calibrated to perrnit the direct cornparison of results from

different individuals and different recording sessions.

From the results of this investigation, based on data

collected fron a total sanple of 33 individuals (14 l-ong

facial types, 13 short facial types, and 6 nornal facial
types), the following conclusions have been ¡nade:

1. The hunan chewing apparatus exhibits a low
degree of ¡oechanical efficiency. This tack of
efficiency appears to be an inportant feature,
however, that is compatible r,¡íth the high degree of
versatility and adaptabiJ.ity dernanded of the human
masticatory system. This finding rnay help to
explain how the masticatory syste¡û is able to cope
with changes associat.ed with aging and with
treatnent, particularly the nore radical changes
that can be introduced through surgery.

2. Chewing efficiency is a rneasurable functional
parameter of the nasticatory systen.
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3. Individuals who exhíbíted dentofacia] for¡n that
was deviant from accepted norms were not shown to
be functionally handicapped in ter¡rìs of ordinary
biting and chewing.

4. Consistent and renarkable correlatione r.¡ere not
found between conventional facial types,
st.atically-assessed functional occlusíon, chewing
patterns, and/or chewing efficiency neasures.

5. The use of surface Elfc recording to obtainquantitative infor¡nation regarding the nuscle
energy involved in ordinary nastLcatory functions
has been theoreticalJ.y analyzed and experinentally
verified. The ¡nethod used to normalize and
calibrate the EMG data perroitted
cornparison of EI'fc results.

a direct
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Appendix À

The Use of Elitc Ín the Qua¡tÍtative Ànalysis of
cher.¡ing Efficiency in Human Subjects

(Based on a presentation to the Neuroscience Research croup,
Departnent of Physiology, University of Manitoba - June 23,
1989. )

Electrorayographic recording tEuGl is used for
neuronuscular investigations on a nunber of levels: nenbrane,

ce11uLar, and gross, For the vork proposed, El'lc will be

erop].oyed at the gross anatomicaL ¡novernent leveì,, as an

epiphenoinenal esti¡nate of the mechanical contributions of

muscles to the rrgross anatonicalrr act of chewÍng.

It is known that vJhen Duscles are activated, actÍon

currents are generated that flos through the resistive nedia

of the tissues. Voltage gradients are produced that are

recordable as nyoelectric sÍgna).s IEuc]. At best, these

represent onLy najor aggregate changes in the currents and

voltages that result r,¡henever muscle fibres are activated by

their ¡notoneurons.

The drawbacks and precautions regarding the gathering and

interpreting of EFrc data are well-described in the literature.
Relatively sirnple physicat principles have been applied

to the clinically relevant proble¡n of hoÌ.¡ to neasure better

and to understand better the function of the chewing

apparatus. The rationale behind this application, will now be

discussed.

The efficiency of an ehgine systen is usually expressed

as a ratio of energy output to energy input, or the arnount of
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v¡ork done conpared to the energy required ín perforning that
work. It seens reasonable to look at the efficiency of the

chewing apparatus in a si¡nilar r,ray - that is, to neasure the

anount of work done by an individual in the 'rchew-until-
swallo!¡rr of a standardized food bol-us. This would requíre a
quantitative conparison of the amount of lrork done and the

enêrgy required by different individuals in chel¡ing the sane

kind of boLus in their own way. The current experinents are

designed to investigate this ¡nethod.

The mechanical work done on a given food bo1us, in a

single chomp, can be measured by in vitro sirnuÌation in a

materials testing device. Tn addition, the f.init of the work

done on a consistent boLus wilL be set by the individuaL.

That is, the person wiII chew untÍI they are ready to swallolr.

It is expected that an indication of the nuscle energy

required for this task can be devised from the true

integration of the square of the EMG recordings of the four

nain adductor nuscles involved in the closing of the jalrs.

(The four ¡nuscles involved are the right and left anterior
tenporalis and right and left masseter nuscles. They are

easily accessible for lrhole-nuscle recording with surface

electrodes . ) This is distinctly different fron the
rrrectified, averagedrt EMG data that is comrnonly referred to by

the tern I'integrated,rr For one thing, it very irnportantty is
not waveforn-dependent, as rectified, averaged data

definitionally, nust be. An exanple of integrated, squared
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EMG activity IISE] for the right nasseter ¡nuscLe during

cornminution of a standardized bolus can be found in the

acconpanying figure.
Às already rnentioned, the integration of the square of

the raw EMG signal represents lraveform independent data.

Also, Ohnrs Law and relaÈed electrical principles provide a

convenient theoretical analogy that can be applied to the use

of ISE. Ohnrs Law describes the electrical rrpressurett [V]

caused by a potential difference, needed for a flow of current

II] through an eLectrical conductor - eg. muscle soft tissues

- with a resistance [R]:

By definition:
V = I x R.

^ E WORK DONE
=,LXV- Âr ÂË

l{here: P = Po\,rer
E = Energy

At = Tine intervaL

s ince :and therefore,

it can be said that:

^EV,t'= 
- 

= 
-Lt P

VxL,t = ExR,

Consider no$¡, the significance of the

of the square of the EUc signal-i

integration over tirne,

that is, the running
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surunation of Èhe electrical activity of the ¡usculature during

a given chewing or bitíng task, which is:

IsE = sun of the EMc2 x Ti¡ne taken to carry out the task.

As Long as the connection bet!¡een E:MG and voltage is valid for
che$ring, then:

ISE = Sum of V2 xAt =suÍtof ExR
\,¡here ISE, represents the total energy output for a system

with a certain resistance, R, for a given cher.ring or biting
task. This gives us a vJaveforn-independent aeasure of energy,

and in addition, the squaring of the EMG signal:

1) is in accordance sith the units of the above
relationship between recorded activity (V2) and
energy

2) de-enphasizes the contributions of any
unavoidabLe background noise to the integrated
resuLts.

The resistance, R, nust also be considered. À very

sinplified circuit diagrarn can be represented approxínately

as:

IÈ

II INTERNÀL SYSTE}III fl EXTERNAl SYSTEM||

Here, there is so¡ne source of electronotive force [V.-r] i sone

internal resistance IR], given by the rr j-nternal system,'r which

cannot be directly rneasured; and so¡ne Ðaternal resistance

& &r
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[R.,,], given by the food boÌus, whích is ¡neasurable.

If EMc activity is proportional to the total power in the

systen, which is true for isonetric situations, then:

TOTÀLpOI.¡ER = VxI = X r.rhereR=&+&,,.
R

Rrí can be rneasuredi and although & cannot be directly
measured, sone inforrnation about it can be gaíned by looking

at situations where R"o is known to be zero. For example, it
is known that in a singì-e chonp, work is donê on the bolus and

the ISE during that activity is quite representative of the

energy used in performing this work on the bolus. However,

the system can be using energy without any real work being

done - for exampfe, duringT an isometric clench. This is
analogous to the situation of a stopped car where the engine

is running and the brakes provide the resistance to prevent

the car fron noving. üore must also be known about the

reLationship between El'tc and energy use in a noving situation,

for example, fSE during so-ca1led trphanton-chetring. tl

Atthough the internal systen is rrunknownrr and cannot be

directly neasured, sone inforrnation about it can be obtained

by looking at such energy-consuming, but no real--work-

producing activities, when the energy consumed is largely

dissipated as heat.

Thê application of the ideas described involve a

cornbination of in vivo and in vjtro investigations. fn brief,
these involve a nunber of standardized biting and chewing
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tasks that are carried out jn yivo: the raw EMc signals fron
surface electrodes are recorded, and the ISE obtained. The

mechanical aspects of these tasks are sinulated ín a testing
nachine in order to neasure the bite forces involved and the

work done in Nevtons IN], and Newton-neters [Nn],
respectively. These results are used to norrnalize and

calibrate the fSE for a given individual, at a particular
recording session in terns of rrrealr neasures of force, work

done, and to account for the ISE that is attributabLe to
chewing novenents that are not actually involved in doing work

on the bolus (ttphanton-chewin9, ,t or chev¡ing r.rithout a bolus) .

This will allow the anaJ.ysis of a chewing sequence, and the

assessnent of the chewing efficiency of an individual, at a

given recording session. It wilI furthernore al1ow a

conparison betlreen individuals, and between results fron
session to session for one individual.

The gualíty and reliability of the ex¡rerinental evidence

is currently being tested. If this method is víab1e - that
is, if the use of ISE as a measure of the energy expenditure

of a systen of nuscles can be substantiated - its applicat.ion

to the nuch larger problens of neasuring functional paraneters

and understanding function in the hunan rnasticatory apparatus,

is very exciting. Having a neasure of chewing efficiency,
wiLl thus not only be very relevant clinicatly, but also
provide better insight into the design of the chewing

apparatus and hov¡ it actuai.J.y works.
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Figure A. Turnip Chewtest Result for Right Masseter Muscle
(Subject: PT2, FEB/89):

a) Raw EMG Recording (17 chomps )
b) lntegrated, Squared EMG Activity



Àppendix B Information, History, and Consent Forms,

1 Infornation for Prospective Subjects

À Study of the Efficiency of Chewing in Hurnans

The purpose of this study is to gain an improved
understanding of the design and function of the hunan chewing
apparatus by kno!¡íng more about its efficiency in chewing.
The prínciple investigator has qualifications as a gêneral
dentist and orthodontic specialist, and is conducting the
research in fulfilment of her Ph.D. degree.

The basic research techniques involved in this study are
used cornnonly as part of dental exarninatj-ons, and/or in
clinical research involvíng hurnan subjects. These technigues
are non-invasive, and are not associated wíth any knor.rn harn
or irreversible changes to human tissues or organ systens.

Subjects nay be required to have impressions of their
teeth and photographs of the head and neck ¡nade. In addition,
the electrical activity (Ef,fG) f ron tþio pairs of j aw rnuscles
r4rÍIl be recorded while the subject perforns a nunber of simple
biting and chewing tasks using special ly-constructed bite-
Ìneasuring devices, chewing gu.n, and nor¡nal foods. This wiII
require the scrubbing and cleaning of the skín of the cheeks
and the sides of the forehead r.¡ith rubbing alcohol, in
preparation for the taping of snall metal electrodes to these
areas .

Thê general health and well-being of subjectsparticipating should not be af fect.ed by any of the techniques
applied in this study. Further¡nore, innediate and obvious
physical benefits to the participants as a result of
involve¡nent in this study are not eq)ected. On the other had,
significant, foreseeable risks to the subjects are highly
unlikely. Anong the re¡note, but possible risks are: allergic
reactions to the rnaterials or foods usedr. gagging on, choking
on, and/or accidental inhaLing of the experirnentaL naterials
or foods; tenderness and/or redness in the areas of the skin
prepared for the recording electrodes; ¡ninor discornfort during
adhesive tape removal fron the skin; sLight jaw musclè
tiredness for a short tine following the experinents. Risks
of damage to the teeth and jaws should be no greater than the
risks involved in the ¡nastication of ordinary foods.

The required totaL ti¡ne con¡nit¡nent is approxi¡nately two
to three hours, divided over t\,¡o separate session. The first
session wilt include tine to explain the details of the
procedures, review the general- rnedical/dental history fonn,
obtain consent, and to have the dental records required nade.
Both sessions will involve recording fron the jaw rnuscles (as
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outlined above). Prior to each session, the subject will be
asked to: shave or wash the face and avoid applying any facial
oint¡nents or rnake-up.

Subjects should contact Dr. fwasaki at the telephone
nunbers suppLied, should any questÍons, or problens arige,
regarding this study.



2 History Forns

TJNIVERSITY OF MÀNITOBÀ - FACULTY OF GRÀDUÀTE STUDIES

CHEWING STUDY: MEDICÀL-DENTÀL HISTORY

NÀI'IE: DÀTE:
(Surnane) (Given nanelsl )

ADDRESS :
(No.) (street) (city) (Postal code)

TELEPHONE NO. :

BÏRTHDATE :

( Res idence ) (Burin"rÐ

PRESENT ÀGE: 

-
MEDICAL HTSTORY

Physicíanrs Nane

YES NO

currently under physician's care?
Current.Ly taking medication?
Past severe i llnesses?
Birth defects?
Past or current a 1J-ergies?

Please explain aIl trYESI answers:

DENTÀL HISTORY
Have you ever had orthodontic treatnent? (Braces)

If rrYES, rr please describe:

Dentist t s nane:
How often do you visit your dentist?

I{hen was your Last dental appointnent?

Did you ever, or do you:
clench or grind your teeth?
Have probtérns wiÊh you jaws, jaw joints, orjaw nus"Iãã?-

Àre you presentÌy undergoing any dental treatnênt?

If rrYES, rr please describe:
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3 Consent Forn

CHEWING STUDY: CONSENT FORI{

I have agreed to participate in a study of chewing
function, to be conducted by Laura Iwasaki, Graduate Student,
InterdiscipJ. inary Ph.D. Prograrn, University of ManÍtoba. f
have read the inforrnation sheet about the study, and it has
also been explained to ne by Dr. Ilrasaki. I understand that
the study nay require the rnaking of soÐe standard dental
records, and will involve surface e)-ectronyographic recordings
fro¡n four jaw nuscles during some biting and chewing tasks
employing ordinary foodstuffs and specially-constructed bite-
rneasuring devices. These biting and cheiring tasks are not
expected to demand any extraordinary effort of the chewing
apparatus.

I understand that there are no specific, personal
benefits Èo be reatized as a result of ny participation in
thís study, but, that the results of the research are expected
to contribute to scientific knowledge and the future of
clinical treatnent in dentistry. I understand that the risks
of personal harn or disco¡nfort involved in this study are very
srnall. ft has been explained to ne that although thepossibilities are renote, should any problens associated with
ny participation in this study occur and persíst, f Ìritt be
seen for advice and/or treatment as appropriate, in the
University of lfanitoba craduate orthodontic Cl-inic.

I consent to having the following records of ne nade;
with the understanding that they will becone the property of
the University of Manitoba, and will be heLd in confidence,
but nay be used for research publÍcation and presentation
purposes :

1. History and exarnination records
2. f:npressions for dental nodeLs
3. Bite registration records
4. Side- and frontal-view head and shoulder

'photogrâphs
5. Surface electronyography.

I have volunteered to participate in this study on ny own
accord, and I realize that I an free to withdraw fronparticipation at any tine without penalty.

Signature of Subj ect:
Date:

Signature of l{itness:
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Àppendíx C

The Effects of Velocity on Hunan I'fasseter Muscle
ElectroÌûyography during Ànterior aiting

(Presented to the Canadian Medical and Biological EngineeringSociety, Winnipeg - June, \9gOi see also: lwaÁakÍ anã
Ucl,achlan, 1990)

INTRODUCTION

Based on the assunption that rnyoelectric activity has a

strong and direct rel-ationship to the muscle energy expended,

an estimate of the energy costs of rnasticatory function nay be

obtaíned frorn surface electronyography t Et{c I recorded

bilaterally fron the najor jaw eLevator muscles. The EMG

associated with chewing shouLd reflect the external work as

well as the internal vork being done by the nuscles, The

external work is thê work done by the muscles through the
application of force via the teeth and the jaws during biting
and chewing. The internal r,¡ork is that done r+ithin the
¡nuscles due to internal resistances, and which results in
energy loss as heat. While the external work done, for
exarnple, in chewing a food bolus, is relatively easy to
quant.ify, the internal work done is not. Sone quantitative
infor¡nation regarding the internal work can be gained however,

through studies of the isonetric ¡nuscle tensíon (force)
situation. rn this situation, where the external v/ork beíng

done is zero, the relationship between EMG actívity and

force-production is approximately linear (fnnan et at., L9S2i

LÍppold, 1952; Bigland and Lippold, 1954; Close et al ., 1960i
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Komi 1973; Pruim et aI ., L978). Therefore, for an increase in
isonetric bite force, a proportionat increase in the EMc

activity fron the jaw elevator ¡nuscles woutd be expected,

reflective of an increase Ín the internal work done.

Chewing is a ¡nore cornplex task than isonetric biting,
however, since it involves not only force-production, but

notion as weII. Hor,¡ such rnotion rnight af fect the Eüc during

che$/ing was of interest. A series of experinents tras

conducted to investigate this question. The objective was to

study the veJ.ocity effects on the El.lc recorded fro¡n hurnan

nasseter muscles during anterior biting at knor.rn force levels.

The anterior biting position was specifically selected

because theoretical and experinental evidence suggests that
when biting on the front teeth, the nasseter muscles act as

the ¡nain jaw closing rnuscles and the tenporalis muscles are

relatively inactive. Hence, by testing the anterior biting
situation, the nasseter nuscles could be investigated in
relative isolation. In addition, norrnally, for a centred

bite, batanced and symrnetrical activity in the masticatory

nuscl-e systern is expected.

MÀTERTALS ÀND METHODS

A rrpseudo-bolusrr device IPBD] was designed and

constructed for these experÍments (Fi$¡re C1). This device

was hand-heJ.d by the subjects and consisted of a set of three

aluninum plates each ¡neasuring about 24 centinetres long and
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PSEUDO-BOIJUS DEVICE

B - Plattene for btttng
C - Llnear voltaþe dlsl

placenent, transducer
D - ForcE magnltude

adJuatment - screw
E - Dry frlctlon pads



o,3 centinetres wide. The twin outer plates were joined by a
thin staintess steel platten (narked B Ín Figure C1). À

conplinentary pJ.atten (marked A in Figure Cl) lras attached to
the inner plate. cork sheets were sandwiched betneen the

aluminun plates to increase the dry friction of the systen.

Resistance to the movenent of the tvo plattens together could

be adjusted and set by a screv (rnarked D in Figure C1) which

applied a normal force to the cork-aLu¡ninurn plate sandwich.

The bit.e force required to approximate the plattens could thus

be quantified. This force was assumed to be consistent, at a

given setting, for the range of velocities involved,

The biting surfaces of the plattens vere coated with a

thin f il¡n of sil-icone putty nat.erial (Silicone Inpression

Material, creat Lakes OrthodontÍcs Lirnited, Tonawanda, Ne!¡

York) to protect the edges of the teeth. (The pBD was

disinfected and the protective surfaces were changed betseen

subjects.) when the plattens were approximated, the total
separation of the teeth was about four ¡nillirnetres.

the nove¡nent of one pLatten relative to the other ptatten
was nonitored through a Iinear voltage displacement transducer

ILVDTI housed in the handle of the pBD. Àt the sarne tine,
standard bipolar surface electrode mc recording techniques

were ut,ilized on hurnan volunteers to record the actívity frorn

the right and left ¡nasseter rnuscles. Electrodes were aLso

placed.on the anterior belly of one tenporaLis rnuscle in alt
subjects. This served as a check that the tenporalis ¡¡uscle
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was, as expected, ñinactiverr for anterior bitlng. The EMG

during biting was amplified using a two-stage systen (Bíosys,

I{innipeg) and recorded si¡nultaneously with the LVDT output

during biting on to FM tape.

Four adults with intact natural teeth and no obvious jaw

joint problems participated as subjects. Each subject carried
out 20 to 30 bites of different steady vel-ocities at required

bite force levels betr,/een 4 to 36 N. For the start of each

bite, the Ínterplatten distance was 15 nilli¡netres. The

subjects were asked to rrclenchrr lightty on the plattens when

they carne together.

For each biting task, anal-ogue-to-digital conversion

pernitted the cornputation of the root mean squared El{c data

IRMSI and the velocity fron the LVDT. The bite force leve1s

and vel-ocities used nere e¡elL within the range of normal hu¡nan

function.

Digital-Lo-analogue conversion capabÍlities pernitted a

four-channel display of the data frorn each biting task.

Figure C2 shor,rs the raw EMG output for the right masseter,

left rnasseter, and one of the anterior teurporalis Ìnuscles

recorded over a period of eight seconds during one such task.

fn this exanple the required bite force was 18 Nev"tons [N].
The LVDT channel napped out the displacement versus ti¡ne for
the biting task fron the beginning of the bite to the end of
the bite when the plattens cane together. This display was

used to select an interval of st.eady closíng vetocity near the
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DIGITÀ.L-ÀNÀI,OC CoNVERS¡ON pnOCRÀt{ I { -CEÀNNEL DISPIÀT

- for selectlon of lntervål (l-fl-Hl fot catculàtlonr o! r

bltlng vetoclty (v) and RMS (rv) values for nu8cl6 E!+c

RIG}fA ltlÀSSETER I.IU SCLA RÀW EHG RMS : 21rV

LEFî I.TÀSSETER MUSCTE 8ÀI{ EMC

TRÀNSDUCER OI'TPOf t
dlsplâce¡ìe¡t t , tlBê -r

ItEtaloRÀLt s t{usc¡t RÀ¡l EüG)

TI¡ÍE ¡NTENVÀT DISPIÀYED! 8 second¡

Figure C2

SUB'ECT PW
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end of a bitinq task, for the calculation of RHS EMc values

and the biting veLocity.

RESULTS

The anterior ternporalis nuscle lras found to be

essentially inactive during the anterior biting tasks

performed by all. of the subjects studied. This finding !¡as a6

expected for this nuscle under the conditions of biting.
The results of the rnasseter rnuscle EMc versus anterior

biting velocity shosred a consistent pattern for aLl- subjects

tested, at all required bite force leveIs. The surn of the

right and left nasseter ¡nuscle Rl{S EMc fron a number of

different steady velocity bites by one subject for the

required bite force of 9 N, are shown ín nig.ure c:. The range

of biting velocities for this subject and bite force level was

fron 1 to 150 ni L limetres/ second. The relationships for aLt

subjects at a1l bite force levels shot¡ed a sinilar, weì-l-

behaved, but nonLinear reLationship. In order to study this
reLationship nore closely at low c).osing velocities such as

those used during chewing, the data were plotted using a ).og

scaIe.

Logro of the su¡n of the RMS Elfc of the nasseter muscles

versus log,o of the anterior biting velocity for one subject

showing the results for required bite force levels of 9 N, 18

N, and 36 N are shor¡n in Figure C4. Sone consisÈent

features characterized the group of curves obtained for each
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subject and the pattern of the results was Éinilar for aLl
four subj ects . Firstly, the Eüc !¡as found to increase

increnentally with increases in the required bite force.
Secondly, a relatively flat, straight-line relationship for
the points corresponding to the low velocity range were

observed up to a criticaL velocity level, or poÍnt of
inflection, whereafter the E[.tc was seen to rise sharply with
increasing biting veLocity. These features lrere well-
il-Ìustrated by nore sirnplif ied plots, obtained by representing
the lovr velocity and high velocity results separately. The

1ow velocity results vrere adequately represented by a

straight-line relationship, as shown in Figure c5, where the

sa¡ne data as pLotted in Figure C4 is otherwise presented.

The nean inflection point for all subjects and bite force
l-eveLs was 10 ¡niLli¡netres/second (1 on the tog,o scale). The

inflection point results for the subjects and bite force
l-evels studied are presented in Table C-I . The nean slope of
the higher velocity curves for the group was 5.3

decibels/octave (6 decibels/octave equals a doubting of the

EMG with doubling of.velocity). The slopes for the subjects
and bite force levels studied are presented in Table C-II.
The trend to decreasing slopes for the higher velocity curves

with increasing required bíte force, nay reflect a convergence

of these lines to a connon point, or may simpLy be a result of
the rel-ative difficulty in achieving higher vel-ocities of
biting at. higher bite force levels.
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Table C-I. INFLECTIoN POTNTS [I] OF LOI{ VELOCITY AND HrGH
VEIOCTTY CI'RVES* ÀT VÀRIOUS REQUIRED BITE FORCE LEVEI-,S.

fNFLECTION POINT fIl in nil I inetres / second for:
S{'BJECT

NG

4N 9N 18N 27N 36N MEÀN

-83-66
- 10 13 - 10 11
20 1020 - 6]-4
610610 109

ovERÀLL ì,rEÀN [I] + STANDARD DEVIÀTION 10 + 5

PW
JN
PT

* Masset.er MuscIe EMG Àctivity versus Anterior Biting
Velocíty,

TAble C-IT. SLOPES OF THE HIGH VELOCITY PORTTONS OF THE
MÀSSETER MUSCLE E}IG ÀCTIVITY VERSUS ÀNTERIOR BITING VELOCITY
CIJRVES'T FOR VÀRIOUS BITE FORCE LEVELS .

$LOPES in decibels/octave for:
SUBJECT .4N 9N 18N 27N 36N MEAI{

NG - 5.8 4.7 - 3.2 4.6
PW - 6.4 5.5 - 4.6 5.5
JN 8.1 4.9 8.5 - 3.9 6.4
PT 6.4 5.9 4.0 3.7 4.2 4.8

ovERÀLL MEÀN [Ij + STANDARD DEVTATION 5.3 + 1.6

* Èfasseter Muscle Ð.{c Àctivity versus Ànterior BÍting
Velocity.
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SIJI,IMÀRY AND CONCLUSIONS

For anterior biting of kno!¡n force nagnitudes, in a range

appropriate to normal human function, the nuscular activity
recorded by surface Ellc varied with velocity. It appears that
for nornal anterior biting, at a given force rnagnitude, the

surface El'lG recorded fro¡n the masseter nuscles is predictably

sensitive to velocity changes. The relationships dernonstrated

J.ikely reflect the speed of shortening characteristics of the

masseter muscle. These results support those of others vho

have shown predictable linear relationships between nuscle EI'fc

and speed of contraction in other rnuscle systems (Bigland and

Lippo]d, 1954; Bouisset, 1973 ) .

The results of this study suggest that for thê low ranges

of velocity, a rrpseudo-iso¡netricrr situation exísts and the

force effects on the El.fc predoninate. For nasticatory

function, therefore, in the range of muscLe shortening speeds

of 10 ¡ri l l inetres/ second and less, a linear relationship can

be expected betr,reen the EMc activity and ¡nasticatory force.

To reiterate, this study has lead to the following

conclusions:

1. The additive effects of bite force and velocity- 
on the nasseter nuscle EMc have been demonstrated,
such that at:

- low velocities of biting, the bite
force effects doninate (rrpseudo-
isonetricrr situation) , $¡hereas at

- higher velocities of biting, the
velocity effécts do¡ninate.
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2. An increase in the required bite force resulted
in a predictable increase in the Etifc output, that
was consistent with a linear isometric force-Elitc
relationship.

3. Tbe inf l-ection point of the EMc-velocity curve
was relatively consistent (10 ¡nillinetres/second),
as was the 6lope of the higher velocity portion of
the curve (5.3 decibels/octave).
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